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PREFACE 

This is one of those dissertations that has bene

fited the student more than anyone else. A broad, until 

now unexamined analytical concept was studied in an ex

ploratory manner. In the process, virtually every method

ological problem of social science research arose. There 

were problems of conceptualization, uses of data, explan

atory patterns, causality, and logic. Most of these prob

lems were confronted rather than solved. Yet the overall 

inquiry had the valuable effect of illuminating the diffi

culties of behavioral research. And a feeling of satis

faction also emerged at being able to impose order and 

coherence on the subject of study. What has been achieved, 

then, in addition to the research findings, is a sense of 

cautious optimism about the enterprise of political anal

ysis. 

In these arduous endeavors extending over several 

years I am grateful to have had the close guidance of a 

political scientist I and many others regard very highly, 

Charles 0. Jones. To his credit he leads others to examine 

difficult but important subjects of politics and social 

life, and he contributes to the task a very keen sense -of 

how things get done in government. Others, too numerous 

• • • 
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to mention, have also been of great assistance. For ad

ministrative reasons, Conrad Joyner graciously accepted the 

position of dissertation committee chairman in the final 

stage of the study. No one, however, including my wife, 

Pat, with her welcome and gentle irreverence about politi

cal science, bears any responsibility for the errors and 

shortcomings of this study, for which I alone am responsi

ble. 
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ABSTRACT 

The term "agenda" refers to those public problems 

on Tifhich governmental decisions are solicited. In any 

model of the policy process consisting of its major func-

tional categories, the functional activities of problem 

identification and policy-proposing represent agenda-. 

setting activities. 

The study is an examination of agenda-setting with 

regard to national pollution policy. As a case study it 

is not possible to treat the problems examined as variables, 

but as an exploratory sttidy it serves to illuminate how a 

particular set of problems helps shape the nature of the 

policy process that acts on them, and thus establishes hy

potheses for comparisons with other problems. Pollution 

problems are selected on the a priori basis that they are 

technological3.y complex and therefore are likely to accentu

ate the relationship between problems and processes that 

are to be examined. 

The sttidy sketches the major dimensions of pollution 

problems, the problems' causes and consequences, their complex 

ity, the interests involved, and finally, in the bulk of 

the study, the v.'ay in which a national water and air pollu

tion control policy has evolved. The presentation of data 

ix 



includes a description of the current pollution policy sys

tem—the interaction of institutions, groups, and indivi

duals acting on pollution problems. In this system the 

• chief participants include the Muskie Subcommittee on Air 

and Water Pollution, the House Committees on Public Works 

and Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Representative John 

Blatnilc, policy-makers in the Departments of the Interior 

and Health, Education, and Welfare, the Federal Water and 

Air Pollution Control Adminisbrations, respectively, many 

of the nation's leading industries—mining, power genera

tion, auto, chemical, and paper manufacturing, and the mu

nicipal officials and representatives of the country's 

largest urban areas. Other earlier participants helped 

shape the present system. 

In the development of national pollution control 

policy agenda-setting strategies engaged in are identified 

and related to the nature of the problems, the nature of 

the governmental units that took action, and also the inter 

ests affected. These strategies include marshalling gov

ernmental resources, utilizing multiple and extensive 

sources of information, establishing personal expertise, 

creating institutional structures to cope with the problems 

securing presidential support, concentrating group support 

early in the policy process, and taking advantage of broad 

supportive settings provided by certain events. 



The conclusion is that the problems have indeed 

been an extremely important factor in pollution policy

making, even perhaps to the extent of basically determin

ing the nature of the policy system and complex processes 

that have evolved to act on pollution problems—and con

sequently of the agenda-setting strategies pursued. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation explores the complex processes by 

which certain technological public problems have gotten on 

the agenda of government at the national level. It focuses 

on the emergence of national public policy for acting on the 

air and water pollution effects of industrialization in this 

country in an effort to say something meaningful about the 

following questions in policy analysis: What does it mean 

to be "on the agenda of government?" What are the functional 

activities which may properly be associated with agenda-

setting in government? What specific agenda-setting strat

egies can be identified in the issue-areas of air and water 

pollution? 

The study is admittedly exploratory. It might bo 

noted that it did not start out that way. It seemed apparent 

that the concept of an agenda was generally accepted. Thus, 

one could simply define it and proceed to determine the pro

cess by which certain technological public problems got to 

that agenda. The research soon revealed, however, that 

agenda-setting is inexorably associated with various func

tional activities of the policy process* 



"Agenda" then came to have meaning in terras of 

specific patterns of action in government—particularly 

those in the early stages of policy development. An anal

ysis of agenda-setting processes became an analysis of 

how problems developed, how they x*ere defined, the courses 

of action formulated to act on these problems, the legiti

mation of one course of action over another, the emergence 

of policy systems designed to act on such problems on a 

continuing basis. The result was that it was most diffi

cult to isolate an agenda-setting process as an identifi

able, one-time, discrete process, Thus, the goals of the 

study shifted during the course of the research as the 

inter-relatedness of agenda-setting activities forced anal

ysis to be extended to consider virtually the whole pol

icy cycle. 

The Research Problern 

The term "agenda" has become rather widely used. 

In his farewell State of the Union message in 1969 Presi

dent Lyndon B. Johnson said: 

Although, the struggle for progressive change 
is continuous there are times when a watershed is 
reached.--when there is, if not a break with the 
past, at least the fulfillment of its oldest hopes • 
and a stepping forth into a new environment to 
create new goals. And I think the past five years 
have been such a time. XI G have finished a major 
part of the old agenda.1 

Hew York' Times, January l£, 1969, p. 20. 
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Also in January, 1969* the Brookings Institution published 

a set of essays by prominent scholars and men of affairs en-

titled Agenda for the Nation. The essays in the collection 

were addressed to what the writers and the Brookings Insti

tution considered the major public problems with which the 

new Nixon administration would have to contend—including 

some (e.g., federal aid-to-education and job-training pro

grams) President Johnson had located on the "old agenda." 

But the Nixon administration has not necessarily stuck by 

any particular agenda, according to the New York Times' Max 

Frankel: "For the most part the President has allowed e-

vents to prescribe his agenda and he has not tried to impose 

any discernable priorities."^ And some agendas are more 

sweeping than others; in 1968 the Secretary of the Interior, 

Stewart L. Udall, wrote a book, 1976: Agenda for Tomorrow, 

in which he proposed that the President call a White House 

conference of political and social leaders to design "The 

Agenda for the Third American Century," an agenda that would 

include "goals, priorities, and realistic budgets" "not to 

cure specific diseases, but to make all cities cathedrals 

for everyday existence."^" 

2. Kermit Gordon (ed. ), Agenda for the Nation (Wash
ington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1965). 

3. Max Prankel, "Nixon's 99 Days," Arizona Daily 
Star (Tucson), April 28, 1969, p. Aj?. 

1|.. Stewart L. Udall, 1976: Agenda for Tomorrow 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1968), pp. 81-6. 
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There are several important themes in Johnson! s re

flections, the Brookings symposium, Frankel's evaluation, 

and Udall's proposal: (1) there is a subject-matter of prob

lems on which governmental decisions are solicited, (2) 

• there are varying assessments of what problems government 

should be acting on, and (3) there are times when some prob

lems displace others. Also, of course, a number of view

points usually exist on how the government should select 

particular problems for action as well as a number of ways 

in which it may in fact act. But certainly no decisions can 

be made on problems that have not been identified and raised 

as political demands. Easton says: 

Regardless of the purposes which might be pursued in 
the name of a [political] system, there is nothing so 
magical or esoteric about the activities of its members 
that enables them to make authoritative decisions out 
of thin air. . . . Without the assertion of demands 
the politically dominant members of a system could not 
orient themselves to the major problems requiring their 
attention nor could they bring their energies to focus. 
. . . someone must bring the cause or need to the at
tention of those primarily responsible for making de
cisions.5 

Thus, the value and significance of the agenda concept seems 

to be that it is useful in discriminating those public prob

lems on which political attention is sought, and in turn 

inevitably focuses attention of political scientists on the 

processes by which agendas are set. 

5* David Easton, A Systems Analysis of Political 
Life (New York: John Wiley, 1965)> P* *1-9. 
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As a basis for proceeding, then, the agenda of gov

ernment may be said to consist of the public problems that 

are brought to government for action. As John Dewey has 

pointed out, public problems are a consequence of human as

sociation. An elementary fact of association, according to 

Dei^ey, is that actions of people have consequences for other 

people. Public problems, he concludes, refer to those con

sequences of association that affect others beyond those im

mediately concerned, and are significant enough so that 

efforts are made to control their effects—government being 

the principal institution established to control the effects 

of these indirect consequences. Dewey says, 

Conjoint, combined, associated action is a univer
sal trait of the behavior of things. Such action 
has results. Some of the results . . . are per
ceived, that is, noted in such ways that they are 
taken account of. Then there arise purposes, plans, 
means and measures, to secure consequences which 
are liked and eliminate those which are found ob-
noxiotis . . . Sometimes the consequences are con
fined to those who directly share in the transactions 
which produce them. In other cases they extend far 
beyond those immediately engaged in producing them. 

. . .  T h e  p u b l i c  c o n s i s t s  o f  a l l  t h o s e  w h o  a r e  a f 
fected by the indirect consequences of transactions 
to such an extent that it is deemed necessary to have 
those consequences systematically cared for. Offi
cials are those who look out for and take care of the 
interests thus affected . , . Hie public as far as 
organized by means of officials and material agencies 
to care for'the extensive and enduring conseqviences 
of [such] transactions ... is the Populus [i.e., 
government].6 

6. John Dewey, The Public and Its Problems (New 
York: Henry Holt, 1927)7"PP» 35-cT~and. 1 



Government, then, is distinguished by its authority to es

tablish public policies--enforcable actions which seek to 

control effects of indirect consequences of association. 

In order to understand how public problems get on 

the agenda of government, it is necessary at least to know 

the nature of the pi'oblems, who is involved in acting on 

them, and what actions are taken. The framework for inquiry 

used here--the policy process—is essentially the one de

veloped by Charles 0. Jones. What is most distinctive about 

Jones' approach is that the public problems on which govern

ment acts are treated as important independent variables. 

Thus, one's knowledge of hovr government is likely to act on 

a particular problem is enhanced when one knows the nature 

of the problem being considered. The merit of the policy 

approach is that "there is a higher probability that general

izations about political systems (including decision-making) 

will be more firmly grounded in the realities of politics 

and social life."'''' 

At a minimum, five important functional activities 

characterize the policy process: identification of problems, 

formulation of courses of action, legitimation of a course 

of action, administration of policy to the problems, and ap

praisal of policy. Problem identification refers to the 

process by which, public problems are perceived and defined. 

7. Charles 0. Jones, "The Policy Approach: An Es
say in Teaching American Politics," Midwest Jour-nal of Pol
itical Science, XlII (Hay, 1969), p. 266. 
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Formulating courses of action is a process in which means of 

acting on problems are propounded. It will be recalled that 

Dewey described these first two sets of functional activi

ties as follows: "Some of the results of human collective 

action are perceived, that is, they are noted in such ways 

that they are taken account of. Then there arise purposes, 

plans, measures and means, to secure consequences which are 

liked and eliminate those which are found obnoxious."® Le

gitimation refers to the process by which particular poli

cies are decided on authoritatively. Administration is a 

process by which policies are interpreted and applied. Ap

praisal refers to the processes by which policies are evalu

ated and adjustments made--in light, often, of altered problem 

perceptions and definitions. If, in the appraisal process, 

recommended adjustments are relatively minor, the adjustments 

may be made administratively. More sweeping recommendations, 

however, become new policy proposals. Indeed, the American 

policy process has been characterized by Charles E. Lindblom 

and others as being essentially incremental, because most pol

icy <is the result of piecemeal, ongoing adjustments in prior 

9 
policy. Moreover, one activity does not necessarily follow 

8. Dewey, op. cit., pp. 

9. Charles E. Lindblom, The Policy-Making Process 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1968); and 
David Braybrooke and Charles E. Lindblom, A Strategy of De
cision: Policy Evaluation as a Social Process (New York: 
The Free Press, 1963). 
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another in the process in an automatic sequence; government 

may not act, or may fail to continue to act, at any point in 

the overall process. 

Lindblom has also pointed out another important fact 

about the operation of the American policy process. Al

though it is possible to use functional categories like those 

described above, and turn them into a useful tool of analysis, 

Lindblom has consistently maintained that the actual opera

tion of the policy process is best characterized as being 

one of "disjointed incrementalism. In his viewpoint, a 

widely accepted one and one accepted here, there is little 

that is rational-comprehensive about the operation of the 

policy process. But it is precisely because of this fact 

that the need for analytical concepts is so critical. 

Building on the previous general conception of the 

agenda of government, it is now apparent that the first two 

functional activities in the policy process—identifying and 

formulating—refer jointly to processes that can be termed 

agenda-setting processes. These activities, agenda-setting 

activities, provide the government with the problems and pro

posals on which it makes authoritative decisions (see Figure 

1). It is the agenda concept and the related agenda-setting 

activities, provisionally defined for the time being, that 

this study is designed to refine in the issue-areas selected. 

10. Supra. 
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Agenda-Setting Activities 

Problem Identification 

Proposal Formulation 

jsk. 

Proposal 

Legitimation 

L̂ 

Policy-

Administration 

JskL 

Policy 

Appraisal 

Figure 1. Functional Activities in the Policy Process 
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The Research Focus 

.This study examines several public problems associ

ated with the issue-areas of water and air pollution control. 

(Issue-aneas refer to the constellation of problems associ

ated- with any general subject-matter—e.g., poverty, trans

portation, foreign aid.) The uniqueness of the study is 

that the issue-areas of water and air pollution represent a 

characteristic of a certain category of public problems that 

are technologically complicated, literally exotic. Both the 

causes and effects of water and air pollution are-subject 

to various conflicting scientific interpretations in many 

cases. Dewey commented that "the machine age has so enor

mously expanded, multiplied, intensified, and complicated 

the scope of indirect consequences . . . that the public 

that in a democracy is supposed to generate political demands 

11 cannot because it is so completely bewildered," Water and 

air pollution problems are excellent examples of the reason 

for Dewey's apprehension. 

Yet complicated technological questions have serious 

consequences for the national welfare, and policy can be made 

only on the basis of some judgment of cause and effect. 

Speaking of water and air pollution problems, Senator Ed

mund S. Muskie (D-Maine) laments that "when one is concerned 

11. Dewey, op. cit., p. 126. 
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with environmental contamination, the problem is compli

cated by the difficulty of tracing a direct connection be-
n p 

tween action (discharge) . . . and.effect." Who has the 

ability to define and identify technological problems with 

precision, and how do policy-makers- learn enough about them 

to formulate meaningful policy? Such questions imply an

swers that would be of immense instrumental value to the 

maintenance and continued well-being of the political sys

tem. Hopefully, the agenda-setting strategies discerned in 

this study will possess some such instrumental merit. The 

general expectation is that agenda-setting strategies for 

problems resulting from pollution effects of industrial de

velopment depend on several sets of variables--e.g,, those 

related to the nature of the problems, the nature of the 

interests affected, and the nature of the existing institu

tional frameworks. 

The literature of political science is replete with 

studies of the general role of governmental institutions in 

the policy process, as well as of the general role of inter

est groups, parties, and public opinion. The findings are 

elementary: American government is pluralistic. Governmen

tal institutions legitimate courses of action and usually 

administer the resulting policies. In addition, government 

12. Edmund S. Muskie, "Role of Federal Government in 
Air Pollution Control," Arizona Law Review X (Summer, 1968), 
p. 17. 
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officials may and often do identify public problems, for

mulate and recommend courses of action, and appraise ad

ministered policies. But these latter activities may also 

be performed by interest groups, political parties, public 

opinion, and private individuals. Moreover, groups, par

ties, and private individuals may participate in legitima

tion and administration. There are, in short, many publics 

that may act on public problems in the governmental process. 

On the basis of such research a variety of political stra

tegies have been detailed: the politics of the budgetary 

process, lobbying and interest group techniques, campaign 

strategies, and even a mathematical model of majority coa-

lition-building."^ 

The question now arises as to what the role of in

terest groups is likely to be in a particular issue-area, 

whether public opinion is of any significance in policy

making in another issue-area, which governmental institu

tion is most likely to act in still another issue-area— 

and for what reasons. Such data will make it possible to 

13. Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the Budge
tary Process (Boston: Little, Brown, 196£jJ; Lester Mil-
brath, The Washington Lobbyists (Chicago: Rand McNally, 
1963); bavid B. Truman, The Governmental Process (New York: 
Knopf, 195>1 )i Lewis A. Proman, Jr.7 "A Realistic Approach 
to Campaign Strategies and Tactics," and Charles 0. Jones, 
"The Role of the Campaign in Congressional Politics," in 
M. Kent Jennings and Harmon Ziegler (eds.), The Electoral 
Process (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 196b;; 
William Riker, A Theory of. Political Coalitions (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1962). 
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be still more precise with regard to particular political 

strategies regarding any functional activities in the pol

icy process> including agenda-setting ones. 

As worthy as the policy, approach may appear, it 

is certainly apparent that the nature of the task it pro

poses (i.e., to stress problem variables) insures that the 

overall endeavor will not be achieved until a great many 

different problems have been examined, and this study is 

designed to add to such an inventory. 

Already several studies on the way problems have 

been acted on in the policy process have been published. 

Briefly, it may be noted that one study found that certain 

interest groups were much less involved in policy-making 

in a problem areas that concerned them than had been pre

viously believed,another that public opinion was of 

hardly any significance in articulating political demands 

although thousands and thousands of people were directly 

affected by a problem, and a third that Congress rather 

than the executive was the principal arena in which agenda-

setting took place. 

lli-. Raymond Bauer, Ithiel Pool, and Lewis Dexter, Am 
erican Business and Public Policy (New York: Atherton, 196J7 

1£>. Michael Danielson, Federal-Metropolitan Politics 
and the Commuter Crisis (New YorlET Columbia U. Press, 1965). 

16. Randall Ripley, "Congress and Clean Air: The Is 
sue of Enforcement, 1961}.," in Frederic N. Cleaveland (ed.), 
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These studies reinforce the conclusion that the na

ture of the problems—their complexity, indirect effects, 

low salience with the general public--is an important varia

ble in the policy process, and thus that a detailed exami

nation of yet other public problems on which governmental 

action is souglht will yield additional insights on the oper

ation of the policy process, especially the early stages. 

Outline of the Study 

The next chapter describes the nature of water and 

air pollution problems, and their causes and consequences, 

the publics and interests affected, and early efforts to 

grapple with the problems. The complexity of the problems 

will be readily apparent. The next two chapters--Chapters 

3 and I4.— trace the development of national water and air 

pollution control policy. The primary data consist of in

formation provided by ptiblic congressional committee hear

ings and reports, and coverage provided' in Congressional 

Quarterly Almanacs. Two secondary sources have been relied 

on a great deal: Randall Ripley's study of the 1963 Clean 

Air Act, and James L. Sundquist's study of pollution policies 

17 and politics between 19^2 and 1966. ' The presentation of 

Congress and Urban Problems (Washington, D.C.: Brookings 
Institution,"1969)• 

17. Ripley, op. cit. and James L. 3i;ndquist, Poli
tics and Policy. The"~~EisenVTower, Kennedy, and Johnson" Years 
"(Washiiig t on, D.C. : Brookings Institution, 196'ST, PP~ 322~Hl» 
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data in most cases is basically chronological, but organized 

so that a discussion of all functional activities of the 

policy process relevant to the research problem has been in

cluded. Chapter 5 concludes the presentation of data by 

identifying the institutions, groups, and individuals of the 
1 a 

policy system that has evolved in the issue-areas of water 

and air pollution. Finally, in Chapter 6, some refinements 

of the agenda concept are suggested, agenda-setting activi

ties in the pollution policy system are summarized, agenda-

setting strategies are specified and categorized, and some 

general observations on policy analysis are offered. 

A great deal of ground is covered in the sub

sequent analysis and therefore the reader may wish to re

fer from time to time to the Appendix, which contains an 

overview of pollution policy development. 

18. Basically, a behavioral system is one charac
terized by goal-oriented interactions by those who populate 
that particular system. The goal-orientation of particular 
interest in this study of course is agenda-setting. It is 
not possible to specify interactions with any great preci
sion, but the principal actors and institutions are certainly 
apparent. See Malcolm E. Jewell and Samuel G. Patterson, The 
Legislative Process in the United States (New York: Random 
house, 1966), pp. 1-27; Easton, op. cit., Talcott Parsons, 
The Social System (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 
1951). 



CHAPTER 2 

WATER AND AIR POLLUTION PROBLEMS 

As a first order of discussion it is necessary to 

consider the following topics: the causes of water and air 

pollution and the interests involved, the consequences of 

water and air pollution (showing the technical nature of 

such definitions), pollution problems—those consequences of 

water and air pollution that various publics have deemed 

necessary to control, and, finally, a discussion of early 

control efforts in the two issue-areas by the federal govern

ment in order to discern some clues about the nature of the 

pollution policy system that later emerges. 

Water Pollution 

Water pollution is caused by the discharge of indus

trial and municipal wastes and agricultural runoff into riv

ers, streams, and lakes. There are a number of consequences, 

most of which make water unsuitable for multiple uses. This 

fact has become increasingly alarming as the demands for 

water increase despite a limited national supply. Thus, in 

the view of most of those concerned about water pollution 

problems, the chief problem caused by the consequences of 

water pollution is a resource problem. There are also some 

16 
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other consequences that are deemed problems, as will be . ; 

discussed below. 

Water pollution is not an isolated phenomena. Most 

of the surface waters of the United States are polluted. 

Those parts of rivers like the Potomac, Delaware, Missouri, 

Mississippi, and Hudson, which flow through enormous popu

lation and industrial areas, are for much of their length 

little more than open sewers. The Hudson is so polluted 

that during a recent water shortage, New York City did not 

have the resources to treat the river water adequately for 

municipal use—at least not at an economical rate. Many 

lakes, because they are not subject to self-flushing pro

cesses as are rivers and streams, are literally choking in 

effluents. Lake Michigan and Lake Erie are extremely pol

luted, and the quality of the water in Lake Erie has been 

so degraded that almost one-fourth of the lake has no dis

solved oxygen content--and thus is.unable to sustain any 

fish or aquatic life. In some areas of the nation, synthet-

ic chemical wastes have permeated groundwaters, thereby 

posing insiduous threats to water supplies. 

Causes and Consequences 

A great variety of water pollutants reduce the qual

ity of the water and hence make it unsuitable, unless 

treated, for reuse. In addition, water pollution can pose 

a nuisance and threat to public health. 
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Municipal wastes are a mixture of a variety of pol

lutants: organic wastes, synthetic organic chemicals, sedi

ments, infectuous agents, and inorganic chemicals. Organic 

waste3, primarily domestic sewage and industrial wastes of 

plant and animal origin (e.g., pulp mills and slaughter 

houses), remove oxygen from the water as they decompose. 

Yet unless a certain amount of dissolved oxygen (usually 

agreed to' somewhere between 2{. to 8 grains per liter) is pres

ent, fish and other aquatic life cannot exist. Synthetic 

organic chemicals, like detergent foams and pesticide resi

dues washed from produce, are also harmful to aquatic life. 

Detergent foams are rich in phosphorous ingredients which 

stimulate algae growth. A variety of industrial inorganic 

chemicals discharged into municipal sewage systems (from 

metal finishing operations, chrome tanning, etc.) interfere 

with natural water purification, destroy aquatic life, har

den water, and produce corrosive effects. Infectuous agents, 

contributed mainly by domestic sewage but also by industrial 

wastes, transmit diseases (unless treated). Industrial 

wastes often include s\ibstantial amounts of heat from cooling 

and other processes which have harmful effects on fish and 

aquatic life, and reduce the capacity of water so affected 

to assimilate other wastes. Land drainages usually contain 

sediments and organic matter, especially plant nutrients and 



pesticides, as well as radioactive substances and air pol-

1 lution washed from the sky during rainfall. 

The determination of consequences involves techni

cal definition---e.g., how much dissolved oxygen is present 

in a body of v/ater depends not only on the concentration of 
* 

types of pollutants but also on the rate of flow and turbu-

lence; the harmfulnes3 to fish and aquatic life of temper

ature variations depends not only on the temperature range 

but also on the particular stratification tendencies of pol

luted water under different climatic conditions (recent ar

guments have been advanced that indicate that thermal 

pollution can have positive ecological benefits under very 
O 

cold water con Itions ); the effects of chemical residues 

depend not only on their individual effects but also effects 

when combined and mixed with other chemicals and substances. 

In their efforts to determine precisely the consequences of 

water pollution, policy-makers have had to rely on techni

cians to a great extent, and to prevent sacrificing their 

independent judgment, policy-makers have employed a variety 

of means to educate themselves on the consequences of pol

lution, as subsequent analysis will reveal. 

1. For a summary see U.S., Congress, Senate, Com
mittee on Public Works, Staff Report, A Study of Pollution— 
Water, 83th Conge, 1st Sess.', June, 1963, pp. 3-6. 

2. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and 
Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, 'rher-
mal Pollution—1968, part 1, 90th Cong., 2nd""Sess., 19otf,"~ 
pp. 2&6-8. 
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The general causes of water pollution identify 

those publics aware of and concerned with water pollution 

problems. First of all are those municipal governments, in

cluding those of most of the nation's largest cities, *Jith 

sewage disposal facility needs. Thus most city officials 

and administrators have a vital interest in water pollution 

problems, and the so-called urban lobby has been quite im

portant in the development of a national water pollution 

control policy. Other important interests affected by water 

pollution problems are many of the nation's leading indus

tries. These industries are responsible for a substantial 

majority of all water pollution and include pulp and paper 

manufacturers, coal mines, steel plants, electric power gen

erating plants, and chemical manufacturers. In the past 

industry has often been reluctant to install control equip

ment, develop control technology, or even permit federal 

water pollution control enforcement officials access to plants 

so that the effects of particular effluents could be deter

mined. But that negative attitaide has been changing under 

the stimuli of two factors: first, most industries ar'e be

coming concerned about their burgeoning needs for clean 

water, and, second, industry as a whole has begun to feel 

increased pressure from conservationists and policy-makers. 

There is also some feeling of a growing concern on the part 

of the general public that the problems need attention. 
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Problems 

The most important public problem caused by water 

pollution consequences that--to use Dewey's term--has been 

"deemed" a problem by the various publics concerned and af

fected is the serious imbalance (in the absence of effective 

control) between water needs and resources created by water 

pollution. Calculating the total dependable supply of us

able water is one of those difficult problems of measurement 

mentioned earlier. One estimate relied on by policy-makers 

is that the total dependable supply of usuable water in the 

United States in I960 was 360 billion gallons a day. Through 

various watershed management practices the dependable supply 

is expected to be increased to 5>1£ billion gallons a day by 

1980. The total maximum available supply is estimated to 

be only 6jp0 billion gallons a day.^ In contrast to the lim

ited supply of water, Table 1 gives an indication of the 

overall water needs of the nation. As can be seen, these 

needs are growing at a very rapid rate. Already current 

needs exceed the supply available, and hence some water has 

to be reused. The amount to be reused will continue to in

crease in the future, and it is estimated that by the year 

2000 each gallon of water will have to be used twice.^ 

3. U.S., Congress, Senate, A Study of Pollution--
Vfater, 1963, op. cit., p. [j.. 

1}-. Ibid., p. 3* 



TABLE 1.. 

WATER USAGE IN THE UNITED STATES 
(in billions of gallons per day) 

1900 19# I960 1970 1980 

Municipal £ 22 28 3k 37 

Industrial 15 120 160 218 3914-

Irrigation 20 120 135 159 166 

Total lj.0 262 323 1*11 597 

Sources: 1956 Congressional Quarterly Alma
nac, and U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee 
on Public Worlcs, Staff Report, A Study of 
Pollution—Water, titith Cong., 1st Sess., 
June, 19£>3> P* 
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Unless pollution is controlled, the same factors 

that increase water needs increase water pollution. As 

the population increases and industry grows, more sewage 

and other wastes must be discharged. Until desalination 

and other breakthroughs in water supply are made practi

cable, pollution control is the most critical element in 

water conservation and resource management. Unfortunate

ly, when water is used for a particular industrial process 

or municipal waste discharge, it usually becomes unsuit

able for other uses "unless it is first treated. And, as 

a general rule, the more polluted water is, the more cost

ly and less effective treatment becomes. Polluted water 

also has long been a public health threat. In the 1870's 

the new science of microbacteriology helped provide the 

basis for new and effective techniques of water purifica

tion. Since World War II, the threat of pollution to pub

lic health has again increased, due mainly to the development 

and large-scale use of synthetic organic chemicals. Pishing 

and recreation are adversely affected by water pollution. 

Commercial fishing has long been affected by water pollu

tion; over the years many of the nation's largest oyster 

beds have been poisoned and destroyed by pollution, and 

shellfish can be taken offshore only away from polluted ar

eas where they have not been impregnated with toxic wastes. 

Oil pollution, in addition to being an acute safety hazard, 
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has always been especially pernicious to marine life. Pol

luted water is generally unfit for many forms of recrea

tion. ...Public beaches have often had to be closed, and water 

skiing and boating restricted. Sport fishing has become a 

pastime easily accessable to fewer and fewer of the public. 

For many people, finally, the enjoyment of unpolluted water 

fulfills an important esthetic and spiritual need, one they 

are finding difficult to meet. 

As Dewey observed, public problems exist when con

sequences are found "obnoxious," and efforts are made to con

trol the consequences "so as to secure some and avoid others." 

Accordingly, water pollution problems have been defined by 

those who have been interested in controlling the causes of 

water pollution because they find the consequences of water 

pollution objectionable. Thus, basically, water pollution 

control policy has been a response to those consequences of 

water pollution that certain publics have wanted controlled. 

As the discussion above has brought out, in the issue-area 

of water pollution the primary public problem has been a 

problem of finding enough water to meet demands that have 

risen as urbanization, population, and industrialization 

have increased. Other problems were identified as public 

health, conservation, environmental quality, and recreation. 

How it is that certain causes and consequences of water pol

lution have been viewed as public problems is best explained 
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by discussing the development of water pollution control 

policy--indeed, viewing certain causes and consequences of 

water pollution as public problems is itself the reason for 

tlie existence and development of control policy. 

Early Control Efforts 

Between i860 and 1900 the communicable disease epi-. 

demies that earlier had periodically swejfcmost larger cities 

in the United States were brought under control with the de

velopment of purification techniques for municipal water sup

ply systems. Public concern was local, with demands that 

city governments install purification devices in municipal 

water supply systems arising either during a local epidemic 

or in apprehension of epidemics spreading from other cities. 

Responsibility for ensuring that public health would continue 

to be protected by effective purification processes was usu

ally vested in municipal and state public health officials 
£ 

and agencies. 

During this same period industrial growth led to a 

great deal of stream pollution from industrial waste dis

charges. But, for several reasons, there was little wide

spread alarm or concern about this fact. First, it was 

widely believed that threats to public health came only 

For a brief historical background se© Frank Gra
ham, Jr., Disaster by Default: Politics and Pollution (New 
York: Evans and Lippincott, 1V66J, ch. "d. . 
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from municipal organic sewage. The undeniable fact that 

much industrial pollution destroyed fish and aquatic life 

was dismissed as a price of "progress." The second rea

son that there was little widespread concern about indus

trial pollution was that, except for a few far-sighted 

conservationists, no one doubted that many rivers and streams 

could safely become industrial sewers while recreational and 

other needs could be met adequately by still "other" rivers 

and streams. Finally, where industrial and recreational 

needs were clearly in conflict, the latter had to give way 

to the former, on the basis of the economic contribution of 

industries to local communities. 

The involvement of the national government in water 

pollution problems dates at least to 1895* In that year 

the Marine-Hospital Service (the forerunner of the Public 

Health Service) began, at the request of municipal and state 

public health officials, a few scattered investigations of 

public health problems caused by interstate water pollution. 

The Marine-Hospital Service soon realized interstate water 

pollution control would be difficult: "In the United States, 

it is impossible for one state bordering upon a river, even 

by more stringent laws, to protect the health of its citi-

zens, because it has no jurisdiction over others." 

6. U.S., Congress, Senate, Investigation of the Pol
lution of Water Supplies, 55th Cong., 2nd Sess., Iti9ti, p. 3* 
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In 1899 Congress passed a Rivers and Harbors Act 

that prohibited any water pollution that impeded navigation. 

There was some belief that the law would be applicable to 

water pollution in general, but in 1922 a federal district 

court ruled that the statute applied only to physical ob~ 

7 
structions. Even earlier, in 1905, in a case in which the 

State of Missouri claimed that Illinois was diverting sewage 

from Chicago into waterways contiguous to Missouri and thus 

threatening health in the latter state, the Supreme Court 

tried not to get involved in adjudicating pollution problems. 

In that case Justice Oliver V/endell Holmes announced that 

the Court found pollution problems so technically complex 

that it was difficult to make decisions solely on the basis 

of the general welfare clause of the Constitution, and in

stead he urged legislative action on the problems. If states 

still chose to turn to the courts in the absence of statu

tory law, Holmes warned that the case would have to be sell

s' ous and fully proved. 

In 1912 the newly-created Public Health Service was 

authorized to conduct investigations of the diseases and im

pairments of man, including those caused by stream pollution. 

In addition to its investigations, the Public Health Service 

7• United States v. V7. F. Crouch and Harry Y/elli-
ford (1922). Incomplete citation in Congressional Record, 
'6tJth Cong., 1st Sess., 192i|, p. 10li.0. 

8. Missouri v. Illinois, 1905 (200 U.S. i|-96). 



kept records of water-borne disease outbreaks in the Uni

ted States. These records were based primarily on reports 

made by state and local health agencies. Although threats 

of serious epidemics were no longer likely, the Public 

Health Service and the state and local health agencies were 

aware of the heavy load on purification processes resulting 

from untreated sewage as well as the immediate danger to 

9 public health when those processes broke down. 

In 192l|., as in 1899# Congress, in exercising its 

control over navigation, passed an oil pollution control 

measure that permitted federal officials to bring legal suit 

against anyone discharging oil into harbors damaging or en

dangering harbor facilities and fish and aquatic life. The 

act resulted primarily from the demands made by the shell

fish industry, which had been seriously hurt by haphazard 

oil transport practices by the booming petroleum industry, 

and by various harbor industries, especially warehouses. 

During the Depression, some Works Progress Adminis

tration and Public Works Administration funds were allocated 

for sewage treatment plant construction, and an increase in 

treatment plant building resulted. Prom 1932 through 1936 

population served by sewage treatment works increased by 

9. A summary of water-borne disease outbreaks and 
their causes between 1920-1^5 can be found in U.S., Congress, 
Senate, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Stream Pollu
tion Control, 80th Cong., 1st Sess,, 19lj7f, PP« 39-89« 
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73 percent, and 720 of the 835 new treatment plants were 

built with federal relief money, according to a report by 

the Special Advisory Committee on Water Pollution of the 

President's Water Resources Committee. The stimulus of 

federal aid was widely noted, and in 193& state and local 

health officials meeting at a national conference recommended 

that admini strati; a of sewage treatment grants be made per

manent and vested in the Public Health Service. Their recom

mendation was introduced as legislation and supported by 

various members of Congress from .states bordering on the 

Ohio River, where interstate water pollution problems were 

already quite serious. In addition, support came from 

conservationists: 

Many persons who originally were vigorous in 
their demands for stream purification, having noted 
futile attempts to correct the situation, no long
er even trouble to complain about pollution ... 

Many of the militants in the states who have 
had the courage to continue the fight have joined 
state and national organizations having stream pur
ification as one of its chief objectives . . . The 
most enthusiastic . . . are . . . the Izaak Walton 
League and various fish and game associations and 
sportsmen's clubs and conservation groups. 

. . . The likely reason [these organizations are 
very active] is that they are the persons who see 
the results of pollution by personal contact . « . 
They wade the streams that are so filthy and 

10. Cited in U.S., Congress, House, Committee on 
Rivers and Harbors, Hearings, Pollution of Navigable Waters, 
714-th Cong., 2nd Sess., lc)37» P« 3^5". 
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nauseating that their love of nature, if nothing 
else, impels them to do something . . . H 

The proposed legislation would have facilitated interstate 

cooperation by permitting interstate compacts, made grants 

for sewage treatment works, and, to mitigate business op

position, provided for loans to business for industrial 

waste treatment process development. President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt vetoed the bill, however, on the grounds that it 

was funded without provisions for executive budgetary clear

ance. The President at this time was both anxious and de

termined to impose executive control over the budget. 

During the 1920's and 19301s the Supreme Court had, 

despite Holmes reservations in Missouri v. Illinois, ac

cepted several new water pollution cases. But the complex

ity of the evidence required did not help matters. Several 

cases were dismissed for lack of sufficient evidence. In 

another case the Court appointed a "master" (an individual 

assigned by the court to research a case in depth), but the 

Court could not agree with the master's findings. VJith 

restudies and extensions granted, that case took more than 

a decade to settle, and recourse to the courts was seldom 

I P  attempted after that. 

11. Testimony of Senator August Lonergan (D-Con-
necticut), ibid., p. 83» 

12. M. R. Dendiner, "Stream Pollution,11 Editorial 
Research Reports, II (September 1?» 1935) , pp. 25#-66". ~~ . 
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In 19lj.8, conservationists, public health officials, 

and a bipartisan coalition of Ohio River valley members of 

Congress secured enactment of a modest water pollution con

trol act. The fight for enactment was led in the Senate by-

Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) and Alben Barkley (D-Kentucky), 

both party leaders (Taft was chairman of the Republican Pol

icy Committee, Barkley was Minority Leader) and men concerned 

with the interstate water pollution problems on the Ohio 

River that flowed between their states. 

In 19V? during hearings before the Subcommittee on 

Flood Control and Improvement of Rivers of the Senate Com

mittee on Public Works, Public Health Service spokesmen es

timated that about half of all municipal sewage discharged 

in the United States was untreated or inadequately treated, 

and that untreated industrial sewage added another equal in

crement of untreated wastes. Furthermore, it was pointed 

out that only between 1932-38 when public works funds were 

expended on sewage treatment plant construction did construc

tion keep pace with the growing voluma of discharged efflu

ent. It was also pointed out that technological advances 

were complicating the water pollution situation because 

modern chemical wastes required new treatment processes yet 

1^ to be devised. J 

13. U.S., Senate, Hearings, Stream Pollution Con
trol, 19^4-7» op. cit., pp. 2j?-7. 
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In general, the testimony before the committee re

vealed a serious need for more knowledge on the causes and 

consequences of water•pollution. Testimony by industries 

revealed that even long-standing problems like pulp mill 

discharges and acid mine drainage were without satisfactory 

and economical treatment techniques, and thus that strict 

controls like some conservationists were demanding would 

result in economic disaster for many industries. 

One of the conservationists leading the fight for 

stronger pollution control was Representative Karl E. Mundt 

(R—South Dakota) who introduced a bill embodying stringent 

enforcement provisions, as well as open-ended authorizations 

for municipal construction grants and loans to private in

dustry. But Congress was in no mood to enact controls for 

which technology did not exist. Representative Will H. 

Whittington (D-Mississippi), chairman of the House Commit

tee on Public Works commented that "the methods of prevent

ing industrial waste are still being perfected . . . it is 

either industry with its pollution eliminated as far as 

possible, or the streams without industry. 

Throughout congressional consideration of the pro

posed legislation the emphasis was on the need for more 

knowledge and research on water pollution problems. Evenso 

II4.• Congressional Record, 80th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
June IJ4-, 19i4.8,"p. 6196. 
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the fact that an obvious need for information existed did 

not mean that Congress would necessarily act. According to 

Graham, 

"The 19)(-8 act passed only because Senator Taft 
. . . got up on the Senate floor and said that in 
his opinion it was constitutional," an aide to ano
ther prominent Senator has said. "That's what it 
took to pass it. J'li? 

And, as a matter of fact, the Senate passed the proposed leg

islation by voice vote without debate. Bipartisanship ex

tended to the House, where Representatives Bret Spence (D-

Kentucky) and Harry McGregor (R-Ohio) exerted joint floor 

leadership. The only opposition at all came from conserva

tionists, led by Mundt, who wanted more sweeping legislation, 

but the House passed the bill easily by a division vote of 

138-lit.. 

As enacted, the Water Pollution Control Act of 19i{-8 

authorized the formation of interstate compacts to coordinate 

interstate water pollution control activities. It was hoped 

by most of those who were pushing the legislation that this 

provision would stimulate other interstate compacts like the 

Ohio River Valley Sanitation Commission. The major provi

sion of the act authorized the Public Health Service to study 

water pollution problems and to develop comprehensive pollu

tion control programs, established a Y/ater Pollution Advi

sory Board to be appointed by the President to advise 

15. Graham, op. cit., p. l±9. 
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the Surgeon General on pollution control policies, and au

thorized the construction of a'Water Pollution Research La

boratory at Cincinnati, Ohio. This provision was designed-

to provide information on which the national government could 

more firmly base future water pollution control policy.• 

In accordance with the wishes of conservationists, 

and in acknowledgment of the jurisdictional problems caused 

by interstate pollution, federal enforcement procedures were 

established. As Senator Taft had said in the 19V7 Senate 

hearings, echoing the long-standing problem already noted by 

the Marine-Hospital Service in l898> 

. . . the general theory has been that pol3.ution 
control would be effected by the states through 
their own laws and through their own controls. 
But . . , there are cases where a state may not 
comply with its general obligations or do a good 
job.lo 

The abatement procedures provided that when interstate pol

lution jeopardized public health or welfare a series of no

tifications and a public hearing to secure voluntary abatement 

were to be initiated, giving the polluting state a reasonable 

amount of time to comply. Those efforts failing, the Fed

eral Security Administrator (as the public official to whom 

the Surgeon General was then immediately responsible) could, 

xtfith the permission of the state from where the pollution 

16. U.S., Senate, Hearings, Stream Pollution Con
trol, 1924.7, op. cit., p. 17. 
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originated, request the Attorney General to bring suit to 

enforce.abatement. 

Finally, $20 million annually was authorised for 

five years for low interest loans to states and municipali

ties for up to one-third of the cost of constructing munici

pal sewage treatment plants.' After more than fifty years of 
t 

fragmentary policies, the first small but broad-based na

tional water pollution control policy came into being. 

Wo funds were ever appropriated for the loans au

thorized by the Act.. -The reason has never been made clear, 

although the Bureau of the Budget did note in 19V7 that the 

loan provision was not in according with the budgetary re-

] 7 
straints of the President's overall program. *' Neither were 

any funds appropriated to administer the abatement provision, 

primarily because the reasonable length-of-time criterion was 

deemed too vague and because the need to secure permission to 
1 O 

prosecute from the polluting state made action unlikely. 

But the research and program development provisions 

of the act were pursued vigorously by the Public Health Ser

vice. The act was schedtiled to expire in June 1952, and 

— • • I, • 

17. U.S., Senate, Committee on Public Works, Hear
ings , Stream Pollution Control, 19^-7* op. cit., p. l£. 

18. Comment by John Blatnik (D-Hinnesota), subcom
mittee chairman, U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Ri
vers and Harbors, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, 
Water Pollution Control Act, 81).th Cong., 2nd. Sess., 1956, 
p. 216. 



earlier that year the Subcoramittee on Rivers and Harbors of 

the House Committee on Public YJorks held brief hearings on 

the administrative proposal to extend the act in order to 

continue the information-gathering that had been initiated 

by the 19^8 act. Jojm L. Thurston, Acting Administrator of 

the Federal Security Agency, called the information-gathering 

activities authorized by the 1948 act "the most important 

work of the [Public Health] Service. . . . As a result of 

these efforts, the extent of the water pollution problem has 

been generally defined." But he went on to conclude that 

"there remains the important task of developing additional 

1 9 data to fill the large gaps in existing knowledge." 

Probably the most important fact to emerge from the 

first three years of systematic research and information-

gathering by the national government was that the main water 

pollution problem was a resource problem. In the 1952 hear

ings, the Public Health Service submitted the following sum

mary of their studies: 

Pollution is so seriously cutting down the 
supply of usable water for industrial and domes
tic requirements that widespread construction of 
treatment facilities will be necessary dxjring 
the next 10 years to conserve water resources 
for the nation's . . . future growth. 

19. U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Rivers 
and Harbors, Committee on Public YJorks, Hearings, Exten-
sion of Water Pollution Control Act, 82nd Cong.,'2nd Sess., 
1952, p. T. 
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A report on this problem, Water Pollution 
in the United States, is a result of the coopera
tive water-pollution-control-studies carried on 
by the states and the Public Health Service un
der the Water Pollution Control Act of 19i[.8. 

The report sets forth the first national sum
maries of data from initial state and federal stu
dies for the development of comprehensive pollution 
abatement programs for the nation's waterways. 
They indicate that to meet present needs for 10, 
000 new waste-treatment plants, replacements, ad
ditions, or enlargements, and to keep up with fu
ture industrial.expansion and population growth 
over the next decade, will require public and pri
vate investments of $9,000,000 to $12,000,000. 

V/ater supply, which can be in effect increased 
through the reduction of pollution, is particular
ly important ... to future national growth. As 
a result of vast increases both in population and 
in production, demands for usable water are the 
greatest in the nation's history. 

. . . National totals of the study data were 
compiled from summary reports on the 1£ major 
drainage basins of the country taken as the basis 
for making the surveys.20 

Moreover, spokesmen for the Public Health Service reported 

at the hearings that between I9I4.O and 195>0 industrial pro

duction doubled, and chemical production more than tripled. 

The construction of new sewage treatment plants was only 

sufficient to meet the needs of one-half tho population, 

and since the population was increasing the total valvune of 

untreated municipal sewage was growing. In short, water 

pollution Xiras increasing in the United States, and new 

Ibid., pp. 38-9. 
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complex industrial wastes, many still unidentified as to 

21 cause and effect, were complicating the problem. 

Mark D. Hollis, Assistant Surgeon General, elabor

ated on the point that new industrial wastes were beginning 

to pose enormous problems for water pollution control: 

. . . Our present metropolitan life is possible 
only because we understand the principles in
volved in . . . disease transmission and are able 
to construct sanitary facilities and adjust our 
environmental factors to protect ourselves. 

Prior to 1930, the problem of itfater pollution 
was largely that of preventing the transmission 
of germ diseases. In general the volumo of sew
age and \faste in relation to stream flows was 
such that the receiving waters could assimilate 
the pollutional loadings, undergo self-purifica
tion with only Isolated cases of gross deteriora
tion. Our highly developed water-treatment tech
niques protected our public water supplies . . . 

. . .  w e  a r e  n o w  b e c o m i n g  i n c r e a s i n g l y  c o n c e r n e d  
about chemical and other by-products wastes that 
are polluting our waterways. 

V/hen we think that industrial production has 
increased 700 percent since 1900, we seldom con
sider fully the meaning of the fact that more 
than half of this increase has come within the 
past 10 years. The fruition of the chemical age— 
the rapid development and broad use of synthetics 
and the expanding significance of radiations-to
gether have had an impact on the environment more 
profound than we are yet able to' conceive. 

[Unfortunately] the defenses of our water-
supply systems may not be adequate to cope with 
the byproducts of modern technology.22 

21. Ibid., pp. 59, 63, 6J-I-. 

22. Ibid., pp. Il|.-15. 
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When Representative George H. Fallon (D-Maryland) asked 

Hollis what effect such chemicals have as far as diseases 

were concerned, Hollis said, "we just. simply do not know;"23 

Congress was impressed with both the amount of de

tailed information the Public Health Service had garnered 

and by the important need for more information it had de

veloped, especially with regard to industrial pollution and 

the magnitude of the resource problem. By a unanimous com

mittee vote,^" the House Committee on Public Works recom

mended to the full House that the 19^4-8 act be extended an

other four years in order "to provide a sufficient amount of 

time to gather experience on which to base recommendations 
pcf 

for continuing legislation." p Congress extended the act 

by voice vote without debate in both the House and Senate. 

While some attention was beginning to be focused 

on water pollution problems, air pollution problems were 

still treated (to the extent that they were treated at all) 

at the local level. In short, the development of national 

air pollution control policy has consitently followed water 

pollution national policy development by about a decade. 

23. I b i d . ,  p .  l i j . .  

2i|.. Revealed during floor debate, Congressional 
Record, 82nd Cong., 2nd. Sess., 1952, p. 63^ii-. 

2$. U.S., Congress, House, Report, Extending the 
Duration of the Water Pollution Control Act, 02nd Cong., 
2nd Sess., May 22, 1952, p. 2. 
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Air Pollution 

While nearly all of the nation's water are pol

luted, very little of the country's air is polluted. Un

fortunately, that portion of the air that _is heavily pol

luted is largely the atmosphere directly above the country's 

largest urban areas, and the majority of the nation's popu

lation are located in these urban areas. 

Causes, Consequences, and Problems 

Air pollution is caused by chemical vapors and par

ticles discharged into the air as a result of combustions 

in heating furnaces, the burning of domestic and industrial 

waste, motor vehicle engines, many industrial processes, 

and power generation. Air pollution causes public problems 

because it threatens health, impairs visibility, creates 

safety hazards, is harmful to agriculture, causes property 

damage, and is an esthetic nuisance. As urban population 

increases and industrial technology expands, air pollution 

problems have become more serious because more pollutants 

are discharged into a relatively small volume of air. The 

severity of air pollution problems depends on a combination 

of meteorological and topological conditions, the size and 

location of an urban area and its particular industries, 

control technology, and the extent to which industries and 

government have acted to control the problems. Basically, 

air pollution control policies, like watei1 pollution 



control policies, have evolved through a process by which 

problems were identified, defined, acted on, additional 

problems identified, existing problems- clarified and're-

defined, further action taken, and so on. -

Air pollution creates public problems at that point 

at which pollutants in the air reach levels of concentra

tions sufficient to affect health, otherwise cause discom

fort, impair visibility, or cause economic damage. Probably 

the major factor determining the capacity of the air to dis

perse pollutants are the prevailing meteorological conditions 

over an urban area where almost all serious air pollution 

occurs. Normally air circulates sufficiently up to several 

thousand feet above ground level so that pollutants are dis

persed. But sometimes the upper layers of the air in the 

atmosphere are warmer than the lower layers. This prevents 

air circulation, which occurs when warm air rises. Thus a 

thermal inversion is said to exist. During a thermal inver

sion ground air becomes stagnant from pollutants that can

not be dissipated through normal air circulation, and their 

concentration may reach threatening proportions. Moreover, 

the heights of inversions vary, and the lower they are the 

26 
more pollutants are concentrated. 

26. Louis Battan, The Unclean Sky (Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday, 1966). 
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The threat to health by air pollution is becoming 

well-documented, even though a clear demonstration of cause 

and effect has not been possible yet in most cases. Ac

cording to a study presented by the Surgeon General to the 

Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of the Com

mittee on Public Works in 1966 "a need exists for more 

quantitative information ... but the qualitative evidence 

is conclusive. There is no doubt that air pollution is a 

factor which contributes to illness, disability, and death 

from chronic respiratory diseases."2''' Even after allowance 

for smoking, twice as many people die from lung cancer in 

urban areas as in rural ones, and the rate of death rises 

in proportion to the size of the city, as does, of course, 

the degree of air pollution. Moreover, carcinogenic agents 

have been identified in the polluted air of essentially all 

cities in which they have been sought. Deaths from emphy

sema are about twice as high in urban areas as >.n rural ones. 

The effort required for breathing is increased a3 a result 

of inhaling irritant air pollutants, and this may become an 

unbearable burden for those already afflicted with a respira

tory disease. People suffering from bronchitis show a wor

sening of symptoms on days of higher air pollution, and air 

27. Testimony of Surgeon General William Stewart, 
U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollu
tion, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Air Pollution— 
1966, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 23» 



pollution is believed to trigger asthma attacks in some 

cases. Common colds and other infections of the upper res

piratory tract are thought to be aggravated by air pollu

tion.^® 

The chief source of air pollution is auto exhaust «• 

emissions. Figures vary, but a conservative estimate is 

that the auto is the source of at least 5>0 percent of all 

air pollution. The three major emissions for motor vehicles 

are carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides. 

Carbon monoxide impedes the oxygen-carrying capacity of the 

blood. One thousand parts per million (p.p.m.) of carbon 

monoxide causes death, and 5>0 p.p.m. is a generally agreed-

on danger point. Public Health Service and other tests in 

metropolitan areas during periods of heavy traffic often 

average around 30 p.p.m. Inside tunnels, the figures have 

risen on occasion to 100 p.p.m. At that level people ex

perience dizziness, headache, lassitude, and other similar 

symptoms. Approximately half of the llj-j? million or so tons 

of air pollution currently in the air is colorless and in-

29 visible carbon monoxide. 

Hydrocarbons, one of the other major emissions from 

motor vehicles, combine with sunshine to produce what is 

28. Ibid., pp. 22-31. 

29. Ben H. Bagdikian, "Death in our Air." Saturday 
Evening Post, CCXXXIX (October 8, 1966), pp. 31~°« 
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called photochemical smog. The two main byproducts of such 

reactions are ozone and nitrogen oxide. Ozone damages 

plants, and agricultural products, irritates the mucus mem

branes, and decreases visual acuity. The nitric oxides also 

cause plant damage and, at concentrations above 0.1 p.p.m., 

cause difficulty in breathing. 

Almost one-fifth of all air pollution comes from 

the burning of coal and oil in power plants, factories, and 

homes. Sulfur oxides are the products of such burning. 

Sulfur oxides especially aggravate existing respiratory 

diseases and contribute to their development. Sulfur ox

ides can paralyze lung hairs making it easier for other 

contaminants to enter. At 0.01-0.02 p.p.m. there are in

creases in cardiovascular disease, breathing is more dif

ficult, and mental impairments are noticeable. Sulfur 

oxides also cause plant damage and corrosion, and are thought 

to be a principal cause of the erosion of statues, monuments, 

and other concrete and stone structures. 

Particulates reduce visibility, are a nuisance, and 

enhance the ability of sulfur oxides to penetrate deeply in

to the respiratory tract. Pesticides in any amount are be

lieved damaging but primarily as an occupational hazard. 

Radiation is damaging in any concentration, both during a 

person's lifetime and genetically, and the damage increases 

in proportion to the total cumulated exposure. 



Although the effect on public health is the most 

serious consequence of air pollution other effects are not 

negligible. Each year it is estimated that air pollution 

causes $11 billion damage to crops, livestock, and property 

which it weakens, corrodes, fades, discolors, soils, and 

otherwise deteriorates.^0 

Nearly all parts of the United States are subject 

to thermal inversions between 10 and I4.O percent of the year, 

thus as population and industry grow the need for air pol

lution control becomes more imperative. 

As in the issue-area of water pollution the determi

nation of consequences involves technical definitions—e.g., 

wind speed, atmospheric ceiling, parts per million. These 

determinations refer to pollution "criteria" and are a re

sult of scientific measurement. Air pollution control pol

icy reflects a political decision as to what consequences 

will be tolerated and up to what point. 

. . . environmental quality criteria can either be 
qualitative or quantitative statements concerning 
thelikely effects on defined populations of de
fined environmental exposures. 

Environmental quality standards, however, are 
simply defined as the politically sanctioned goals 

30. For a summary of air pollution causes and con
sequences see, U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Public 
Works, Staff Report, A Study of Air—Pollution, 88th Cong., 
1st Ses3. in Hearings, Air Pollution Control, 88th Cong, 1st 
Sess., 1963, Appendix. 
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toward which our environment management system 
is directed. 31 

Most of those publics affected by water pollution 

problems are also affected by air pollution problems. Urban 

populations are most affected by air pollution, and public 

officials in urban areas have been in the forefront of ef

forts to obtain control legislation. By far the most ener

getic of the efforts to grapple with air pollution problems 

have taken place in Los Angeles, which has a particularly 

difficult pollution problem, as will be seen later. The list 

of industries concerned with air pollution--often their own 

effluents—are much the same as those in water pollution. 

One very important addition to those concerned is the auto 

manufacturing industry, whose products account for such a 

large share of the total air pollution load. Another major 

grouping consists of a large conglomerate of health inter

ests: doctors, medical scientists, and biologists. As with 

water pollution problems, the complex nature of air pollu

tion problems has created several institutional groups in 

Congress and the executive which attempt to remain suffi

ciently informed to bring their independent judgment to bear 

in the policy process. These groups—certain committees, sub-

committeees, and administrative agencies will be discussed 

31. Testimony of Dr, 'John R. Goldsmith, Chief, En
vironmental Health Unit, California Department of Public 
Health, in U.S., Congress, Subcommittee on Air and Water 
Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Air Pollu-
tion—1960, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess., July 19t>8, pp. 
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in detail in Chapter £. They include a subcommittee chaired 

by Senator Edmund S. Muskie (D-Maine), the House Committee 

on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, and the Federal Air Pol

lution Control Administration. 

The general public has a rather low level of know

ledge of the causes and consequences of air pollution prob

lems. In 1963 in the St. Louis metropolitan area a public 

opinion survey sponsored by the Public Health Service found 
1 

that 9 out of 10 respondents thought that air pollution was 

harmful to health and that government (preferably an area 

commission) should do something about it—even to the extent 

that 85 percent of the citizens sampled were willing to 

spend an extra tax dollar for control measures. But the 

meaning of air pollution to most respondents was quite vague. 

The most frequently mentioned were.(in order): odor, smoke, 

dust, general contamination, and—only mentioned by 15 per

cent—motor vehicle exhausts. When respondents were asked 

in an open-ended question to impute to others what most peo

ple meant when referring to air pollution the responses bear 

only a vague resemblence to the precise terminology used ear

lier in the chapter: "frequent bad smells in the air, too 

much dust and dirt, frequent nose and throat irritation, 

laundry getting dirty on the line, frequent haze or fog."^2 

32. U.S., Public Health Service, Public Awareness 
and Concern with Air Pollution in the St. Louis Metropolitan 
.Area (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1965Ti 
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These findings are not at all unexpected, given all 

that is known about public opinion. They do indicate, how

ever, that if water and air pollution problems are indeed 

public problems, the general public, can be counted on to 

provide a broad supportive setting for governmental action, 

but not to define the problems with any precision, discrim

inate among policy alternatives, or appraise existing pol

icies in any coherent fashion. Moreover, in an opinion 

survey in Nashville, Tennessee, it w'as found by investiga

tors that concern about air pollution problems was associated 

with periods in which pollutant concentrations•in the at

mosphere rose. Again there was a general inability to spe

cify problems.Thus, the public is interested in pollution 

problems to the extent that it perceives a direct threat 

from air pollution, but is generally unable to comprehend 

causes and consequences sufficiently (e.g., only 1$ percent 

in the St. Louis survey were able to identify the major 

source of pollution, automobile emissions) to articulate 

precise demands. 

Early Air Pollution Control 

In 1907 a group of lawyers, businessmen, and indus

trialists established a National Smoke Control Association 

33. Walter S. Smith, Jean J. Schueneman, and Loui3 
0. Ziedberg, "Public Reaction to Air Pollution in Nashville, 
Tennessee," Air Pollution Control Association, XIV (October, 
196)+), pp. J+T^I+23. 
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In 1922 the organization became the National Dust and Smoke 

Control Association, in 19^.8 the National Smog Control As

sociation, and .in 1961 the National Air Pollution Control 

Association. These name changes are good benchmarks of past 

efforts to define the nature of air pollution problems. 

Before World War II, dust and smoke were thought to 

be the main causes of air pollution. As coal was then the 

primary fuel for home and industry, it is probably true that 

much earlier air pollution was caused by coal smoke. In 1912 

the Bureau of Mines in the Department of the Interior began 

a small research program, one that the bureau still main

tains, for studying ways of reducing or eliminating emis

sions, from coal-burning equipment. 

That smoke could pose a serious threat to health 

was dramatically demonstrated in.1930 in Belgium's Meuse• 

Valley, which contained a large number of coal-fueled in

dustrial plants. In that year the valley was subjected for 

five days to a thermal inversion, and sixty people died. 

For three days in 19^8 stagnant air enveloped the small in

dustrial town of Donora, Pennsylvania, also located in a 

valley, and twenty persons died.' A provision of the Public 

Health Service Act of 19M+ authorized research on air pol

lution, and in 19i]-9 a Public Health Service study con

cluded that the Donora victims succumbed from high sulfur 

oxide concentrations. A similar study in 1930 by Belgium 
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scientists had reached a parallel conclusion with regard 

to the Meuse Valley disaster.^ 

Pittsburgh, only thirty miles from Donora, had al

ready become alarmed by the fact that the nation's largest 

steel manufacturing center was so enshrouded with industrial 

pollution that street lights burned 2l± hours a day. After 

a decade and a half of civic initiative, stimulated by 

threats of a mass exodua of people and business, by I960 

Pittsburgh had reduced its dustfall $0 percent, and by 1970 

it was expected to be halved again. ̂  About the same time, 

St. Louis undertook a similar endeavor. Unfortunately, sul

fur oxide emissions continued as before, but this fact was 

not common knowledge at the time. 

In 1952, London, famous for its fogs, experienced 

a "Black Fog" which in five days killed, by various esti

mates, several thousand people, mainly those suffering from 

respiratory diseases. British health authorities concluded 

that the water in fog combined with the sulfur oxides emitted 

from industrial factories to form sulfuric acid in the lungs. 

Unfortunately, there was no known technique for preventing 

3i|.. Both noted in U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommit
tee on Air and Water Pollution of Committee on Public Works, 
Hearings, Air Pollution—1966, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 33« 

35. Testimony of Mayor Joseph M. Barr, Pittsburgh, 
U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollu
tion, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Air Pollution 
Control, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 1963 > PP» 119-21. 
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the emission of sulfur oxides even if smoke itself was sub

stantially abated. 

By the 19501 s, of course, petroleum was the most 

important home and. industrial fuel, but it was discovered 

that many industrial petroleum processes released, among 

other things, hydrogen sulfides and sulfur oxides into the 

atmosphere. In large concentrations, hydrogen sulfide is 

extremely toxic . In 1950 twenty persons near Mexico City 

died when some hydrogen sulfide was accidentially released. 

The most important use of petroleum by the 1950's vras gaso

line to power automobiles. 

In the post-war boora of prosperity, California ex

panded rapidly, and its automobile population soared. To 

handle the glut of automobiles Los Angeles traffic engineers 

began to turn to expressways and high-speed interchanges. 

As one of the largest metropolitan areas in the United 

States, the industrial expansion of Los Angeles was massive. 

In the 1950's, the city began to experience a great deal of 

air pollution, which was labeled "smog." The .suspicion be

gan to grow, in the meantime, that automobiles were one of 

the chief causes of pollution—but scientific knowledge 

scarcely existed. 

In any case, aside from poor visibility and the es

thetic nuisance, a growing number of complaints were regis

tered about eyes smarting, respiratory difficulties, and 
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heart problems. In 19i+7 the Calirornia Legislature passed 

an air pollution control law, the first in the country. Un

der its authority, in 191+8 Los Angeles County established an 

Air Pollution Control Agency. After some examination of the 

possible causes of the problem., research began in earnest on 

auto exhaust controls. In the meantime, backyard incinera

tion was banned, as were industrial smoke discharges. These 

controls were rigorously enforced, and yet the problem did 

not disappear, making it certain that something would have 

to be done about automobile emissions. 

One of the facts to emerge from California and Los 

Angeles' experience was that the interests involved (i.e., 

the automobile manufacturers and large industrial firms) 

were often so largo that only with the most prodigious ef

fort could these organizations be compelled to submit 

to state and local control. For example, Kenneth Iiahn, a 

Los Angeles County Supervisor, had by 1967 spent llj. years 

wrangling with the automobile manufacturers, yet his impres

sion was that "only a 'token' appropriation [by the manufac

turers] has been made each year to satisfy the demand of the 

•27 
public for an adequate air pollution control program."^' 

36. Bagdikian, loc. cit. 

37• Letter dated January 26, 1966, from Plahn to the 
U.S. Attorney General, in U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee 
on Air and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hear
ings, Air Pollution—-196?> pt. 1, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., Feb
ruary 13, 19b7, p. li>3. 
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Each time Los Angeles County officials testified before 

congressional committees their position was the same: the 

county had done a great deal, perhaps as much as possible, 

to control pollution, but the auto industry had little in

tention of talcing one city and county seriously, and the 

need for federal legislation was clear. As will be seen, 

national policy-makers were to come to share this convic

tion. 

In 1951 Philadelphia established an air pollution 

control agency, and one year later New York City took a 

similar action. By this time many unanswered questions a-

bout air pollution had been raised. V/as air pollution, so 

evidently hazardous to health during disasters, also haz

ardous in lower concentrations over longer periods of time? 

If air pollution could still exist even when the air looked 

clean, what kinds of unknown pollutants existed there, and 

what was their effect? If certain pollutants were harmful, 

what techniques of control could be established? 

38 
California and Los Angeles, as well as other scat

tered localities and industries to a lesser extent, set about 

trying to learn about and thereby control air pollution. But 

it soon became apparent that causes and consequences were 

38. Research and control have been centered in two 
administrative settings. One is the state department of pub
lic health and welfare and the highway patrol and the Motor 
Vehicle Pollution Control Board, and in Los Angeles, the coun
ty air pollution control unit. 



extremely complicated, and that research would necessarily 

have to be large-scale. 

In the summer of 19514- Senators Thomas Kuchel (R-

California) and Homer Capehart (R-Indiana) wrote President 

Dwight D. Eisenhower, asking him to consider what the fed

eral government might do to further efforts to control air 

pollution. Eisenhower was interested, and requested his 

Secretary of Health, Education, and V/elfare, Mrs. Oveta 

Culp Hobby, to take up the matter. Mrs. Hobby appointed an 

ad hoc interdepartmental committee, chaired by the Surgeon 

General. The committee urged legislation establishing a 

broad federal research program, but looked with disfavor 

on grants-in-aid or federal enforcement powers. According

ly, in his 1955 State of the Union message Eisenhower rec

ommended "strengthened programs to combat . . . the 

growing problem of air pollution" and in his health message 

of that year he asked for "increased appropriations . . . 

for studies seeking necessary scientific data and more ef-

39 
fective methods of control." 

In the Senate the administration bill was considered 

by the Subcommittee on Flood Control—Rivers and Harbors, 

chaired by Robert Kerr (D-Oklahoma), of the Committee on 

39. U.S., President, Message January 6, 1955> Pub-
lic Papers of the Presidents, 1955* p. 21}., and Message Jan-
uary 31, 1955'» iblci.. , p. 221. 



Public Works. (Why this subcommittee was granted jurisdic

tion, and the implications for agenda-setting, are discussed 

in Chapter The bill passed the Senate by voice vote 

without dissent. In the House of Representatives, the bill, 

reported by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com

merce, was passed by voice vote. On July llj., 1955 > Presi

dent Eisenhower signed the bill into law. As enacted, the 

law authorized $5 million annually for five years for re

search and information-gathering by the Public Health Ser

vice (a unit in the Department of Health, Education, and 

Welfare). The act was known as the Air Pollution Control 

Act of 19££. 

In 19^8* the Subcommittee on Traffic Safety of the 

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce held 

hearings on the problem of automobile exhaust emissions. 

The subcommittee chairman was Representative Kenneth Ro

berts (D-Alabama), and he held the hearings at the sugges

tion of a fellow member of the subcommittee, Paul Schenck 

(D-Ohio), who had become interested in the fact that the 

past few years had led scientists to conclude that unburned 

hydrocarbons emitted from automobiles were a health hazard.4-0 

1^0. Some of the narrative in this section relies 
on Randall Ripley, "Congress and Clean Air: The Issue of 
Enforcement, 1963>" in Frederic N. Cleaveland (ed.), Congress 
and Urban Problems (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution. 
196977 



In a letter to the Roberts Subcommittee by Health, 

Education, and Welfare, the Department took the position, 

on the advice of the Public Health Service, that "there is 

not now available the scientific evidence needed"^"1 to carry 

out legislation like that proposed by Schenck to prohibit 

motor vehicle discharges in amounts found by the Surgeon 

General to be harmful to health. Schenck had proposed the 

legislation in the hope that the hearings would demonstrate 

its need. During the subcommittee hearings, Schenck re

sponded to the scientific reservations of Public Health 

Service personnel by saying, 

. . .  I t  i s n ' t  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h i s  l e g i s l a t i o n  t o  
spell out the kind of [exhaust emission control] 
device or how it can be done, mechanically, sci
entifically, , . . but merely that the standards 
of the Surgeon General encourage the engineers to 
come up with a px'oper answer . . . within a rea
sonable time.i-|.l 

Schenck's response seems to have reflected the emergence of 

impatience on the part of policy-makers to wait indefinite

ly to do something about a growing problem. The bill was 

not reported, however, there still being much sentiment for 

caution in the full committee, and Congress in general, 

i|JL. U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Traffic 
Safety Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 
Hearings, Unburned Hydrocarbons, 85th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
X95U, p. 2. 

k.2. Ibid., p. 21. 



In 1959t with little debate or controversy, the 

1955 Act, which was to expire in I960, was merely extended 

for four more years-~and the question of what the proper 

federal role should be was thus put off for the time being. 

A more significant action by Congress in I960 was to agree 

to Schenck1s proposal for the Surgeon General to conduct 

a two-year study of auto exhaust pollution and report the 

findings to Congress. The so-called Schenck Act x^as en

acted in response to the fact that Public Health Service 

personnel and others were maintaining that scientific data 

were too limited to enact auto exhaust emission controls, 

Congress meant to help eliminate that obstacle. On the 

floor, Schenck lamented that "almost nothing has been done 

in the general field of the emission of substances in au

tomobile exhaust gases which very' many highly qualified 

medical and scientific authorities are fully convinced are 

harmful to human health.The bill passed by voice vote 

in both houses without opposition. 

However, the Schenck Report, filed in June, 1962, 

generally concluded that while auto exhaust could be hazard

ous to health, much more research was needed and no eco

nomical or dependable device existed to control such emis

sions.^" The severe caution of the report underlined the 

^•3* Congressional Record, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 
1959, p. 16076. 
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fact that technical information necessary to enact control 

legislation was extremely difficult to obtain, even under a 

legislative mandate. 

In 1961 the Senate passed (without debate) with ad

ministration endorsement a bill sponsored by Senator Kuchel 

to give the Public Health Service the authority to conduct 

public hearings in regard to air pollution control. But 

the Roberts subcommittee did not go beyond the point of 

holding hearings, In his 1963 health message President John 

Kennedy recommended at Congress enact the Senate-passed 
)i£ 

Kuchel bill.^ In June Roberts held hearings on the admin

istration proposals, but concluded that more time was needed 

to look into all the problems more thoroughly.^ Thus, not 

only was technical information hard to come by, but also 

those concerned about air pollution problems agreed on the 

nature of control measures. 

Conclusions 

In discussing pollution problems and the development 

of pollution policy five conclusions are fairly obvious. 

U.S., Congress, House, Report of the Surgeon 
General, Motor Vehicles, Air Pollution.,' and Public Health, 
House Document fJB9, 57th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1962, PP. 1-1^9. 

Message February 27, 1962, U.S., President, 
Public Papers of the President, 1962, p. 171. 

I|-6. Ripley, op. cit. 



First, the facts of human association from which water and 

and air pollution emerged, industrialization and population 

growth, made control policy increasingly imperative. Sec-, 

ond, the causes and consequences of water and air pollution 

are technologically complex, and knowledge of causes and 

consequences has accordingly been difficult to establish. 

!Ehird, because of the difficulty of unraveling causes and 

consequences (e.g., the effects of exhaust emission on 

people), and the complexity of those relationships, 

highly specialized publics began to develop and grapple 

with those consequences which they deemed to be problems. 

Such publics included municipal officials, medical research

ers, automotive engineers, health officers, and a special 

grouping of public policy-makers at the national level of 

government. Fourth, the importance of the interests af

fected—the nation's leading industries—meant that causes 

and effects would have to be identified with precision and 

substantiated beyond reasonable doubt before broad control 

policies would be approved. Their caution was mitigated 

by the importance of urban areas and the necessity of doing 

something to help relieve some of their plights. Fifth, 

the problems of pollution were apparently so complex, and 

the interests involved and affected so important and exten

sive, that increasingly the resources and authority of the 
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federal government became necessary to define the problems 

and to effect controls. Action was taken accordingly. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE DEVELOPMENT OP NATIONAL V/ATER POLLUTION CONTROL POLICY 

In this chapter and the next the development of na

tional water and air pollution control policy is discussed. 

It was concluded in the last chapter that identification of 

pollution problems was to become a task of major proportions 

for policy makers. What will stand out in this and the next 

chapter is the fact that problem identification has consumed 

a great deal of energy on the part of policy makers, as well 

as having required a rather massive outlay of governmental 

and private resources. 

The "Blatnik" Act 

In the 195>2 House hearings on extending the 1914-8 

Water Pollution Control Act,Carl E. Schwob, a Public Health 

Service division chief and sanitary engineer, concluded that 

. . .  i f  o u r  c o u n t r y  i s  t o  m a i n t a i n  i t s  e x i s t e n c e  a s  
a highly industrialized and urbanized nation, we have 
to begin to look at waste-treatment works not as 
single-shot operations, but as permanent facilities 
which our society must maintain and preserve. We 
should not overlook the fact that after we have those 
facilities in, those facilities must be maintained 
and operated, and after they have been in existence 
for a period of 20 to 2£ years those facilities must 
be replaced by and large. Otherwise, water, the life-
blood of the nation, must and will suffer, and all 

61 
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the difficulties that face a nation that has 
destroyed its water resources will follow.1 

Apparently President Eisenhower agreed with this line of 

thinking, because in his health message to Congress on Janu

ary 31> 1955t he asked that the Water Pollution Control Act 

be made permanent, and that research on water pollution 

problems be intensified. 

Eisenhower's recommendations were also in recogni

tion of the fact that the extension of the Water Pollution 

Control Act was due to expire June 30, 195>6. In 1953> with 

the establishment of the Department of Health, Education, 

and Welfare, the Public Health Service, with its Division 

of Water Pollution Control, became an agency in the new 

department. In February, 1955> draft legislation wa3 pre

pared in Health, Education, and Welfare in accord with the 

President's health message and also in accord tirith his Jan

uary State of the Union message of that year in which he 

stated the philosophy of his administration that "the fed

eral government should perform an essential task only when 

p 
it cannot be adequately performed otherwise." 

1. U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Rivers 
and Harbors, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Exten-
sion of Water Pollution Control Act, 82nd Cong., 2nd Sess., 
1952, p.TZT 

2. Message January 6, 1955> U.S., President, Pub-
lic Papers of the Presidents, 1955> P» 22. 
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The administration bill, forwarded to Congress by 

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Mrs. Oveta 

Culp Hobby, eliminated the loans provision on the existing 

act. Instead, increased grants for strengthening state con

trol programs were provided for with the "firm belief" that 

they "will be the most efficient mechanism for securing the 

needed construction of treatment works and other control 
o 

measures." The bill also extended the enforcement author

ity of the federal government in abatement proceeding to in

clude the state affected as well as the state in which the 

pollution originated. Moreover, the bill authorized the 

establishment of water quality standards which would provide 

objective criteria for abatement proceedings and general 

guidance for state and local pollution control prograjns. 

As the problems of water pollution had grown in 

scale with population increases and industrialization,' muni

cipal officials increasingly felt the need to seek help in 

meeting their waste disposal problems. Before the Senate 

Subcommittee on Flood Control—Rivers and Harbors, of the 

Committee on Public Works, Patrick Healy, executive direc

tor of the American Municipal Association said in 195£ that 

. . . construction of sewage treatment plants has 
lagged, due partly to' financial difficulties and 

3. Letter from HEW in US., Congress, Senate, Sub
committee on Flood Control-~Rivers and Harbors, Committee on 
Public Works, Hearings, Water and Air Pollution Control, 8I4.th 
Cong., 1st Sess., l"93>5» p. 11. 



partly duo to the fact that in comparison with 
other public facilities and services competing 
for municipal funds the direct benefits to the 
tax payer are less readily apparent. The strict
ly limited tax resources and debt limitations of 
municipalities will not finance the required sew
age disposal facilities, the need for which is 
estimated at $3 billion in cost. ... a great 
many cities will never, within the next many 
years, be able t«o construct these facilities 
without [financial assistance ] ,1+ 

Senator Robert Kerr (D-Oklahoma), the subcommittee chairman, 

did not respond well to Healy's testimony. At one point 

Kerr asked, "People should not assemble themselves "together 

in a community unless they can handle the sanitary conditions 

thereby created, should they?" Healy's "new" suggestion 

that the federal government provide financial grants-in-aid 

Kerr called "as old as Machiavelli.The Senate passed the 

administration bill, without a construction grant provision, 

by voice vote. 

At.this time the cities, through their mun '.pal of

ficials, and others interested in more vigorous national ac

tion on water pollution problems,found a strong champion in 

Congress, Representative John A. Blatnik (D-Minnesota), the 

new chairman of the Subcommittee on Rivers and Harbors of 

the House Committee on Public Works. Blatnik came to Con

gress in 19^-1-6 from Minnesota's sixth congressional district, 

ij.. Ibid., pp. l£3-l+. 

5. Ibid., pp. 154 and 159* 
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a district in the northeastern section of the state, bor

dering on Lake Superior. Frank Graham, Jr. describes Blat

nik's concern as follows: 

A former CCC worker, he had spent a great deal 
of time in the woods and observed the ravages in
flicted on our natural resources ... Of the water-
pollution problem, Blatnik himself was . . . una
ware. "There wasn't any such thing in my part of 
Minnesota . . . When I came to Washington I began 
to get visits from people in my district, and of 
course if it was spring I'd take them to the Po
tomac Tidal Basin to see the cherry blossoms. 
Sometimes they'd ask me x^hat that funny smell x*as. 
I couldn't tell them. I \*as so naive that I just 
thought all tidal water wa3 supposed to smell. It 
took me a few years to discover that the Tidal 
Basin near the cherry trees is the best dressed 
sewer in the world." 

By way of his general interest for natural re
sources Blatnik grew interested in water pollu
tion. ° 

No doubt Blatnik's interest was stimulated by the fact that 

he was a member of the Public Works Committee. Like the 

American Municipal Association, Blatnik disagreed with the 

Eisenhower administration's "firm belief" that the "essen

tial task" of controlling water pollution oould be per

formed effectively by strengthened state pollution control 

programs and more stringent abatement procedures. Certainly 

he was sensitive to the financial plight of municipalities: 

. . .  I  h a v e  w o r k e d  c l o s e l y  w i t h  t h e  M i n n e s o t a  M u 
nicipal Association at home ... I have been in 

6. Frank Graham, Jr., Disaster by Default: 
tics and Pollution (Mew York: Evans arid Lippmcott, 1966) p 
p. 50. 



community after community where they are un
able to finance even . . . projects of higher 
priority, namely hospitals. ... So it has 
been my experience that there are many commu
nities that are simply unable to finance ... 
disposal facilities.7 

But because the House Public Works Committee was 

tied up with four months of hearings on a major federal 

highway bill, Blatnik's subcommittee held only a short one 

day hearing in 19£5 and reported the administration bill 

as it had been passed by the Senate, where, because of in

dustry opposition, water quality standards had been de-
O 

leted. By the time Blatnik's subcommittee had reported 

the bill, industry opposition had also been organized a-

gainst the liberalized enforcement provision and a numbed 

of' congressmen pressured Blatnik into recalling the bill 

9 
from the floor for further consideration. According to 

Sundquist, Blatnik was angered, feeling that the bill had 

been mild enough already, and so he resolved to present a 

a stronger bill of his own when the new session began in 

January.'L0 Working with Washington representatives of the 

7. U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Rivers 
and Harbors, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Water 
Pollution Control Act, 81}.th Cong., 2nd Sess., 195b, p. 138 

8. James L. Sundquist, Politics, and Policy; The 
Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson Years -.(Washington; D.C.: 
ferookings Institution, 1968), p. 321j.. 

9. Congressional Record, 814-th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
1956, June 13# P- 102^u (comment by Blatnik). 

10. Sundquist, op. cit.., p. 32£. 



American Municipal Association, Murray Stein (the Public 

Health Service's chief enforcement officer), Blatnik and a 

staff aide, Jerome Sonoslcy, fashioned a strong bill which 

11 
he introduced early in 1956. In it the enforcement pro

visions were modified to accord with recommendations made 
* 

by a conference of state pollution control officers called 

• 1? 
at Blatnik1 s request'during the itfinter of 1955. In the 

enforcement provisions the notification procedure was drop

ped and a conference substituted, and the reasonable length-

of-time clauses were eliminated in favor of a more precise 

six-month period. Either state affected by the pollution 

could give permission for federal proceedings to be ini

tiated.. 

Most importantly, Blatnik1s bill provided the fed

eral grants-in-aid to municipalities he had been seeking. 

The bill authorized $100 million each year for 10 years in 

£0-50 matching grants for constructing sewage treatment 

plants, Blatnik's figures coincided with the Public Health 

Service's estimates in the 1952 hearings that $2 billion 

would be the amount required to meet current and future sew

age treatment needs between 1955 and 1965 Later, on the 

11. Ibid.j p, 325• 

12. U.S., Congress, House, Hearings, Water Pollu
tion Control Act, 1956, op. ext., pp. 191-2. 

13. U.S., Congress, House, Hearings, Extending the 
Water Polltition Control Act, 1952, op. cit., p. 3S~. 
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House floor, Blatnik explained that "because it was evi

dent that the crux of the national pollution problem, is the 

lag in construction of waste treatment works, I added [the 

section] which provides for direct [federal] grants to as

sist municipalities in the construction of sewage disposal 

facilities.In formulating his revised proposals, Blat

nik also relied on a survey, "Water Supply and Its Use," 

prepared for his use by the Library of Congress. The study 

said in part: 

. . . Today . . . the increasing demands for wa
ter are already overtaxing or are approaching 
the limits of readily available water. 

Between 1955 and 1975 demands for water will 
increase from 262 to I4.53 billion gallons a day. 
By and large, the key to the solution will be 
found in control of pollution . . . 

In the.past, most organic industrial wastes 
could be treated by the same methods used for 
treating municipal sewage and the treatment of 
inorganic wastes was relatively simple. Today 
the problem of industrial wastes has become 
much more complex because of our rapidly chang
ing technology ... So little is known about 
many of these new wastes that reliable methods 
for their measurement and effect on the use of 
the receiving streams have not yet been deter
mined. 15 

If more needed to be learned about some aspects of indus

trial waste treatment, the answers to municipal waste treat

ment had been known for a long time--and yet the problem 

II4.. Congressional Record, 8i4-th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
1956, June 13, 1956. , p. 102L|.0. 

15. U.S., Congress, House, Hearings, 1956, pp. 113-8« 
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kept getting worse. Blatnik's bill was intended to rectify 

the situation. 

In opening the 1956 hearings, Blatnik noted that 

several federal commissions had taken cognizance of the ser

iousness of water pollution problems. The Commission on 

Intergovernmental Relations (Kestnbaum Committee) had rec-

ommended that study be given to the desirability of federal 

assistancie to cooperative programs for the construction of 

pollution abatement facilities, and the Hoover Commission 

Report on Water Resources and Power concluded that the prob

lem of pollution was "in need of definite national policies. 

Because the grant-in-aid provision of Blatnik's 

bill was directly contrary to the position of the Eisen-

hovrer administration, the issue became a partisan contro

versy. But some members of the Administration had some dif

ficulty adhereing strictly to the President's guidelines. 

During the Hou.se hearings, Representative Clifford Davis 

(D-Tennessee) elicited the following response from Roswell 

B. Perkins, Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and 

Welfare for Program Analysis: 

Mr. DAVIS. ... Do you consider the streams gen
erally over the country in better or worse condi
tion now than they were £ years ago? 
Mr. PERKINS. Well, the experts tell me, if any
thing, that we would have to consider them worse. 

16. Ibid., p. 112. 
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Mr. DAVIS, As a general statement would you say 
that the states are making progress in control
ling pollution? 
Mr. PERKINS. I think we would have to, in all 
candor, say inadequate progress.17 

.The Democrats on the Blatnik subcommittee considered Per-
T Pt 

kin's comment a major concession by the A.dministration 

that things were not as bright as they tried to make out. 

But the Republican committee members continued to support 

Eisenhower's position. As a concession, Blatnik and his 

fellow Democrats did lower the total authorized by one half 

and the federal share to one third, and reported the bill. 

The Republicans on the subcommittee issued a minority re-

1° 
port urging elimination of the construction grants. 

In managing his bill on the House floor, Blatnik 

made a very .impressive presentation. He said, 

A great deal was said during the discussion 
on the rule in opposition to grants-in-aid to 
municipalities for the construction of sewage 
disposal facilities. We ivent.into this as care
fully as was possible, consulting with, the health 
authorities, with the health departments of the 
states, with industry, with conservation groups, 
with mayors, with the American Municipal Associa
tion; went back into the records; into the matter 
of six major studies made by Congress itself on 
national water pollution policy, and in each one 
of thera attention was called that the federal 

17. Ibid., p. 139. 

18. Congressional Record, 8lj.th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
1956, p. 102i].2T 

19. U.S., Congress, House, Report, Extending and 
Strengthening the Water Pollution Control Act, Together with 
Minority Views, Uij.th Cong., 2nd Sess., May 21, ~~ 
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government should take a careful look into 
this field of giving federal aid for the con
struction of sewage disposal facilities. 

Here we have a chart showing the total a-
mount of money spent by municipalities for 
sewage disposal facilities since 1915 up to 
19i?0 . . . The average for that entire period 
is $172 million. And, as you look over that 
period there is only one time in the £0 years 
of history we are talking about that construc
tion of facilities was adequate enough to meet 
the pollution abatement program, and that was 
in the WPA and PWA days of 1933 to 1939 in which 
60 percent of the money came from the federal 
government.20 

But, said Blatnik, the problem was simply too large for 

communities to handle on their own. 

Construction to take care of this backlog 
and at the same time keep pace with the ever
growing demands on cities and toxm due to in
creased population and industrialization 
requires great capital outlay. 

Many communities are earnestly trying to 
solve these problems but have reached the li
mit of their legal bonded indebtedness. The 
tax resources of others are limited by state 
law and constitution. 

You cannot squeeze blood out of a turnip. 

Somebody has said, "But these municipali
ties do not want to do anything about it." The 
record will show you that these municipalities 
today are spending a quarter of a billion dol
lars a year for disposal facilities, doing 
everything they can to win a losing fight.21 

20. Conp^ressional Record, 8ij.th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
1956, p. 102l-|.2. 

21. Ibid., p. 1021+3. 
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Concluded Blatnik, "A small amount of federal assistance 

for construction as provided in this bill will serve to sti

mulate local programs of treatment \tforks construction by 

providing an incentive to take action now to clean up and 

22 protect the water of this nation." Even so, he said, re

ferring to the reduced amount authorized by the bill as re

ported, "all this bill is going to do, and I am sorry to admit 

it, but such a modest request is just to keep us from fal3.ing 

further behind, to slow up this negative rate of retrogres

sion."^ 

Two of the main opponents of the construction .cants 

were led to remark: • "X want to compliment the gentleman in 

the tremendous amount of work he has done." (Ho\^ard V/. 

Smith, D-Virginia), and "I first want to compliment the gen

tleman from Minnesota for the excellent job he has done as 
l 
chairman of the subcommittee and the splendid presentation 

he has made here today " (J. Harry McGregor, R-Ohio). In 

addition, Representative Richard Baldwin (R-California), a 

member of the Public Y/orks Committee, commented, 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to join with those 
who have paid tribute to the chairman of the sub
committee which has brought this legislation to 
the floor. The gentleman who serves as chairman 
of the subcommittee has worked diligently and has 

22 • Ibid.* P. 102i(-3. 

23. Ibid., p. 102lj.3. 
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spent a tremendous number of hours getting 
this legislation into the form in which it 
now appears and in bringing it here for con
sideration. It was his leadership that 
caused our committee to have additional days 
of hearings during the present session so 
that everyone who wanted to be heard would 
have an opportunity. 21+ 

It is certainly true that everyone who wanted to be heard 

in the hearings was permitted to do so, but the testimony 

in 1956 is strikingly similar to that in 1955 in both the 

House and the Senate. What had changed was Blatnik's in

terest and attention, and the effort he subsequently put 

into the problem. 

The Blatnik bill passed the House June 13, 1956, 

by a 338-31 (D—191-5, R—llj.8-26) roll call vote after a 

motion to recommit to eliminate the grant provision had 

been defeated 213-165, along strong partisan lines (D— 

25-176,' R--llj.O-37). In conference the federal share in 

grants was reduced slightly to 30 percent, and the ceiling 

on individual grants was set at $250,000. In addition, the 

Water Pollution Control Advisory Board was restructured so 

that all members except the Surgeon General were either 

private individuals or state and local officials. In the 

Senate later in the session Senator Wayne Morse (D-Oregon), 

2l\., The three quotes illustrating praise of Blat
nik's developing expertise are in ibid., pp. 102li0, 102k5, 
and 102i|.9. 
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in an extension of remarks, commended the passage of the 

passage of the 195>6 amendments (or, as he called them, the 

"Blatnik anti-ppllution act."^ 

Several conclusions are in order. First, on the 

basis of information generated by the federal research and 

information-gathering program, and in conjunction with Blat

nik1 s efforts to develop expertise in the area of water pol

lution problems, perceptions of the nature and seriousness 

of water pollution problems were altered (i.e., the main 

water pollution problem became a resource one rather than 

one of public health). But what is most important here is 

that this revision in problem identification took place only 

on the basis of information gained after almost eight years 

of day-to-day attention by a federal agency. The second 

conclusion is that in the absence of any established centers 

of expertise on water pollution problems in Congress, Blat

nik could readily take advantage of his position and inter

est to carve out a distinctive area of competence. Unfortu

nately, the aggressive federal control program Blatnik proposed 

met with a fundamentally-opposed counter proposal by another 

influential policy-maker, the President. 

2£. Ibid., p. 10323. 
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Eisenhower v. Blatnik 

On July 9» 1956, when President Eisenhower signed 

the amendments to the Water Pollution Control bill into law, 

he noted all the provisions with pleasure, but disapproved 

of the construction grant authorization. Said Eisenhower, 

"I urge that no community with sufficient resources to con

struct a needed sewage treatment project without federal 

aid,-postpone that consti,uct4©n-sim^ly~b©cause of the pros-
p/L 

pect of a federal grant." These comments marked the begin

ning of an extended effort by the President to induce local 

communities to take care of their own sewage treatment needs, 

a position Blatnik deemed simply unrealistic. 

Financial involvement in constructing sewage treat

ment plants was only one of many "local" problems Eisenhower 

felt should b© returned to the states by the federal govern

ment. In 1957 at the National Governor's Conference, Eisen

hower announced that he was establishing an ad hoc Joint 

Federal-State Action Committee to determine what federally-

financed programs could be returned to the states. The 

committee was notoriously unsuccessful, and could report to 

the 1958 Governor's Conference on only four small federal 

programs that could be returned to the states. But Eisen

hower was "unreservedly pleased with the committee 

26. U.S., President, Public Papers of the President, 
1956, p. 137. 
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27 recommendations." One program selected for return to the 

states was that providing for sewage treatment construction 

grants. The advisory committee recommended that, in con

junction with the discontinuation of the federal construction 

grants, the governors request their respective legislatures 

"to provide such financial assistance for waste-treatment as 

may be necessary, and improve municipal capacity to raise 
pQ 

funds to finance waste treatment works." To help the 

states provide treatment construction funds, the committee 

recommended that the federal telephone local use tax be 

dropped, thus providing a source from which state funds for 

sewage construction could be drawn. 

Blatnik, in extended remarks before the House, re

torted: "The [ad hoc] committee is asking the states to do 

that which the great majority of them have never done be-

29 fore." "Wishing will not make it so. Nor will merely 

saying the states will do something result in their doing 

it. Past experience has proved the need for some form of 

30 
federal stimulation." In subcommittee hearings on the 

27. Sundquist, op. cit., p. 328. 

28. As reported in the Congressional Record, 85th 
Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 2170. 

2<?» Ibid., p. 2170. 

30. Ibid., p. 2168. 
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issue, Blatnik added: 

* . . The success of [federal construction] 
grants in its year and one-half of operation 
has been nothing short of phenomenal. ... 
for every federal dollar a local expenditure 
of $3.60 was generated. [But] effective as 
the program is, the level of sewage treatment 
plant construction is not nearly high enough 
... In 1955s it was shown that we needed to 
spend over $j?00 million annually for the next 
ten years if the municipal problem is to be 
met. ... actual contract awards for 19^7 
were only $3i>0 million. . . . the present 
limited grant program is stimulating only 
half the level of construction that is neces
sary. 31 

Those groups most concerned with water pollution 

problems were in agreement with the problem as Blatnik per

ceived it. The president of the American Municipal Asso

ciation wrote President Eisenhower, urging the administration 

to increase construction grants in order to meet the increas

ing backlog; in the hearings he asked Congress to increase 

annual authorizations from $£0 million to $100 million.-^2 

A study done by the Public Health Service estimated that to

tal national pollution abateraent needs for the next 10 years 

would total billion.In a statement by the Association 

31. U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Rivers 
and Harbors, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Amend Fed-
eral Y/ater Pollution Control Act, 85>th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
195tf, PP. 2-3. 

32. Quoted in ibid., p. 202. 

33. Noted by Blatnik in Congressional Record, 8£th 
Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 2169 . 
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of State and Territorial Health Officers, which had opposed 

the program in 1956 because they feared a delay by munici

palities waiting for funds from the federal program, now 

went on record as favoring continuation of the program.*^" 

So, of course, did all conservation groups. 

Blatnik introduced a bill in 1958 restoring the 

$100 million annual authorization figure. The bill was re

ported over the opposition of seven committee Republicans, 
•3^ 

but no attempt was made to pass the bill, ^ probably out of 

fear of a presidential veto. 

In December, 1958, the Water Pollution Control Ad

visory Board, perhaps reflecting the fact that there were 

now no federal officials on it except for the Surgeon Gen

eral and thus was not bound to any administration position, 

reported that the Joint Federal-State Action Committee's, 

proposal was "not feasible" and recommended doubling con

struction grants. And, since the members of the Board were 

appointed by the President, its recommendations were re

portedly happily by the Democrats.^ The Board also urged 

elevating the low status of the administration of the water 

31}.. Ibid., p. 2169. 

35* Sundquist, op. cit., p. 329. 

36. Noted in U.S., Congress, House, Committee on 
Public Works, Hearings, Federal Water Pollution Control, 
86th Cong., 1st Sess., 1959, p. 
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pollution control program in the Public Health Service "to 

ofrset congressional sentiment for removing the water pollu-

37 tion control responsibilities from the Service."^' Already 

in 1956, when the Blatnik bill was reported in the House, 

Blatnik had included a statement in the report urging the 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to upgrade the 

organizational status of the program, and by 1958 Blatnik was 

becoming restive because nothing had been done about the 

suggestion. 

In 1959 Blatnik reintroduced his bill increasing 

construction grant authorizations to $100 million a year, 

and, referring to the fact that no action had been taken on 

the committee's recommendation for "an appropriate admin

istrative framework," he introduced a new provision es

tablishing an Office of Water Pollution Control in the 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. But the lat

ter had taken heed of the advance warning of the Water Pol

lution Control Advisory Board and elevated water "pollution 

control activities in the Public Health Service to division 

status.-^® 

Again, in the 1959 hearings before Blatnik1s sub

committee, at least one administration spokesman did not 

37. Ibid., pp. 127-8 

38. Ibid., p. 136. 
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disagree about the national scope of the problem. Secre

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Arthur S. Flemming 

noted: "This matter of water, without question, is about 

to become, indeed if it is not already, a critically urgent 
•3Q 

national problem."-^ 

The disagreement was over what to do about the prob

lem. Blatnik continued to point out the manner in which 

construction grants were helping solve water pollution 

problems. In 1957 and 1958, the first two years of the pro

gram, construction in dollars, $351 and $381 million, in

creased 58 and 75 percent, respectively, over the period 

1952-56. Ninety percent in 1957 and 85 percent in 1958 

of the increase represented investments in projects receiv

ing federal aid. Moreover, for every dollar spent on water 

pollution 92 cents came from municipal funds and only 8 

cents from federal funds. In referring to the most recent 

Public Health Service figures, Blatnik concluded that an 

average of $575 million per year would have to be spent 

between 1959 and 1965 to keep up with the problem and that 

was what his bill was intended to do.^"0 

On June 9, 1959, the House passed the Blatnik bill 

and on September 9> 1959 the Senate did also. The vote in 

39. Ibid., p. 131+. 

lj.0. Congressional Record, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 
pp. 9876-7, I9i>9, remarks by Blatnik. 
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the House was 2l}.5>-llj.3 (D--228-28, R--27-115) and in the 

Senate 61-27 (D--1j.8-8, R--13-19). In both houses the de

bate centered on the partisan controversy over federal and 

state roles in construction grant programs. "The bill's 

sponsors, fearing a pocket veto if the measure went to the 

White House late in the session, postponed final action un

til 1960."^'1 Moreover, if, as appeared likely, Eisenhower 

vetoed the bill, it would serve nicely as a presidential 
h p  

campaign issue.^ As a matter of fact, President Eisenhower 

did veto the bill February 23* I960. Said Eisenhower: 

. . . Because water pollution is a uniquely local 
blight, primary responsibility for solving the 
problem lies not with the federal government but 
rather must be assumed and exercised, as it has 
been, by state and local governments. 

By holding forth the promise of a large-scale 
program of long-term federal support, it would 
tempt municipalities to delay essential water pol
lution abatement efforts while they waited for 
federal funds.4-3 

In the House during reconsideration of the veto, 

ELatnik declared, "where the President got his completely 

erroneous notion ... I don't know," and he reviewed the 

record of the construction grant program: 

lj.1. Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 19^9> p. 
267. 

lj-2. Sundquist, op. cit., p. 331* 

I4.3. Veto message, U.S., President, Public Papers 
of the President, I960, p. 208. 



Over, the past three years $163 million in 
federal grants have been made for projects 
totaling $938 million. Today, applications 
are pending for $600 million in projects. 
That shows the extent to which municipali
ties are in need of help and anxious to go 
ahead on their own, carrying the major bur
den on their own shoulders.$4-

In his veto message, the President also declared 

that "it is unconscionable for one town or city deliberate

ly to dump untreated or inadequately treated sewage into 

a stream or river without regard to the impact of such ac

tion on the lives of down-stream neighbors."^ To that 

Representative Edith Green (D-Oregon) replied, "The Presi

dent, in unusally cogent language has here summed up the 

best possible reason for voting to override his veto. He 

has persuaded me. I shall so vote."^ But the vote to 

override fell short 22 votes short in the House, 2)4-9-157 

(D—23^-27» R--15-130), with Republicans favoring the veto 

9 to 1, and the Democrats opposed by the same margin. 

Certainly the presidential veto reflected the im

portance of the role of the President in policy-making. 

Despite more or less united opposition to Eisenhower's po

sition by most interests concerned with water pollution 

problems, in proposing courses of action, it was not enough to 

III}.. Congressional Record, 86th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
I960, pp. 3I4.8IP7". 

Veto message, I960, op. cit., p. 209. 

lj.6. Congressional Record, 86th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
I960, p. 314-91" 
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secure congressional legitimation alone. But congressional 

support certainly was to make legitimation of proposals 

increasing federal involvement in national water pollution 

control policy an easier matter when President Kennedy took 

office pledged to reverse Eisenhower's position. 
«• 

Fulfilling Kennedy's Pledge 

In a speech at Warren, Ohio, October 6, I960, presi

dential candidate Senator John P. Kennedy (D-Massachusetts) 

said, "I am not part of an administration which vetoed a 

bill to clean our rivers from pollution. In the admin

istration bill prepared by Health, Education, and Welfare 

in conformity with President Kennedy's recommendation in 

his 1961 natural resources message, the annual amount of 

construction grant authorizations was doubled from $35° to 

$600 million, as Blatnik had been urging all along. Blat-

nik introduced the administration bill. He also introduced 

a bill of his own circulated in the summer of I960 among 

those interested in stronger water pollution control. In 

this bill enforcement authority was extended to all naviga

ble streams. Water pollution control activities were again 

moved from the Public Health Service and given separate sta

tus in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

With regard to the reorganization proposal, the administration 

k-71 I960 Presidential Campaign, The Speeches of Sen-
ator John P. Kennedy, 3. Report 991^, o7th Cong., 1st Sess., 
Twrr '̂Trv~r~53'5T'~ 



asked for more time. One important industrial group, the 

Manufacturing Chemists' Association, changed their previous 

position and supported construction grants—"if the Con

gress feels that such grants are a necessary aid to local 

pollution control efforts."^ 

Despite President Eisenhower's opposition to fed

eral construction grants, federal water pollution control 

activities had not been completely hamstrung during his ad

ministration. For fiscal years 1957 and 1958 Eisenhower1 

requested $50 million in appropriations for grants, for 

1959 he reduced the figure by $5 million, and lowered it 

to $20 million for fiscal I960 and 1961, asking Congress 

to terminate the program at that point. Congress, however, 

never appropriated less that $l|.5 million for any of the 

above fiscal years. Also between 1957 and I960 thirteen 

abatement actions were taken by the Public Health Service. 

These actions \*ere directed in the field by Mur

ray Stein, who had worked with the program since its in

ception in 19i}-8. The major abatement actions were initiated 

on the Missouri River at St. Joseph, Omaha, and Kansas City. 

According to Stein, the Missouri was selected for attention 

because it was the most polluted interstate river of all, 

and no major city or industry treated its sewage before 

1|.8. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Public 
Works, Hearings, Federal Water Pollution Control, 87th Cong., 
1st Sess., 1969# P^ TSTjl. 
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discharging it into the river.^ Other abatement actions 

involved the Potomac in the District of Columbia area, the 

lower Columbia, the Mississippi at St. Louis, the Animus 

(New Mexico), and the Colorado and its tributaries. Stein, 

as had been mentioned, was enlisted by Blatnik in 1955-56 

in propounding the stronger measure Blatnik introduced in 

1956, and over the years he had come to have the reputation 

of being one of the more vigorous advocates in the basically 

conservative Public Health Service for aggressive legisla

tion. Then, too, Stein was a lawyer rather than a health 

officer in the Service. 

In the 1961 hearings Blatnik expressed his respect 

for Stein when the latter appeared with the other adminis

tration witnesses. Said Blatnik, 

Next is our old friend—I call him the "block
ing fullback" of the department—Mr. Murray Stein . . . 

May the chair say that perhaps no single individu
al has done more, first to consult and confer with 
the different groups involved having a deep interest 
in this legislation, and secondly, in handling deli
cate federal-state relationships in the field of en
forcement, interstate compacts, and state legislation 
and administration. His has been a difficult job, 
done with unusual skill, and one which demands the 
respect and confidence of all with whom he deals.50 

i+9. Prank Graham, Jr., Disaster by Default: Pol-
itics and Pollution (New York: Evans and Lippincott, 1966), 
p.TJ: 

50. U.S.Congress, House, Hearings, Federal YJater 
Pollution Control, I96I, op., cit. , p. 322. ~ 
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Stein worked hard to produce a climate of harmony at the 

abatement proceedings, and only one case had had to go be

yond the conference stage (which was only the first stage 

in abatement proceedings, and an informal one). 

The Senate approved the Blatnik/administration bill 

by voice vote without debate, and the House by a 308-110 

(D-.-229-22, R—79-88) roll call. Almost half the Republi

cans voted in the affirmative. With Eisenhower out of the 

White House, and as a result of the demonstrated success 

of the grant program, Republican opposition dissipated. As 

enacted, the 1961 amendments extended federal enforcement 

authority to interstate (state consent was no longer re

quired) and navigable waters, and, with a state's permis

sion, to intrastate navigable waters. Annual construction 

grant authorizations were increased to $80 million in 1962, 

$90 million in 1963» and $100 for each of the following 

four fiscal years. The single grant limitation was raised 

to $600,000, and a maximum of $2.1j. million was authorized 

for joint projects. Research on more effective methods of 

pollution control was intensified, field laboratories were 

authorized, and increased support for state control pro

grams was authorized. Lastly, the Secretary of Health, Edu

cation, . and Welfare was designated to administer the act. 

In conclusion, with even less industry opposition 

(i.e., the reversal of position of the Manufacturing Chemists' 
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Association) and with presidential support Blatnik was able 

to achieve his objective with relatively little difficulty. 

Moreover, as the policy system began to maturate, incremen

tal policy adjustment was possible. . In addition, the years 

between 19^6-61 had not been too hard on the federal water 

pollution control program. Funding of the program continued 

near its authorized level, and at least one administrator 

(Hurray Stein) was developing substantial expertise and re

spect. A little over a year later, an important new policy 

leader was to emerge to lend support to Blatnilc's and 

Stein1s efforts. 

Muskie Takes the Policy Lead 

In 1963 the policy lead in the national water pol

lution control program was aggressively assumed by Senator 

Edmund S. Muskie (D-Maine). Senator Muskie first came to 

the Senate in 1959 after serving two terms as a popular 

governor of Maine. Almost immediately, he became involved 

in a dispute with the majority leader, Lyndon B. Johnson 

(D-Texas). Muskie refused to vote against a change in a 

Senate rule to limit filibusters, as Johnson had wanted 
* 

him to do, and it turned out shortly thereafter that Muskie 

was assigned his last three committee choices, the next to 

last which happened to be Public Works.-*"1' 

f>l. M. Nolan, "Muskie of Maine," The Reporter, . 
XLVII (April 18, 19611-), pp. 18-22. 
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On Public Works he was assigned to the Flood Con

trol—Rivers and Harbors Subcommittee, of which Senator 

Kerr was chairman. While Kerr was concerned about water 

resources and had helped Kennedy meet his I960 campaign 

pledge in 1961, Kerr was too conservative to favor vigor

ous national action at the expense of state and local pro

grams. Indeed, as long as Kerr was subcommittee chairman, 

Blatnik had to assume the main burden of water pollution 

control policy leadership in Congress. But Kerr died Jan

uary 1, 1963. 

Because of his former activities associated with 

water pollution abatement while he was governor of Maine, 

Muskie sponsored a bill early in 1963 to improve the 1961 

amendments to the Water Pollution Control Act. Blatnik in

troduced a companion bill in the House. In drafting the 

bill, Muskie enlisted the aid of Hugh Mields, a lobbyist 

for the U.S. Conference of Mayors, and Murray Stein. The 

chairman of the Committee on Public Works, Pat McNamara 

(D-Michigan), because of Muskie's interest and activity in 

the area, created a Special Subcommittee on Air and Water 

Pollution and named Muskie its chairman. 

Muskie's bill included a new provision authorizing 

an additional $100 million for storm sewer separations which 

52. Sundquist, op. cit., p. 3ij,9. 
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Mields argued the cities needed, and which was supposed to 

eliminate 30 percent of all municipal pollution problems. 

According to Sundquist, Stein developed a provision estab

lishing xtfater quality standards (as the Eisenhower adminis

tration had proposed in 1955).^ 

When Muskie opened hearings on his bill, Health, 

Education, and Welfare took the position that the storm sewer 

separation provision should be limited to research until more 

practical processes were developed. "It is also apparent 

that such projects will be very costly and may require many 

years to complete," ran-the HEW report on the bill. More

over, the report continued, 

Pew urban areas have as yet developed complete 
plans for separating or treating storm and san
itary wastes, and the magnitude of the problem 
makes even planning costs out of reach for many 
cities. '£hus, we do not have accurate informa
tion which would enable us to predict the ex
tent of financial assistance necessary to accom
plish this purpose or to determine the proper ^ 
role of the federal government in such activity. ^ 

As for-water quality standards, HEW took the position that 

they be voluntary instead of mandatory. 

53. D.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and 
Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Water 
Pollution Control, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 19"£>3> p. 93. 

5^-. Sundquist, op. cit., p. 3^9. 

55. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings, 1963, op. 
cit., p. 6. 
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But Muskie was determined to put forth as much ef

fort as necessary in order to see that water pollution con

trol policy was commensurate with the magnitude and complexity 

of the problems. In opening the hearings he vowed "to go 

into this whole field as thoroughly as necessary to get a 

complete understanding, first of all, of the size of the 

56 
problem." As a first step, he referred to a staff report 

prepared, at his initiative, for the Committee on Public 

Works on existing knowledge of water pollution problems. 

The report, A Study of Pollution--Water, was prepared.under 

the guidance of Ron M. Linton, the chief clerk of the com

mittee, and with the assistance of three staff members of 

the Public Health Service's Division of Water Pollution Con

trol. In the summary of the report it was concluded that "a 

rapidly increasing backlog of needs in achieving a national 

water quality control program" existed. "Critical insuffi

ciencies are revealed in those pollutant problems in which 

control practices have long been established, as well as in 

the newer problems of chemical, pesticide, and radioactive 

57 
pollution in which further research is needed." To meet 

past and future sewage treatment needs, an annual national 

expenditure of $830 million wa3 projected, with an 

$6 ,  Ibid., p. 2. 

5>7« U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Public 
Works, Staff Report, A Study of Pollution—Water, 88th Cong., 
1st Sess., June, 1963, p. 1. 
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additional $8 billion for sewer separations. The expendi

tures required for treatment of industrial waste could not 

even be estimated intelligently, although they were thought 

to be staggering. 

Throughout the report ran a theme that both the 

Public Health Service and Muskie favored: the need to es

tablish water quality standards. 

In recent years a growing number of important 
conferences, organizations, and individuals . . . 
have urged and recommended that a scientific 
research program be undertaken to develop com
prehensive water quality standards for all water 
uses. Much of this has resulted from a growing 
concern over the lack of knowledge regarding 
the newer contaminants, particularly detergents, 
radioactive materials and new chemicals. 

Responding to the increasing concern for 
reliable water quality data and recommendations 
that research be conducted to establish reliable 
water quality standards for all water uses, the 
Congress appropriated $).(. million for the estab
lishment of two national water quality standards 
research laboratories in the 1963 appropriations 
act. One of the laboratories is for fresh water 
research and the other for marine waters.58 

Since 1961 seven more abatement proceedings had been 

initiated by the Public Health Service and, again, all of 

them had been settled at the conference stage. In 1963 Mur

ray Stein described the usual resiilt of abatement conferences 

I think the thing that moves people to spend 
this kind of money whether private or municipal, 
is a rather detailed factual objective analysis 
. . . Water pollution"situations" can be put 

£8. Ibid., p. 62^. 
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forth as a description of physical facts . . . 
[that] all reasonable men can agree on what 
the situation is. Once we do get that agree
ment, I think the solution presents itself, 
and the community moves forward.59 

Now, the question naturally.arose as to how to 

achieve scientific objectivity in vrnter pollution control, 

and the answer pointed in the direction of water quality 

standards based on measurable quality scientific criteria. 

Muskie, who had been a strong supporter of the concept of 

water quality standards since he had been governor of Maine, 

believed that water quality standards were the best way to 

upgrade the quality of water in a stream, and that when prop

erly administered would prevent pollution before it occurred. 

During the 1963 hearings, Muskie quizzed Stein at length on 

the value of quality standards in abatement and enforcement. 

Stein agreed that "I know of no other area of public involve

ment where once something is built, that the checking on the 

maintenance and operation . . . the yardsticks by which they 
Z.*j 

are judged are as vague as they are in the field." 

As the hearings progressed Muskie became increasing

ly convinced that water pollution problems were extremely 

serious. lie said, 

59. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings, 1963, op. cit.a 
p. £0 (emphasis added). 

60. Graham, op. cit., p. 226. 

61. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings, 1963» op. cit., 
pp. 82-3. 
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I feel that this water problem we face is of 
such overriding national concern . . . that we 
cannot neglect it here in Washington. We want 
to he sure that industry is moving on its own, 
preferably; but if the problem is neglected, 
then I feel there is reason for concern here.°2 

And, like Blatnik, Muskie found his past personal 

experience gave him a great deal of emphathy with pollution 

problems on the local level. 

.  .  . M y  o w n  c i t y ,  w i t h  l e g i s l a t i v e  a p p r o v a l ,  e s 
tablished a local sewer district and issued revenue 
bonds, and lire have not yet been able to afford, 
hovrever, a sewage treatment plant. 

When we completely rebuilt the city sewers 
and cleaned up one of the tributary streams lead
ing into the main sewer stream, they did not have 
any money left for sewage treatment plants, and 
that effort was undertaken 12 years ago. We still 
have not found the extra money after we built the 
new high school which is just going into service 
next year, after doing this sewage treatment job, 
and undertaking an urban renewal program to de
stroy the heart of.the city, which is deteriorating 
rapidly. We simply do not have the money left 
under our debt, authorized debt limit, to under
take this program which we are required now under 
action of the state to undertake within the next 
few years. 

So here is a case where I know from personal 
experience that our local property tax resources 
are strained. The property tax I would pay in my 
home city on the house I live in in Washington 
would be greater there than it is here . . . 

This is a measure of the load on property tax
payers in my city. We find that the level of in
dustrial employment is dropping there. The Scott 
Paper Co. moved in to take over the Hollingsworth 
and Whitney Paper Co. and to remain competitive, 

62. Ibid., p. 1^05. 
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Scott has automated and reduced the pay
rolls. 

We lost a textile mill within the last 
10 years there. We still have a couple of 
very vigorous industries in the Wyandotte 
Worsted Mill. But woolens are in trouble, 
as you know, from competition abroad, for
eign competition. 

We have a plastic company which is a 
vigorous concern. We have the Hathaway 
Shirt co., which is known nationwide. So 
there is a hard core of good vigorous eco
nomic life in the community. 

The community has exerted itself. But 
if it were asked now, as it has been re
quired by the legislature, to undertake the 
sewage treatment plant, I do not know where 
it would find the money, and I suspect that 
this federal program is going to be of tre
mendous importance to my city of Waterville, 
Maine.63 

The Senate passed Muskie•s bill, 69-11 (D--£6-2, 

R—13-9) on October 16, 1963* with debate centering on the 

quality standards provision. The bill was sent along to 

the House, where Blatnik had sponsored a companion bill. 

Because the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

wanted standards to be optional, and because industry found 

support in the House Committee on Public Works,^ Blatnik 

was unable to achieve committee unanimity on the Muskie ver

sion of the bill. Then, too, Blatnik himself was not over

ly enthused about standards, feeling that technology was 

63. Ibid., pp. 276-7. 

61^.. Sundquist, op. cit., p. 3f?0. 
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not that far advanced. ^ When the House Committee on Pub

lic Works finally reported the Muskie-Blatnik bill Septem

ber l\.t 1961]., the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare' 

authority to set standards was limited to recommendations. 

Because of several objections by several California'congress

men on a minor House provision regarding an attempt to 

prevent legislatively imminent pollution of•certain drainage 

areas in California, the House Committee on Rules did not 

report the bill to the floor. That was the end of legis

lative activity on water pollution controllegislation during 

the 88th Congress. 

But 1963 had been significant for policy leadership 

regarding water pollution problems. Clearly, leadership had 

passed to Senator Huskie. When Muskie appeared before the 

House Committee on Public Works hearings, Blatnik said, 

"[Senator Muskie] had what I consider to be one of the most 

thorough, fair, informative, and positive instructive hear

ings that I have had occasion to read for some time."^''' 

After Muskie had testified Blatnik remarked that "the or

derly manner in which you have listed the several series of 

65>. Graham, op. cit., p. 22.6. 

66. Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 1965* p. 
7^5. 

67. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Public 
Works, Hearings, Water Pollution Control Act Amendments, 
88th Cong., lsIT and' 2nd Ses's.'i X^Jo3-61|., pp. ~Xl-l^. 
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of subject-areas into which we shall probe in the course 

of hearings sets the stage as to the purpose and the nature 
Aft 

and objectives of the public hearings." 

The 1963 hearings by the new Muskie Subcommittee 

were indeed the most informative hearings ever held on water 

pollution problems, and the chief reason was because Muskie 

spent so much time in what he himself termed "long-winded 

questioning" in trying to define the problem as precisely as 

possible. Characteristically, the first witness to appear 

before the Muskie Subcommittee in 1963 was a scientist who 

discussed techniques of measuring dissolved oxygen levels, 

the nation's total water supply, the effects of variations 

in stream flows, etc. Moreover, Muskie devoted a great deal 

of time to cross-examination of those testifying. In this 

way problems were often clarified and policy differences 

bared for constructive examination. For example, Jack T. 

Garret, representing the Manufacturing Chemists' Associa

tion, stated in his testimony that "section 8(a) of the stat

ute clearly contemplates that the Secretary [of HEWJ should 

move cooperatively with state and local authorities wherever 

possible and gives him discretionary power to move on his 

own only where he has reason to believe that pollution is en

dangering the health and welfare of persons in another state. " 

68. Ibid., p. 21. 
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Muskie asked, "Is there any discretion involved? As I 

read that language if the Secretary has reason to believe 

ft 9 that he has a mandate to act, he should act." 7 

Throughout the hearings Muskie's questions punctu

ated the testimony. "And in general it is a problem of 

maintaining a supply of high quality water for multiple 

uses. Is that true?" "What factors must you submit to 

justify an enforcement action?" "So you really supply them 

with two sets of facts—one on the merits of the case, and 

two, on the political climate?" "With the kraft process, 

do you get less waste or. a.different kind of waste?" "Why 

were they (sewers and storm drains) combined in the first 

place?"^ 

In 1961]., in answering a question before the House 

Committee on Public Works, Muskie expounded his theory of 

problem identification and policy evaluation: 

Mr. CLEVELAND. [R-New Hampshire] ... Is it 
your position that the states are falling down 
on the job? ... 
Sen. MUSKIE. The testimony before our commit
tee— 
Mr. CLEVELAND. I am asking your position. 
Sen. MUSKIE. I can rely only upon information 
provided to me by the people exposed to the 
problem and working on it. I am not personally 
cleaning up rivers. All I can do is rely on 
the facts that are presented in the hearings. 
That is what hearings are for, I assume. Tes
timony before our committee was that at the 

69. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings, 1963* op. 
cit., p. 397. 

70. Ibid., pp. 31> 8l> f?31> and 610. 
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present rate of activity on all levels of 
government we are not cleaning up our streams 
at the rate we need to be cleaning them up in 
order to meet our future requirements for 
water. 
, . . I do not have any personal knowledge on 
the national problem which I can enlighten 
you on the need.71 

In 1965 Muskie planned a more detailed examination 

of water pollution problems, and scheduled field hearings 

like those on air pollution he conducted during 1961+ (see 

Chapter I4.). 

The fact that Muskie took the policy lead was only 

partly a result of the fortuitous circumstance of Kerr's 

death. More than anything else Muskie1s rise to prominence 

in pollution control policy-making was a result of his ox*n 

initiative and energy in staking out an area of expertise 

in the Senate when no established units and individuals had 

taken any special interest. The staff study of pollution 

he initiated and the extensive use of hearings focusing on 

technical problem defining were to become Muskie trademarks 

in pollution policy-making. No doubt his growing expertise 

convinced him that quality standards were virtually neces

sary if control progress was to be made. But prospects for 

more sympathy in the House were not bright—until the John

son presidential landslide, in November, I96I4.. 

71. U.S., Congress, House, Hearings, 1961j., op. 
cit., p. 31. 
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The Water Quality Act 

In the 196i^ presidential elections, the Johnson 

landslide was so overwhelming that Muskie was in no mood 

to wait until field hearings before initiating legislation, 

and when the new session began he immediately introduced 

the bill that had failed in the House in the 88th Congress.72 

President Johnson was also very interested in more 

vigorous water pollution control measures, and in his State 

of. the Union message in 1965 he said, 

We seek legal power to prevent pollution of our 
air and water before it happens-, We will step 
up our effort to control harmful wastes, giving 
first priority to the clean up of our most con
taminated rivers. We will increase research to 
learn more about control of pollution.73 

By this time Muskie had secured 31 sponsors, introduced his 

bill, held a brief one-day hearing, and after a day of floor 

debate on the quality standards issue, on January 28 the 

Senate passed the Muskie bill, 68-8 (D—50-2, R--18-6). 

On February 8, President Johnson became the first 

President to assert vigorous leadership with regard to water 

pollution problems. In his 1965 message on natural 

beauty, he said that 

. . . modern technology, which has added much 
t o  o u r  l i v e s ,  c a n  a l s o  h a v e  a  d a r k e r  s i d e  . . .  

72. Sundquist,'op. cit., p. 363* 

73• U.S., President, Public Papers of the Presi
dent s, 1965# p. 8. 
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pollution is costly, requiring expensive treat
ment for drinking water and inhibiting opera
tion and growth of industry. 

Enforcement authority must be strengthened to 
provide positive controls over the discharge of 
pollutants into our interstate or navigable 
waters. I recommend enactment of legislation 
to provide, through the setting of effective 
water quality standards, combined with a swift 
and effective enforcement procedure, a nation
al program to prevent x^rater pollution at its 
source rather than attempting to cure pollu
tion after it occurs.7lj-

Johnson also recommended increased construction project 

grant ceilings, and research on the storm sewer separation 

problem. The primary importance'of Johnson's message was 

that his position could now act as the stimulus for support 

and action by those in HEW who could now get aggressively 

behind water quality standards. Indeed, by stressing a 

national program based on water quality standards, the 

President's proposal was bolder than Muskie's bill. But, 

in an effort to avoid the snags over quality standards en

countered in 1963 and 196L|. in the House, Blatnik and Muskie 

prevailed on HEW to xtfithold this stronger emphasis while 

the bill was under consideration in the House. ̂  

Even so, things did not go too well in the House. 

Blatnik was able to raise the grant authorizations to $15>0 

million annually and the individual ceiling to $1.2 million, 

714-. U.S., President, Public Papers of the Presi
dents, 19o£, pp. 15$ and 162. 

75>. Sundquist, op. cit., p. 3&3« 
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"but was forced to give ground on the matter of standards. 

Considerable pressure from industries concerned split the 

committee. When in March the committee reported the bill 

the standards provisions were weakened--the states would be 

given until June 30, 1967» to file with -HEW a statement of 

their intention to establish water quality criteria (only 

the preliminary scientific classification that could even

tually lead to standards). This concession by Blatnik did 

have the effect of dissipating opposition, and the bill 

then passed by a 396-0 roll call vote. Reportedly, Muskie 

was extremely bitter and only the forceful intervention of 

the President kept Muskie from holding out indefinitely."^ 

However, when finally in conference, Muskie succeeded in 

substituting standards back in place of criteria and per

mitting the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 

to upgrade such standards if the Secretary considered them 

inadequate. To crown Muskie1s achievement, the conference 

action was approved handily by both houses, and on October 

2, 196f>, the Water Quality Act of 196j? became law. 

In addition to the standards provision in the 1965 

act there were- several other important provisions. One, 

taking into account the long-standing dissatisfaction with 

the Public Health Service's administration of the program 

and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare's 

76. Ibid., p. 36I4.• 
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inaction on the 1961 amendment provison on reorganization, 

authorized the establishment in HEW of a separate adminis

trative unit, the Federal V/ater Pollution Control Adminis

tration. In another provision, construction grant ceilings 

•were raised to $1.2 ̂million on individual grants and 

million on joint projects. In addition, grants could be 

increased 10 percent if construction was undertaken voider 

the direction of some regional, planning agency. 

As an event providing a broad supportive setting 

for pollution policy-making, the impact of the 1961+ elec

tion provided at least one leverage increment: a President 

with an interest in conservation with a broad mandate to 

act. Y/ithout presidential support, though, even the wide 

Democratic majority may not have made matters any different 

from those in the 88th Congress, because the House Committee 

on Public Works still could not achieve agreement on the 

need for standards—until the conference compromise, anyway. 

YJhile the on-going policy process is quite resilient, then, 

it is not completely insensitive to events like elections, 

as pollution policy-making in 1966 will demonstrate. 

Giant Steps Toward Clean Y/ater 

In 1966 water pollution policy-making almost suffered 

from an embarrassment of riches, as the administration and 

Muskie jostled to establish a complete national control pro

gram. 
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During the 1965 compromising on the Water Quality 

Act of 1965, Muskie began his most massive effort yet to 

learn about water pollution in as much detail as possible. 

In June, 1965, he took his subcommittee to Portland, Maine, 

Philadelphia, New Orleans, Atlanta, San Francisco, Kansas 

City, and Buffalo. In the process he accumulated l,06Ij. 

pages of testimony. Then the staff of the Committee on Pub

lic Works distilled the field hearings into a small pam

phlet containing a summary of problem needs and recommenda-

77 tions for future policy action. 

The most important revelation in the report, Steps 

Toward Clean Water, was that "a careful analysis of the 

various estimates presented in the hearings and information 

provided by the experts [in the Public Health Service] in

dicates that the cost of meeting our treatment plant con

struction needs by 1972 would be at least $20 billion." 

Therefore, the subcommittee recommended that "there be au

thorized to be appropriated -a total of $6 billion as the 
Y Q  

federal share of the burden through fiscal 1972. And 

the $20 billion figure of the subcommittee was the same as 

that arrived at by the President's Science Advisory Committee 

77. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Public 
Works, Report_from the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollu
tion, Steps Toward Clean Water, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., Jan
uary ,~l9 06. 

78. Ibid., pp. 2 and 5» 
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in a report issued in November, 1965» Restoring the Qua

lity of Our Environment, 

According to the subcommittee summary, state, fed

eral, and local officials and representatives of industry 

were all unanimous in their approval of sewage treatment 
«! 

construction grants, and they all agreed that the current 

authorization of $150 million annually was entirely inade

quate. New York State alone had recently conducted an ex

haustive review of the extent of its needs, and, under the 

initiative and leadership of Governor Nelson Rockefeller, 

had approved a bond issue for new sewers and treatment 

plants of $1.7 billion. 

Except for New York and a very few other states, 

the subcommittee was particularly disturbed by the fact 

that many states, which according to the intent of federal 

policy vjere supposed to be the key to the national water 

pollution control effort, were contributing nothing finan

cially. To encourage state participation, the subcommittee 

recommended that a bonus of 10 percent of the federal grant 

be provided in those states where the state would provide 

matching funds. As a further incentive, the subcommittee 

recommended that if states did not provide matching funds 

municipalities be authorized to apply directly to the fed

eral government-for grants. The subcommittee even recom

mended authorizing federal loans for the state share if the 
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states did not provide it, as well as to help financially-

hard-pressed communities (like Waterville). 

The subcommittee also recommended elimination of 

the dollar ceiling on grants (which were $1.2 million for 

individual grants and $lj..8 million for joint projects). It 

was learned that the needs of the great urban areas were so 

staggering that "the needs of the larger municipalities 

comprise an appreciable, if not indeed the major, component 

of the total municipal wastes problem." Truly, water pollu

tion was an urban problem. But the federal fund ceilings 

rendered federal aid to larger urban communities virtually 
* 

incidental, according to testimony given before the subcom

mittee by Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and 

Welfare, James M. Quigley: 

. . .  i f  I  m a y  c i t e  a n  e x a m p l e ,  t h e  c i t y  o f  S t .  
Louis 2 years ago voted a $95 million bond is
sue to construct needed sewage and sewage treat
ment facilities in that city. This particular 
project qualified for a federal grant. The lim
itation at the time on the federal grant applied 
for was, I believe, at the old $250,000 ceiling. 
Whether the city of St. Louis got $2f>0,000 from 
the federal government would be of no particular 
significance.79 

Most of the other recommendations of the subcommit

tee pertained to research and development. The subcommittee 

noted that advanced municipal waste treatment processes were 

being developed. 

79. Cited in ibid., p» 7. 
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Technically, advanced waste treatment reduces 
itself to a two-stage process: removal of con
centrated contaminants from the purified water 
products; and ultimate disposal of the concentra
ted removed contaminants in a safe manner. 

Many potential advanced waste treatment pro
cesses have been explored. The most promising to 
date are foam separation, coagulation-solids re
moval, granular carbon adsorbtion, and electrodi-
alysis. Much research and development work remains 
to be done, however, before the essential goal of 
accomplishing any degree of waste treatment re
quired, at any necessary location, under any nec
essary conditions, and at the very minimum cost that 
science and engineering can achieve is reached.80 

As for industrial waste treatment, the subcommittee com

plained that "the lack of accurate data and information on 

waste disposal and treatment processes and practices in 

industry is the most significant gap in water pollution 

control knowledge." As an incentive to industry the sub

committee recommended that the appropriate committees of 

Congress give serious attention to the possibilities of tax 

incentives, the proposal most often stressed in the field 

hearings. 

Early in 1966 Muskie proceeded to introduce a bill 

incorporating the subcommittee's recommendations. On the 

Senate floor he remarked: 

I believe that a fundamental change has 
occurred in the national attitude toward the 
water pollution problem. The discussion has 

80. Ibid., pp. 10-15 
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shifted from the issue of whether or not we 
should improve the quality of our water to 
the issue of how best to accomplish our ob
jective. 81 

And, indeed, in the second session of the 89th Congress 

water pollution became something of a glamor issue-area, 

and Congress was full, Secretary of the Interior Stewart 

Udall is said to have remarked, of "Mr. Cleans." Eleven 

bills were introduced in the Senate, led by Muskie's bill 

with Ij.7 sponsors. In the House over JLj.0 separate bills 

were submitted, covering over 15> different aspects of the 

problem. 

The boldness of the Muskie subcommittee proposals 

overshadowed President Johnson's own vigorous proposals. 

The President recommended cleaning up entire river basins 

in his 1966 Febrary message on natural beauty. He also 

recommended ,that appropriate interstate machinery be es

tablished to aid in accomplishing the task, and that grant 

ceilings be eliminated for those construction projects pro

ceeding under approved river-basin plans. To implement 

this approach, which involved all aspects of water resource 

management, President Johnson announced that he would ask 

Congress (under the Reorganization Act of 19l|-9 as amended) 

to approve his moving the Federal Water Pollution Control 

8l. Congressional Record, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
February 18, I^677~p7355in 
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Administration from Health, Education, and Welfare to the 

Department of the Interior, the main locus of water re

source planning. 

But, in striking contrast to the Muskie subcommittee 

bill, the administration proposal raised authorizations for 

construction grants only $£0 million over the existing an

nual level. Subsequently, - the administration raised that 

figure substantially. In the end the authorization was to 

be $3.7 billion, a little more than half of what Muskie had 

originally sought, but a great deal more than President John

son had orginally recommended. In their various though fun

damentally same form, the bills passed both houses by unanimous 

roll-call votes. There was some concern on both Blatnik's and 

Muskie's part about the.transfer to Interior just at the time 

when the control program was assigned greatly expanded re

sponsibilities, but the performance of the Public Health 

Service and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

had never been completely satisfying, and so Congress wont 

along with the transfer. 

The new law was called the Clean Waters Restoration 

Act of 1966, and it was truly omnibus legislation. In addi

tion to the massive increase in authorizations for construc

tion grants, grant ceilings were changed to a flat 30 percent, 

J^.0 percent if 30 percent of the funds wore provided by the 

states involved, 3>0 percent if the state contributed and 
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established satisfactory quality standards, and another 10 

percent if a comprehensive regional plan was in effect. 

An abatement enforcement provision provided for fines for 

failure to provide information to the Secretary of Interior 

at enforcement conferences. Administration of the Oil Pol

lution Act was transferred to Interior, and penalties under 

the act were stiffened. A study of boat pollution was also 

authorized. 

In conclusion, the choice between alternative courses 

of action by Congress in 1966 seems to have been based on 

confidence in the recommendations of the Muskie subcommittee, 

which had drawn on comprehensive field hearings. And Muskie 

used the field hearings to extract as much mileage as pos

sible from the general supportive setting provided by the 

Johnson landslide in 1961j.. However, the detailed information 

Muskie gathered in support of the need for a full-scale fed-
/ 

eral control program also exposed (just when a sense of ac

complishment had been achieved) for the first time a number 

of aspects of water pollution problems that until then had 

hardly been perceived: lake pollution, acid mine drainage, 

and oil pollution. Or, more precisely, some long-standing 

causes and consequences began to generate serious public 

problems in the eyes of those concerned about them. 
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Eutrophy, Acid, and Oil 

After some initial difficulties with personnel 

shortages and organizational changes, the Department of 

the Interior, under the aggressive guidance of Secretary 

Udall, plunged into the task of cleaning up the nation's 

waters. Two major enforcement conferences were held, one 

regarding the southern portion of Lake Erie around the 

Cleveland area, and the other the southern part of Lake 

Michigan around the steel and industrial centers of Ham

mond, Gary, and South Chicago. The conference brought to 

light the fact that lake pollution can be extremely seri

ous for reasons special to the nature of such bodies of 

water. 

In 1967 Senators Walter Mondale (D-Minnesota) and 

Quentin Burdick (D-Horth Dakota) sponsored legislation aimed 

at defining and seeking solutions to the problems of lake 

pollution. Explained Mondale, 

There are thousands of lakes in this country 
which are decaying and in danger of becoming ex
tinct because of pollution and siltation. 

The problem of "eutrophication," or aging, of 
lakes occurs when the water becomes overnourished 
with nitrogen and phosphorus nutrients from in
adequately treated waste materials. These elements 
act as fertilizers of aquatic growth, causing pro
digious reproduction or a population explosion of 
algae bloom. These plants have a self-generating 
cycle and create an increasing demand on the oxy
gen in the water, thus killing desirable bacteria 
which work naturally to cleanse the water. It is 
almost impossible to remove these microscopic 
plants from the water. 



When compared with lakes, the cure of pol
lution in rivers and estuaries is not such an 
acute problem, as difficult as it is, because 
once the waste material is adequately treated, 
the natural flow of the stream or tidal flow 
is usually strong enough to scour out the sludge 
and polluted water. 

Lakes are basically stagnant bodies of wa
ter, and waste materials remain, once they are 
put in.82 

Another problem that had been identified as an in 

creasingly serious one was the problem of acid mine drain 

age. Acid mine drainage, while non-toxic, harms fish 

and aquatic life and reddens and. hardens streams, was en

countering more and more criticism as demands for an en

vironment suitable for outdoor recreation have burgeoned. 

Senator Jennings Randolph, the chairman of the Committee 

on Public Works and a West Virgina Democrat, was acutely 

concerned with the problem because his state was one of 

the states in the country with the largest number of coal 

mines as well as a state xtfith great outdoor recreation po

tential. In 1967 he introduced a bill to accelerate re

search (research that had been going on for a number of 

years to little avail) on the problem: 

We are advised by federal officials and pri
vate sector experts that technological means are 
available to control acid mine pollution in 

82. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air 
and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, 
Water Pollution—1967# "Dart 2, 90th Cong., 1st Sea's"., 
1967, pp. I|.27-9. 



certain situations, but not generally ... We 
must seek new techniques. 

An estimated four and a half million tons 
of acid are discharged into the streams of the 
United States annually.°3 

The Clean Waters Restoration Act of 1966 modified 

the Oil Pollution Act of 1921^ by increasing the penalties 

and extending coverage of the act to inland navigable wa

ters. Moreover, the language of the discharge violation 

provision was changed from "any accidential, negligent, or 

willful spilling" to "any grossly negligent, or willful 

spilling." 

On March 16, 1967, the Torrey Canyon, a very large 

crude oil tanker, went down on the rocks off England's 

southern coast. A great many storage tanks ruptured, spil

ling millions of gallons of oil into the sea. Efforts to 

salvage the Torrey Canyon were unsuccessful, and a week la

ter the British Royal Navy bombed the tanker in order to 

limit the damage. Many English coastal resorts neverthe

less were confronted with beaches covered with oil. Ma

rine and bird life suffered greatly, especially fishing 

grounds and oyster beds. Ultimately, serious oil pollu

tion covered large segments of the French Brittany seacoast 

as well. 

83. Ibid., p. 31^. 
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On April 15, 1967, the Department of Justice an

nounced that the change in the violation clause of the 

1966 amendment made it virtually impossible to bring suit 

because of the difficulty of proving "gross" negligence. 

In fact, they had been unable to file any suits in the 

five-month period since the act had gone into effect, 

whereas prior to that they were filing I4.0 to 50 in an equi

valent time period.®^" - • • 

Evidently, at the time of the Torrey Canyon dis

aster Congress was satisfied that the 1966 amendment would 

•adequately meet such similar situations in United States 

coastal waters. Later, Senator Muskie said, 

. . . The congressional intent was quite clear. 
The Congress wanted increased protection against 
deposits of oil . . . not only in the sense of 
inhibiting such deposits but also by providing 
a method whereby violators of the act would be 
charged with removal of such oil from the na
tion's shorelines ... In essense, the Senate, 
in concurrence with the House, anticipated the 
type of problem created recently by the Torrey 
Canyon disaster.85 

And Congressman James C, Wright, Jr. (D-Texas), who had ef

fected the wording change, later remarked, "If I have done 

some injury to the prosecution of the law, I will accept 

the responsibility . . . We were hopefully strengthening 

86 
the law and making it a more effective instrument." 

8lj.. Mew York Times, April 16, 1967, p. ij.1. 

85. Congressional Record (daily edition), 90th 
Cong., 1st Sess., April 20, 1957, p. S5581.' 
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So when it became apparent that incidents like 

of the Torrey Canyon x^rere not covered by water pollution 

control policy, Congress went back into action. On April 

20, 1967 Muskie introduced a bill amending the 1966 act 

eliminating the requirement to prove "gross" negligence. 

Prior to that Interior Secretary Udall had dispatched to 

England a team of technical experts to study firsthand the 

consequences of the disaster. He also initiated a "crash 

interagency program"^ on the oil pollution problem. And, 

on May 26, 1967, President Johnson appointed Udall and 

Transportation Secretary Alan Boyd to make a careful study 
OO 

and report back on vrtiat action should be taken. 

On December 11 the Senate Committee on Public Works 

repo rted a bill incorporating modifications in the oil pol

lution amendment of 1966, accelerated research on acid mine 

drainage, and a pilot demonstration study of lake pollution. 

The next day the bill passed the Senate by voice vote with

out debate. The House would take up the bill in 1968 (see 

next section). 

Thus, at a point where it might have been thought 

• that national control policy was maturating, a whole new set 

86. U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Public Works 
Hearings, Water Pollution Control—1967# 90th Cong., 1st Sess 
1967, p. 43•' 

87. Ibid., p. 26. 

88. Hew York Times, May 27, 1967, p. 1. 
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of pollution problems were identified and brought to the 

forefront for policy consideration. Indeed, problem iden

tification processes seemed to be built into the evolving 

pollution policy system. Attention was next to be focused 

on thermal pollution and vessel (boat) pollution—and, gen

erally, the quality of the nation's water resources. 

The Emphasis on Quality 

In February and April, 1968, the Muskie subcommit

tee held extensive hearings on thermal pollution, an in

creasingly serious problem, caused mainly by the burgeoning 

power generation industry. According to testimony by the 

power industry, by the year 2000 almost half of the total 

89 water use in the nation would be for power generation. 7 

In opening the hearings on thermal pollution, Sen

ator Muskie said that "during the water quality standards 

development period public attention has begun to focus on 

thermal pollution." He continued, "Nuclear powerplants are 

licensed by a federal agency, and therefore can and should 

be expected to conform with applicable water quality stan-

90 dards and a concept of water quality enhancement." 

89. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air 
and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, 
Thermal Pollution—1968, part 1, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
1965, p. 23. ~ 

90. Ibid., pp. 1-2. 
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The problem with thermal pollution was that it 

was especially pernicious to water ecology. According to 

testimony by the Sport Pishing Institute, 

[w]e know that in a number of cases where or
ganic wastes fertilize waters to such an extent, 

• through excesses of nitrogen and phosphorus, that 
plant growth is greatly augmented. Under high 
water-temperature conditions, algae in particular 
bloom prodigiously. 

Two things may occur under such circumstances: 
(1) too much dissolved oxygen is liberated by 
such plants into the water during full sunlight 
and fish are killed by a condition of supersatur-
ation, exhibiting popeyes and skin bubbles; or 
(2), the reverse photosynthesis process takes 
place under darkness—at night, on cloudy or fog
gy days—and the dissolved oxygen is removed from 
the water and carbon dioxide is given off by the 
plants—the fish die either from lack of suffi
cient oxygen or an overabundance of carbon diox
ide; and this is your typical fish kill. 

In addition, the dissolved oxygen-retaining 
capacity of the water is lessened at high temper
atures. 

In other warmer-than-usual conditions unhealthy 
fish populations may develop. Disease organisms-
"and parasites thrive more rapidly in tepid 
waters.91 

The reason Muskie was so interested in thermal pol

lution was not only because it was becoming a major water 

pollution problem, but because it represented a perfect ex

ample of the threat to the overall quality of the American 

environment that was beginning to disturb him so greatly. 

In opening the hearings on thermal pollution he said, 

91. Ibid., p. 1]-. 
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I hope these hearings will create a public aware
ness that in applying technological advances we 
do not ignore again the need to maintain a bal
anced environment. The need for a balanced en
vironment xrill shift our focus from dealing only 
with crises and obvious toxic effects from pollu
tion to a policy vrtiich takes into account the 
long-term effects of waste discharges on ecologi
cal communities. I hope our witnesses will keep 
these needs in mind as they evaluate the problem 
of thermal pollution.92 

By 1968 the most immediate threat to national water 

pollution control programs v^as not thermal pollution, lake 

eutrophication, or acid mine drainage (or even political 

opposition) but the war in Vietnam. In April, 1968, Mus-
/ 

kie opened hearings on a bill establishing guaranteed Treas

ury financing of the difference between authorizations for 

construction grants and annual appropriations (which had 

been only about a quarter of that authorized). 

The 1966 Clean Waters Restoration Act had also 

called for a ftill and complete investigation and study of 

the extent of pollution of all navigable waters of the Uni

ted States from litter and sewage discharged, dumped, or 

otherwise placed in the nation's waters. Later in 1967 
q-i 

the report on vessel pollution, Wastes from Watercraft, ^ 

was transmitted to Congress. The report found that 

[w]atercraft--particularly recreational boats— 
have increased in such numbers.that their once 

92. Ibid., p. 2. 

93• In U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on 
Air and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hear
ings, Water Pollution—1968, part 2, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
1966, pp. 21i|.-T. 
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negligible T^astes are becoming a significant fac
tor in the overall pollution picture. The adverse 
impact of waste discharge from vessels is most 
serious on those frequent occasions when such dis
charges produce a concentration of pollution on 
confined or heavily-used areas . . . Sewage can 
contain dangerous concentrations of pathogenic or
ganisms that cause diseases such as dysentary . . . 
boat pollution may defile such critical areas as 
those used for body contact water sports, drink
ing water supplies, shellfish beds, and recrea
tional lakes where organic wastes accelerate 
eutrophication. 9^4-

Iri 1967 Muskie added a boat pollution control bill 

to his legislative proposals, and in 1968 the Senate passed 

his bill authorizing the Interior Secretary to establish 

standards governing boat pollution. He also obtained pas

sage of a bill permitting the Interior Secretary to enter 

into long-term contracts with states and communities gua

ranteeing the federal share of the cost of constructing 

sewage treatment plants. The House took up both these 

bills as well as the 1967 bill on mine drainage, lake pol

lution, and oil pollution. While acting on the 1968 fi

nance bill, Muskie added a provision that federal agencies 

licensing power plants be required to adhere to water qual

ity standards established by the Interior Department af

fecting the operation of the plants. 

In 1968 the House took up jointly the 1967 and 1968 

Senate-passed bill. In the House a provision in the oil 

control bill extending coverage of the act to shore 

9^-* Ibid. , pp. 21 



installations came under heavy attack from the oil indus

try, who claimed it was sheer harrassment, because hardly 

any oil pollution resulted from such sources. The power 

industry also vigorously opposed the licensing provision, 

because of the massive plant redesigns it would portend— 

or so they claimed. In the last hours of the 2nd session 

of the 90th Congress, the- House and Senate were unable to 

reconcile their differences concerning shore installations 

and licensing. Then, too, Senator Muskie was not present, 

but was busily campaigning for Vice-President on the Demo

cratic ticket. 

In 1969 Senator Muskie reintroduced the by-now om

nibus legislation, and Blatnik introduced a companion bill 

in the House. When in February an offshore oil well rup

tured off the coast of Santa Barbara, California, spilling 

millions of gallons of oil and causing a national uproar, 

Muskie's hopes for action on his bill brightened.^ Blat

nik even took his subcommittee to Santa Barbara for on-site 

hearings. In May the House passed the omnibus, bill 392-1 

in essentially the form Muskie had been seeking for several 

years. Perhaps the Santa Barbara oil leak provided just 

enough of a supportive setting to nullify some rather stiff 

opposition to measures designed to enhance .the quality of 

the nation's waters. 

95. New York Times, February I}., 1969. 
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Conclusions 

It is possible to make several generalizations 

about the development of a national water pollution con

trol policy that will be helpful later in discussing agenda-

setting. First, water pollution problems have been defined 

in evolutionary fashion, and there is no indication that 

the defining process has been completed. Rather, in fact, 

'the increased knowledge about water pollution causes and 

consequences that recent attention and research have wrought 

suggest that in the future more problems are likely to be 

defined. Indeed, it appears that complex technological 

problems (like those in the issue-areas of water and air 

pollution) may be amenable to precise definition only as 

large-scale resources are mobilized for that task. The 

second generalization is that the nature of the water pol

lution problems--their complexity and increasing serious-

ness--haa forced a very technically-oriented policy-making 

process to evolve to act on water pollution problems. Only 

those governmental units and industrial groups with exper

tise in water pollution problems have been able to define 

the problems and formulate policy proposals. A third gen

eralization is that incremental policy development, admit

tedly a characteristic of American politics, is as much a 

result of the necessary limitations of technological problem 

definitions as of any ideological proferences. That is, 

policy development has been incremental because problem 

I 
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definition has been incremental, and although the prefer

ence in American policy-making is for increment alism, cer

tainly in pollution policy there has been no other choice. 



CHAPTER !{. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL POLICY 

Having discussed the development of national water 

pollution control policy, the same needs to be done now 

for the issue-area of air pollution. Generally, it will 

be seen that most of the same generalizations can be made 

about water pollution control policy and air pollution con

trol policy: problem complexity, the premium on expertise, 

the incremental nature of the process. The discussion of 

early air pollution control policy in Chapter 2 stopped at 

the point where President Kennedy had recommended that 

Congress enact the Senate-passed bill sponsored by Kuchel 

which had included a provision for the Public Health Ser

vice to conduct public hearings on air pollution situations 

endangering public health and welfare. But, it will be 

recalled, Representative Roberts wanted more time to study 

the measure. 

Roberts Changes His Mind 

In contrast to the Public Health Service's profes

sional orientation and caution regarding air pollution con

trol measures, the nation's so-called "urban lobby" was 

completely convinced of the need for stronger measures. 

122 
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Since 1950 the American Municipal Association had been on 

record as favoring a larger federal involvement—including 

federal financial aid, assistance, and enforcement. That 

was also the position of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and 

the National Association of Counties. All three organiza

tions were acutely aware of the crushing burdens of making 

the nation's burgeoning metropolises livable, and in 1962 

they began to lobby more actively in an effort to get Rob

erts. to change his position. They were able to convince 

the ranking Democrat of Roberts' subcommittee, George M. 

Rhodes of Pennsylvania, to introduce a bill calling for 

strong national involvement, and they found some strong 

pockets of support in the Department of Health, Education, 

and Welfare."*" 

According to Ripley, there were some dissidents 

in HEW and the Public Health Service who wanted stronger 

control measures, and this fact encouraged the urban lobby 

to press their cause. But their prospects of influencing 

Roberts were none too bright in December, 1962, when at 

the second National Conference on Air Pollution sponsored 

by HEW Roberts stated that he would be inclined to oppose 

federal air pollution controls. Roberts said, 

1. Randall Ripley, "Congress and Clean Air: The 
Issue of Enforcement, 1963*" in Frederic N. Cleaveland 
(ed.), Congress and Urban Problems (Washington, D.C.: 
Brookings Institutions, 1969J. 
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. . .  I  d o  n o t  t h i n k  t h a t  t h e  f e d e r a l  g o v e r n m e n t  
has any business telling people of say Birming
ham or Los Angeles how to proceed to meet their 
air pollution problems ... it would seem that 
abatement and enforcement programs to remain ef
fective must remain the responsibility of state 
and local governments, but there is a vast field 
in the area of research in which the federal gov
ernment must continue to take the lead.2 

Only a day later London \>ras engulfed by another 

disastrous smog, one to which 3l|0 deaths were later attri

buted. The American Medical Association, which had rep

resentatives at the National Air Pollution Conference, 

responded to the London disaster-by putting their asso

ciation on record in favor of federal enforcement proce

dures modeled after those used in water pollution control. 

The Public Health Service sent Dr. Richard A. Prindle of 

their Division of Air Pollution Control to London to ob

serve the situation. 

On his return Prindle reported personally to Rob

erts.. Apparently Roberts was impressed by Prindle's 

report, and perhaps the urban lobbyists who had been in 

touch with Roberts off and on were causing him to have see
's 

ond thoughts about his position. In February, 1963, he 

introduced a strong bill. In order to overcome the problems 

2. Quoted in U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee 
on Health and Safety, Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce, Hearings, Air Pollution, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 
1963, p. 175: 

3. Ripley, op. clt. 



of enforcement of air pollution control across state lines 

the bill contained enforcement provisions like those in 

force on water pollution control. The bill also provided 

more money for research, especially on auto exhaust emis

sions and their control. In his subcommittee hearings on 

the bill the following month, Roberts explained his new 

position: 

The wise man changes his mind and the fool never 
does . . . There have been some things that have 
happened, particularly the recent London smog, 
which make me feel that the federal government 
does have a responsibility in this field particu
larly when it involves the death .and health of 
our people ... It seems that all this bill does 
so far as federal enforcement is concerned, is to 
give a state or the municipality of the state 
that is suffering from pollutants coming over the 
line some opportunity to get some help.4-

Like the 196I4. presidential landslide, the Torrey 

Canyon disaster, or the Santa Barbara oil leak, the 1962 

London smog may have provided just enough leverage to 

broaden the supportive setting sufficiently to make the 

need for stronger control more obvious. Meanwhile, anoth

er "event" occurred which dramatized the scope and com

plexity of air pollution problems caused by the use of 

pesticides. That event was the publication of Rachel Car

son's Silent Spring. 

ij.. U.S., Congress, House, Hearings, 1963, op. 
cit,, p. 181|. 
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The Pesticide Controversy 

When President Kennedy came into office he found 

that the Departments of the Interior, Agriculture, and 

Health, Education, and Welfare had strong disagreements 

about the effects of pesticides on health and nature. Ex

isting law was lenient and more or less satisfactory to 

farmers and pesticide manufacturers. The Department of 

Agriculture registered chemicals after the Pood and Drug 

Administration established "safe" levels for produce. In 

his 1961 message on natural resources Kennedy said, 

I am . • . hopeful that consistent and coordi
nated federal leadership can expand our fish 
and wildlife opportunities without the present 
conflicts of agencies and interests . . . 
I am directing the Secretary of Interior, with 
other federal and state officials, to end 

•. these conflicts ... 5 

Several, months later a Federal Pest Control Board was es

tablished "to review pest control programs involving fed

eral participation, especially with regard to hazards and 

£ safeguards." 

That was where matters stood on pesticides until 

June and July of 1962 when the New Yorker serialized Rachel 

7 Carson*s Silent Spring. In Silent Spring Miss Carson 

£. U.S., President, Public Papers of the Presi
dents, 1961, pp. 120-1. 

6. Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 19614-, p. llj.0. 

7. Rachel Carson, "A Reporter at Large: Silent 
Spring," Three Parts, New Yorker, XXXVIII (June 16, 23> 
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summarized, in an engagingly popular prose style, the accu

mulated research on pesticide environmental pollution. By 

profession a marine biologist (with long stints with the 

Department of Interior's fish and wildlife bureaus), Miss 

Carson was also a writer with strong personal convictions". 

In brief, she suggested that chemical poisons could 

have serious long-terra consequences on the human body. 

Building up in the body, they could destroy the capacity 

of the liver to detoxicate them, and she cited increasing 

rates of hepatitis and cirrhosis. Organically-based pest

icide residues also disrupted the nervous system, disinte

grated bone marrow, stimulated the growth of cancer cells 

and mutant genes and chromosones. Hon-organic pesticides, 

such as arsenic, were also dangerous. Indeed, said Miss 

Carson, the whole \*eb of life as we knoxtf it was threatened. 

Pesticides also killed birds and fish and other wildlife. 

What was most sobering was the ironic fact that the chem

ical war against pests seemed doomed by the resilience and 

adaptability of nature through heredity and evolution. But 

unfortunately, man's generations were measured in decades, 

not days or.weeks. To lose the battle and endanger our 

lives was what disturbed Miss Carson, and she argued that 

men must work with nature rather than against it if they were 

to preserve the quality of American life. 

and 30, 1962), pp. 35, 31, and 35>ff. Also published as Si
lent Spring (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1962). 
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On July 22, 1962, a business editor wrote in the 

Hew York Times that 

Some agricultural chemical concerns set 
their scientists to analyzing Miss Carson's 
work, line by line. Other companies are pre
paring briefs defending the use of their pro
ducts. Meetings have been held in YJashington 
and New York. Statements have been drafted 
and counterattacks plotted. 

Many industry spokesmen preface their re
marks with a tribute to Miss Carson's writing 
talents, and most say that they can find lit
tle error in fact. What they do resent, how
ever, are the extensions and implications that 
she gives to isolated case histories of the 
detrimental effects of certain pesticides used 
or misused in certain instances.8 

Industry also reinforced its contacts with friendly con

gressmen, such as Jamie L. Whitten (D-Mississippi), chair

man of the House Committee on Appropriations Subcommittee 

on Agriculture. 

In a presidential press conference, August 29, 

1962, a reporter asked: 

Mr. President, there appears to be growing con
cern among scientists as to the possibility of 
dangerous, long-term side effects from the wide
spread use of DDT and other pesticides. Have 
you considered asking the Department of Agricul
ture of the Public Health Service to take a 
close look at this?9 

8. John Lee, "'Silent Spring' is Now Noisy Sum
mer," New York Times, July 22, 1962, Sec. Ill, p. 1. 

9. U.S., President, Public Papers of the Presi
dents, 1962, p. 655• 
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Kennedy replied, "Yes, I—and I know that they already 

are—I think particularly, of course, since Miss Carson's 

book, but they are examining the matter.""^ The next day 

it was announced that the President's Science Advisory 

Committee was slated to conduct a thorough study of the 
* 

pesticide issue. 

Also in 1962 Abraham Ribicoff had resigned his 

position as Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in 

order to run for the United States Senate in his home state 

of Connecticut. Shortly after he was elected he wrote the 

chairman of the Subcommittee on Reorganization and Inter-

national Organization of the Committee on Governmental 

Operations, Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-Minnesota) and asked 

if he might lead a subcommittee investigation of the pest

icide problem. 

V/hile Ribicoff s request was still in Humphrey's 

hands, C.B.S. Televsion, after several months of preparation, 

presented a report entitled "The Silent Spring of Rachel 

Carson," on April 3, 1963, during prime viewing time. It 

was a balanced examination of the pesticide controversy. 

Although C.B.S. examined both sides of the issue, the net

work concluded: "Miss Carson's theme is sufficiently per

suasive and disturbing to warrant intensified research on 

the long-range consequences of the rampant use of sprays, 

10. Ibid., P. 



dusts and aerosols on large farms and home gardens as well 

11 as on water where fish spawn." Senator Humphrey was also 

watching C.B.S. Reports that night, and the next day on the 

Senate floor he said, "Last night the nation saw an out

standing TV program ... It dramatically pointed up one 

12 of the greatest challenges of our time ..." He then 

announced that his subcommittee would conduct a major study 

of the pesticide controversy, and that Ribicoff would con

duct the hearings. 

A week later the Surgeon General underscored the 

main problem in the controversy—the lack of conclusive 

scientific' evidence. He said, "The main problem we have, 

1 think, today is what is the result of exposure to small 

amounts over long periods of time, for many months, for 

many years. And this is an area in which we need more re

search and more information.""**^ Several weeks later the 

President's Science Advisory Committee issued its study of 

pesticides. In examining the problem the committee had 

11. Quoted by Jack Gould, "TV: Controversy Over 
Pesticide Danger Weighed," New York Times, April ij., 1963* 
p. 95>. 

12. Quoted in U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommit
tee on Reorganization and International Organization, Com
mittee on Government Operations, Hearings, Interagency 
Coordination on Environmental Hazards "(Pesticides), part 1, 
bbth Cong., 1st Sess., 1963* p. 

13. "Health Chief Doubts Need to Strengthen Pest
icide Controls," New York Times, April 1J?, 1963, p. 31* 
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come generally to the same conclusion as had Miss Carson. 

Still cautious, however, the Committee called for more 

research and more information. 

As he opened his hearings Senator Ribicoff said, 

"The purpose of thesg hearings will "be to find out just 

what the problem is, how much VTQ know about it, and don't 

know, and what we—the government, industry, and the pub-

lic--are doing about it."^ Unfortunately, the Ribicoff 

hearings accumulated a mass of testimony (2,628 pages) 

without any clearcut conclusions emerging. By August the 

ITew Republic had concluded, "The initial impact of Rachel 

Carson's Hew Yorker articles . . . has worn off, and in 

the absense of a scientific consensus about what ought to 

be done (or a tragedy comparable to thalidomide) Congress 

is unlikely to act."*1"^ Only two minor bits of legislation 

were enacted in 196L\ . .  One forbade the marketing of pesti

cides under protest; the burden of proof of their safety 

now rested with the manufacturer. And Representative Whit-

ten's subcommittee authorized $25 million for additional 

research. 

Ik. U18., Congress, Senate, Hearings, Interagency 
Coordination . . ., 1963, op. cit., pT 2. 

1 P h i l  H i r s c h ,  " T h o s e  P e s t i c i d e s , "  N e w  R e p u b l i c ,  
CXLIX (August 17, 1963),- p. 6. * 
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What is instructive about .the Carson side-play is 

that despite high-echelon attention to a dramatic "event," 

the complexity of the technical problem blunted severely 

efforts by policy-makers to act. And apparently a tempor

arily constructed policy system was a poor substitute for 

an on-going one. 

The Clean Air Act 

In 1963 Roberts came to believe in the need for 

stronger controls. With his leadership and assistance from 

the urban lobby and several key individuals in the Depart

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Congress enlarged 

the national effort in air pollution control from the small 

research program to a much larger one, and one that in

cluded enforcement authority. 

• Hugh Mields, the chief lobbyist of the American 

Municipal Association, drafted legislation that included 

enforcement provisions and program development grants, and 

circulated the draft in Congress and HEW. In HE// the main 

individual to become interested in stronger legislation 

was Dean Costin, the special assistant to Wilbur Cohen, 

• 16 
HEW Assistant Secretary for Legislation. 

16. As in past sections on events associated with 
the passage of the Clean Air Act, this section relies on 
Ripley, op. cit., in addition to the hearings and other 
documents. 
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Costin, finding Public Health Service resistance 

toward enforcement a strong force in HEW, decided to cir

cumvent the PHS, and get President Kennedy's support for 

stronger legislation, including enforcement provisions, 

in the President's 1963 health message. After some jockey-* 

ing with the Bureau of the Budget, Cohen was able to secure 

Kennedy's go-ahead and the health message contained Cos-

tin's language. The administration decided to support the 

17 Roberts bill. In the Senate Senator Ribicoff introduced 

a similar bill to that introduced by Roberts in the House 

incorporating the provisions sought by the urban lobby, 

and embodying Ribicoff's convictions about the need for 

stronger air pollution control legislation. 

A great deal of the testimony at the 1963 hearings 

was based upon information gathered and disseminated by the 

Public Health Service during the past seven years that the 

federal program had been in existence. According to a re

port prepared by the Public Health Service and presented at 

the 1962 annual meeting of the Air Pollution Control Associa

tion, about one-quarter of the nation's population lived 

in urban areas suffering from air pollution. The report 

pointed to fuel-use patterns as the main causes of air pol

lution. The prevalence of photochemical smog in many urban 

areas was noted. In fiscal 1961, according to the report, 

17. Ibid. 
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only $2 million was spent for state pollution control pro

grams, and almost 60 percent of that amount was spent in 

California alone. A total of lf?0 people were employed by 

state air pollution.control agencies. Only 17 states had 

expenditures of over $£,000. Only Oregon and California 

had established ambient air standards on those pollutants 

for which some controls existed. As for local programs, 

about million of the. total $8.1 million was spent by 

Los Angeles alone. The report concluded by suggesting a 

need for federal grants in order to stimulate lagging state 
n O 

and local control efforts. 

Before the Roberts subcommittee Representative 

Everett G-. Burkhalter (D-California) testified that his 

impression of expert opinion was that over 60 percent of 

the air pollution in California came from automobile ex

haust emissions. About 30 percent of the pollution came 

from crankcase emissions and the automobile manufacturers 

had met requirements by the California Air Pollution Con

trol Board to install crankcase blowby devices on cars sold 

in that state beginning with the 1962 model year, he said. 

Instead of releasing crankcase Emissions to the atmosphere, 

the blowby device recycled the fumes so that they were 
1 j . ii \ 

18. Printed in U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee 
Health and Safety, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com
merce, Hearings, Air Pollution, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 
1963, pp. 1+5-73. 
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burned before being discharged. The problem of air pol

lution was particularly acute in Los Angeles, he said, be

cause thermal inversions were so prevalent. 

YJe are living in a bowl in Los Angeles County. 
The air currents move southerly, let's say, out 
toward Catalina Island; they may move out as far 
as I4.O or $0 miles, depending, of course, on how 
fast the air currents are moving. The air cur
rents will shift again in the evening or late 
hours of the morning; they will move back again 
into Los Angeles city and county, hit the moun
tains and reverse their course to the ocean. 
This movement of the air currents creates a per
fect figure 8. This will go on sometimes for 
several days until such time as we get a con
stant air current,-in one direction, say, that 
will last possibly 12 hours. Then it will 
shift and escape the Los Angeles basin, going 
clear out beyond San Bernardino . . .3-9 

Vernon McKenzie, the chief of the Air Pollution 

Control Division of the Public Health Service, testified 

regarding the state of knowledge regarding air pollution. 

He noted that crankcase blowby devices would be installed 

by the industry on 1963 and after new automobiles, but 

that no economical or practical device had yet been devel

oped. to get at the other percent or so of emissions 

that came from exhaust pipes. He noted that California 

was testing various flame and catalytic afterburner devices 

at the time. 

According to the testimony by Surgeon General Luther' 

Terry before the Roberts subcommittee, the research effort 

19. Ibid., p. 2I4. 
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on exhaust fumes had suggested the possibility that hydro

carbons contributed to lung cancer. He cautioned that "the 

evidence we have on human being is largely confined to sta

tistics on population groups; the incidence of lung cancer 

20 
among urban residents is higher than among rural residents." 

In the Senate, Muskie had secured the services of 

the staff of the Committee on Public Works to do a study of 

air pollution like the one also being done at that time on 

water pollution. Dean Costin was able to arrange for three 

Public Health Service personnel to help the committee staff 

21 gather and organize necessary information. In September 

the report was published, and it pointed to the fact that 

air pollution was becoming an increasingly serious urban 

problem. 

. Two-thirds of the population of the United 
States reside in the 212 standard metropolitan 
statistical areas, which have a combined area of 
310,233 square miles, representing approximately 
9 percent of the total land area of the United 
States. The concentration of population is 
perhaps more emphatically shown by the fact that, 
in I960, 93>,8l4.8,lj.87 persons resided in 213 ur
banized localities which had a combined area of 
only 25,51}I}, square miles. In other words, 53 
percent of the people live on considerably less 
than 1 percent of the land area. 

. . .  A s  t h e  s i z e  o f  t h e  c o m m u n i t y  i n c r e a s e s ,  
the proportion of the total area affected tends 

20. Ibid., p. 38. 

21. Ripley, op. cit. 
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to increase, due to an increase in the number 
of pollution sources. 

. . . inversions are common in all areas of the 
United States, occurring between 10 percent and 
£0 percent of the time at elevations of £00 
feet or less.22 

On the problem of health, the report concluded that there 

was strong evidence that air pollution was associated with 

the following respiratory ailments: nonspecific infec

tious upper respiratory disease, chronic bronchitis, 

chronic constrictive ventilatory disease, pulmonary em

physema, bronchial asthma, and lung cancer. Said the re

port, 

• . . Ciliary activity, the wavelike motion of 
the microscopic hairlike formations which line 
the air passages, is an important protective 
mechanism for removing infectious agents and 
injurious chemicals from those passages. It is 
decreased or stopped as a result of breathing 
irritant air pollutants.23 

The report succinctly summarized the chief reason that 

air pollution is particularly an urban problem: 

The continuing movement of an ever larger 
percentage of the population into urban areas 
has concentrated the discharge of waste pro
ducts from combustion into a very small propor
tion of the atmosphere, thereby intensifying 

22. Appendix, A Study of Pollution—Air, in U.S., 
Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, 
Committee on Public Y/orks, Hearings, Air Pollution Control, 
88th Cong., 1st Sess., 1963, pp. ip-l-lij.. 

23. Ibid., p. Ip.0 
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the problem of air pollution. This results in 
the exposure of more and more people to more 
and more pollution without any corresponding in
crease in the available air supply. 2l{. 

With this type of information the policy-malcers 

were appalled by what was apparently a very serious prob

lem, and yet they yearned for more substantial and precise 

information. Said Roberts, "I wonder if we are going as 

far as we should go . . . It is such a big problem that I 

seriously doubt if [even] expenditures of great sums of 

2^ money can accomp3.ish it in a short time." ^ Said Muslcie, 

One question that I am sure will be asked 
by members of this committee and by members of 
Congress, as well as the public as we consider 
this additional participation by the federal 
government, and that is, whether or not we now 
have answers to pollution problems which are 
sufficiently effective, adequate, reasonable, • 
and economical to justify enforcing against the 
kinds of pollution to ltfhich we now have effec
tive answers?26 

After the hearings Roberts tried to reconcile the 

complaints of industry with the demands of the urban lobby, 

27 and did so with some degree of success. The House passed 

the Roberts bill 273-102, with 9J? percent of the Democrats 

2i(.. Ibid. , p. lj.10. 

2$. U.S., Congress, House, Hearings, 1963, op. cit., 
p. 95>. 

26. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings, Air Pollu
tion Control, 1963, op. cit., p. 1]JL, 

27. Ripley, op. cit. 
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and I4.2 percent of the Republicans voting for passage (D--

206-10, R—67-92). Because he felt the need for more in

formation, Muslcie had wanted to hold field hearings to 

learn more about air pollution problems and technology, 

but the White House reportedly wanted action completed on 
pO 

the measure as soon as possible. Despite some late lob

bying efforts by the Manufacturing Chemists' Association, 

the steel'industry, and the National Coal Association, 

the Senate handily passed the bill by voice vote. The 

House accepted the conference report 273-109 (D--201+-15, 

R—69-92+). 

As enacted, the 1963 Clean Air Act included what 

policy-makers hoped would be effective measures for con

trolling air pollution. New efforts in research were called 

for, especially on ways to extract sulfur from fuels eco

nomically. Y/ith congressional approval, interstate com

pacts were authorized, in the hope of encouraging the 

creation of institutional mechanisms able to cope with the 

interstate nature of air pollution. The Public Health Ser

vice was directed to describe air pollution effects on health 

and welfare precisely enough to issue air criteria reports 

by which state and local governments could establish air 

quality standards. In order to stimulate lagging state and 

local efforts, matching federal grants to establish state 

28. Ibid. 
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and local control programs were authorized a maximum of 

$5 million per fiscal year, 1965-67, with added incentives 

for inter-municipal and interstate programs. Where health 

and welfare of the public were deemed to be threatened, 

abatement procedures similar to those used in i^ater pollu

tion control were provided—consultations between HEW and 

state officials, conferences between HEW and state and 

local air pollution control agencies, issuance of recommen

dations for stopping the pollution by the HEW Secretary, 

public hearings between the federal government and the par

ties involved, and, as a last resort, legal action. These 

proceedings could be'initiated by the HEW Secretary in the 

case of interstate pollution, but only by the governor in 

intrastate cases. Authorizations to carry out the general 

program totaled $90 million for fiscal years 1965-67. 

A great deal of credit for passage of the Clean 

Air Act must certainly go to the fact of Roberts1 change of 

position, stimulated by urban lobbyists and the London 

smog. But it must not be overlooked that (in addition to 

Ribicoff's foray " into the air pollution control issue-area) 

Muskie was already becoming a pillar of strength in the 

Senate, complimenting and supporting Roberts' efforts in 

the House. Indeed, as soon as the legislation was en

acted, Muskie made plans for field hearings on air pollu

tion problems for the coming year. 
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Field flearings on Air Pollution 

In the 1963 Senate staff study of air pollution 

two conclusions pertinent to this study were drawn. First, 

Another major air pollution problem still 
lacking a satisfactory solution is emission from 
motor vehicles. Despite accelerated research 
activities on the problem, stimulated by Cali.»* 
fornia legislation aimed at reducing vehicle 
pollution, fundamental technical questions need 
resolution before a satisfactory solution on a 
national basis is likely to be achieved.̂ 9 

Second, "Solutions , . . exist for many non-industrial 

sources of air pollution. Open-burning dumps, the use of 

inadequate municipal incinerators, the open burning of 

scrapped automobiles . . . —all these can be controlled. 

Early in 196i(. the Muskie subcommittee was able to 

begin the extensive field hearings on air pollution prob

lems that had been delayed in 1963 while efforts were de

voted to action on the Clean Air Act. The s\ib commit tee 

began its nationwide hearings in Los Angeles. By late Feb

ruary the subcommittee had also held hearings in Denver, 

Chicago, Boston, New York, and Tampa. "The air pollution 

problems in these cities," said Senator Muskie, "are repre

sentative of those suffered by thousands of communities 

throughout every region and state throughout the nation." 

29. U.S., Congress', Senate, A Study of Pollution— 
Air, 1963, op. cit., p. 1)1)4. 

30. Ibid., p. 144' 
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"Our purpose," Muskie continued, "is simply to gather as 

much on-tlie-epot' knowledge as possible about how the recent

ly passed Clean Air Act can help lead to more effective 

31 
control of air pollution in the United States.,M Later, 

back in Washington, D.C., the subcommittee held technical 

hearings in June and July on the status of technology of 

air pollution control. In October the Senate Committee on 

Public Works issued Steps Toward Clean Air, a lj.O-page set 

of recommendations by the Muskie subcommittee based on an 

analysis of the 1,I{.08 pages of testimony and supportive 

32 
materials collected during the field hearings. 

When the Muskie subcommittee opened hearings in 

Los Angeles late in January, I96I4., they learned that con

siderable progress had been made in California toward con

trolling exhaust emissions. In his opening testimony 

California's Governor Pat Brown said, 

. . .  S o  f a r  n o  d e v i c e  h a s  y e t  b e e n  c e r t i f i e d  
by the [State's Motor Vehicle Control] board, 
although it appears certain approval of two de
vices will be given this year. Last Thursday 

31. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air 
and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, 
Clean Air, part 1, 88th Cong., 2nd Sess., January '£2, 
l96Zj., p. 1. 

32. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Public 
Works, Report from the Subcommittee on Air and VJater Pol
lution, Steps Toward Clean Air, 88th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
October, 1961^.. 
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the board adopted a standard for exhaust de
vices— ... If devices are approved within 
the next few months we will require all 1966 
model new cars sold in California to be 
equipped with such devices.33 

Then, in later testimony, Kenneth Hahn, a Los Angeles coun

ty supervisor, stimulated Senator Muskie into an extended 

cross-examination on the matter of technological progress 

with regard to emission control devices. 

Supervisor IIAHN. They [the automobile manufac
turers] have been here; there are devices manu
factured that have been proven, Chrysler people 
developed something 2 years ago ... 
Senator MUSKIE. It has been suggested [today] 
that there is already a technological answer to 
the problem of motor vehicle exhaust which is 
economically feasible . . . Now the Clean Air 
Act is based upon the assumption that there is 
no technological answer ... as of now, which is 
economically feasible . . . 
Svipervisor KAHH. I have been to Detroit and rode 
in automobiles with devices on them several years 
ago. They have had them on tests, trial runs, 
road tests, all completed. Smith G-riswold [the 
Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control Officer] 
will testify just what I am saying. 3>h 

Indeed, Griswold did agree, "Well, Senator, I think we 

have seen effective exhaust controls developed by an in

dustry [Chrysler] . . . but the other automobile manu

facturers are just not talking, Senator. I had hoped you 

might be able to get that information. 

33. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings, 1961}., op. 
cit., pp. 5-6. 

31}-. Ibid., pp. 25-33. 

3i?. Ibid., pp. I4.8 and 5>1. 
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In the technical hearings in Washington in June 

Senator Muskie quizzed the automobile industry's chief smog 

consultant, George A.Delaney, on the industry's intentions. 

Mr. DELANEY. Now the point that we are making 
is that . . . even if they [other states] had 
the same ambient air standards as California, 
they would not come up with the same type of 
controls, the degree of control on various types 
of emissions from the automobile. 
Senator MUSKIE. . . . You told the governor of 
California that your 1967 models incorporate 
some design changes which itfill effectively con
trol exhaust emission . . .? 
Mr. DELANEY. It will meet their specifications. 
Senator MUSKIE. Now, what harm does it do to 
control the same emissions in I4.9 other states? 
Mr. DELANEY. There would be no harm, but it is 
an economic burden on the—it may be an economic 
burden on the rest of the country.36 

To the implication by the auto industry that other areas of 

the country did not need exhaust devices because auto pol

lution was not significant, the Public Health Service dis

agreed. According to Public Health Service figures the 

densities of automobiles were greater in other cities the 

size of Los Angeles and that these other cities trere also 

subject to thermal inversions, so that "photochemical smog 

. . .is not confined to Los Angeles, but must be considered 
07 

an important aspect of the national air pollution problem." ' 

In another year, the industry would be xtfilling to accept 

these facts, and to accept national standards. -

36. Ibid., pp. 876 and 879-80. 

37. Ibid., pp. 886-7. 



The second major conclusion to emerge from the 

field hearings was that inadequate solid waste disposal 

techniques contributed heavily, to air pollution. Dr. 

Frederick Cleaver, the director of the Colorado State 

Department of Public Health, was one of the first to draw 

the committee's attention to the fact that "the problem 

of open incineration is serious. We know it is going to 

cost more money . . . but nevertheless it must be done if 

we are to correct 25 percent, approximately, of the air 

pollution problem." At the Boston subcommittee hear

ings Massachusetts Governor Endicott Peabody underscored 

the problem of air pollution caused by solid waste dispos 

al: 

I mentioned the disposal of combustionable 
debris because such debris is being generated 
in immense quantities as a result of [urban re
newal]. Present sanitary disposal methods are 
quite limited in capacity or quite costly, while 
open burning creates [air pollution].39 

At the subcommittee hearings in New York Dr. Leonard 

Greeriburg, a former New York City Commissioner of Air Pol

lution, offered this testimony: 

Ihe annual amount of refuse of New York 
City is slightly less than 5 million tons a 
year ... To this must be added about 600,000 
tons of combustionable construction waste, 
scrap rumber, and so on . . . All this means 

38. Ibid., pp. 200-1. 

39. Ibid., p. Lj.25. 
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. . . that this problem of incinerators is 
shaping up very much like the problem of the 
exhaust pipe on automobiles. It needs more 
time; it needs more money; it needs more money 
thrown into the project in order to come up 
with the answer.*1-0 

During general testimony one of the most graphic 

portrayals of the air pollution problem was g'von by New 

York City's Mayor Robert Wagner: 

A great deal of the smoke and dirty air in 
New York comes, each morning, from the indus
trial areas of New Jersey, and even the states 
further to the west. We return the compliment 
each afternoon, depending upon the prevailing 
winds, or we pass some of our smoke and gases 
on to our Long Island or our -Connecticut neigh
bors. 

Prevailing westerly winds may bring us dirty 
air from even further away. Commissioner Beline, 
of our department of air pollution control, has 
described our region as the terminus of a 3>000-
mile-long sewer of atmospheric filth, starting 
as far away as California, and growing like a 
dirty snowball along the way. Clearly, as a city 
government, we cannot—as much as we would like 
to—deal with this problem by ourselves.fyl 

In Steps Toward Clean Air the subcommittee reported 

that it had learned that effective and econoraical control 

devices for automotive exhaust would be installed beginning 

with the 1966-raodel year only on new automobiles sold in 

California and therefore the subcommittee recommended leg

islation establishing national exhaust emission standards. 

To the automobile industry's argument that air pollution 

I4-O. 

L|.l, 

Ibid., pp. 605-6. 

Ibid., p. 550. 
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from auto exhausts was serious only in Los Angeles the 

subcommittee countered with the Public Health Service fig

ures cited earlier. The devices to be installed on Cal

ifornia cars were expected to reduce hydrocarbon and carbon 

monoxide emissions by 60 to 80 percent. The Muskie sub

committee also learned that per capita production of refuse 

was about four pounds per day, and that inadequate solid 

waste disposal practices in more than half of the nation's 

cities contributed substantially to air pollution. Al

though effective solid waste treatment technology existed, 

lack of sufficient public funds prevented its widespread 

application, and therefore the subcommittee recommended 

that a federal construction grant program be initiated. 

Finally, the subcommittee was encouraged to learn that 

technological progress was being made on reducing sulfur 

oxide emissions, and they recommended accelerated research. 

A month after Steps Toward Clean Air was published 

Representatives Schenck and Roberts were defeated for re

election, and the Muskie subcommittee became the only im

portant center of expertise on air pollution problems in 

Congress. On January 7* 1965# Senator Muskie introduced a 

bill incorporating the recommendations contained in Steps 

Toward Clean Air. Policy formulators in the Department of 

Health, Education, and V7elfare were aware of the informa

tion acquired by the Muskie subcommittee hearings, of course, 
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and HEW also planned to recommend national exhaust stan

dards, but at the time it happened that President Johnson 

was trying to establish closer ties vrith industry. In his 

February message on natural beauty he said only that he 

would seek voluntary compliance on emission control from 

lip 
the automobile manufacturers.^" 

After waiting several months to no avail for the 

President to act, Senator Muskie began hearings on his bill 

in April. When HEW defended the President's position, Mus

kie and the rest of his subcommittee expressed their dis

appointment.^ So did the newspapers. The New York Times 

reported that HEW was unhappy with the President's position. 

The Los Angeles Times and the Washington Post accused the 

President of placating the automobile industry. President 

Johnson, vtfio was busy on other matters, quickly reversed 

his position at this point, much to the relief of Muskie 

and HEW spokesmen.^ The automobile industry itself was 

not distraught with Johnson's reversal, for by now the 

lj.2. U.S., President, Public Papers of the Presi
dent, 1965, p. 163. 

Ij.3. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air 
and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, 
Air Pollution Control, 89th Cong., 1st Sess., 1965, pp. 
26-39, 71-5, and 83-5. 

Ijij.. The episode is related in James L. Sundquist, 
Politics and Policy: The Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson 
Years (Washington, D.C'.': Brookings Institution, 1968), 
pp. 368-9. 
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industry had concluded that emission standards were some

thing they were going to have to live with, and thus that 

it would be wise to avoid the confusion a variety of state 

standards xvould undoubtedly produce.^ 

In the 1965 House hearings, Representative Leo 
. T 

VI. O'Brien (D-l'Tew York) captured the mood of the 89th Con

gress: 

. . . Where is the demand for legislation? . 
there is an area where public responsibility takes 
over, even if there is a lack of demand in the 
form of letters to members of Congress ... I 
cannot recall . . . ever receiving a single let
ter urging that we do anything about safety belts. 
Vie had the cigarette controversy—I didn't get 
any mail on that subject. It seems to me that 
we should not wait for a Gallup poll to decide 
whether or not people are being poisoned by the 
air A6 

During floor consideration of the 1965' amendments, 

the only opposition of any consequence revolved about the 

question of the solid waste program. In his original bill 

Muskie had provided for construction grants, but quickly 

learned that there vas much congressional skepticism and 

that the Department of HEW did not believe existing tech-

[17 
nology was adequate.^ Even so, the research and 

l\$. U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Public 
Health and Welfare, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com
merce, Hearings, Air Pollution Amendments, 89th Cong., 1st 
Sess., 1965, p. 261. 

. p. 163. 

ij.7. Letter from HEW, U.S., Congress, Senate, Hear
ings, 1965, op. cit., p. 11. 
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development grant substitute provoked some partisan dis

sent in the House. On a motion to recommit the bill to 

committee with instructions to strike the solid waste sec

tion Republicans,voted 61-32 to recommit, Democrats voted 

19-188 against recommittal. After that, on September 2lj., 

the bill passed easily, vrith only four dissenting votes. 

The Senate had passed the bill by voice vote, without de

bate, May .18, and concurred in the House amendments 'by 

voice vote October 1. 

As enacted, the 1965 amendments to the Clean Air 

Act created a Title II, the Motor Vehicle Air Pollution 

Control Act, directing the 110// Secretary to establish as 

soon as possible national emission standards for auto ex

hausts, taking into consideration technology, practicality, 

and compliance procedures. The amendments also accelerated 

federal research on the persistent problem of how to re

duce sulfur oxides from fuel combustion sources, and to ex

tract sulfur from fuels. To carry out the provisions of 

the Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Control Act, $3«9 million 

was authorized for fiscal 1966-69. The Solid Y/aste Dis

posal Act, which was split administratively between Interior' 

and HEW (with Interior having responsibility over mineral 

and fossil fuel extractions) authorized $8I[. million over 

fiscal 1966-69 for research and demonstration projects on 

solid waste disposal. 
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The interests involved in air pollution included 

the nation's largest business: automobile manufacturing. 

And thus ultimately the resources and power of the federal 

government were required to convince the auto industry 

that exhaust emission control was essential. In achiev

ing that objective, Muskie exercised.care and spent a great 

deal of time—and in the end was rewarded for his efforts. 

And, as in water pollution policy-making, the more hear

ings that were held and the more that became known about 

air pollution, the more did additional dimensions of the 

problem gain prominence. In 1961|. solid waste disposal 

qualified for that distinction. 

Program Maintenance 

In 1966 Senator Muskie introduced an administration 

bill, fashioned in HEW, providing federal funds for main

taining as well as developing state and local control pro

grams. 

In opening the 1966 hearings he again underscored 

the value he placed on hearings: "I might emphasize the 

fact that the committee uses these hearings to educate it

self, first, and the public second, although not to the 

neglect of the second objective."^ The first thing that 

Ij.8. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air 
and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, 
Air Pollution—1966, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1966, p. £>. 
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Muskie learned was that HEW was putting the enforcement 

provisions of the Clean Air Act into effect, and that five 

interstate and three intrastate abatement actions had been 

started, one of which included the New York metropolitan 

area. 

According to Vernon MacKenzieChief of the Divi

sion of Air Pollution Control, the federal policies were 

having a stimulating effect on local efforts. A lj.0 percent 

increase in non-federal contributions had been recorded 

since the 1963 act had gone into effect. MacKenzie was 

less enthused about the sulfur emission problem, which he 

believed was reaching critical proportions in some parts 

of the country. Pending effective answers to control, he 

suggested substituting fuels with low sulfur content for 

those with high content, the use of very tall stacks to im

prove dilution and dispersion of the combustion gases, and 

the substitution of other fuels in other cases, if possible. 

He also commented on a problem that was to receive consi

derable attention in 1967: alternatives to internal com

bustion gasoline engines. 

I might add, parenthetically, that we are con
cerned, however, about the long-range problem 
of motor vehicles. We believe that the present 
technology and the improvements which we see on 
the horizon as distinctly possible may well af
fect improvement in this aspect of the total 
pollution problem until about 1980. We are con- -
cerned, however, that beginning then, if the 
current trends and practices of relying on the 
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private automobile for satisfaction of trans
portation needs continues, then the sheer num
bers of the vehicles that are forecast would 
overcome the technical improvements in emission 
control that would be possible, and the situa
tion might vrell thereafter begin to worsen 
again. ̂4-9 

By voice vote, with opposition in either House ab

sent, the Clean Air Act was further amended. As enacted, 

authorizations overall were increased, and matching federal 

grants were authorized for maintaining states and local 

programs as well as for developing them. Grants were to 

take into account non-recurring expenses, and they were not 

to supplement state funds. 

After this period of tranquility, the year 1967 was 

to see omnibus air pollution control policy enacted. Partly 

this vxas to be so because a draraatic event focused attention 

on the fact the problems were still much larger than the 

present control efforts. 

Air Quality Standards 

On Thanksgiving Day, 1966, a thermal inversion set

tled over New York City for three days, and 80 persons are 

believed to have died from the pollution. This event seems 

to have galvanized the resolve of policy-makers to redouble 

their efforts in 1967. 

i|.9. Ibid., p. 272. 
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On January 30, 1967* in his natural resources mes

sage to Congress, President Johnson declared that "the pol

lution problem is getting worse. Ten years from now . . .• 

we shall have lost the battle for clean air—unless we 

strengthen our regulatory and research efforts now."^® The 

President recommended that the federal government coordi

nate the national attack on air pollution by establishing 

regional "airsheds," that research and development be ac

celerated and expanded, and, most importantly, that ;bhe Sec

retary of Health, Education, and Welfare establish national 

air quality standards. 

The Public Health Service and HEW were according

ly gearing up for the national assult. In 1966 air pollu

tion control activities by the federal government were 

organized as the National Center for Air Pollution Control, 

which would eventually move into new, permanent quarters in 

the Horth Carolina Research Triangle, between Durham, Ra-• 

leigh, and Chapel Hill. The director of the Center was Dr. 

John T. Middleton, a former University of California profes

sor who had worked extensively on air pollution problems 

while a meraber of the California Air Pollution Control 

Board. The Public Health Service had also acquired S. Smith 

Griswald, the long-time abatement control officer for Los 

jpO. U.S., President, Public Papers of the Presi
dents, 1967, p. 9/+. 
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Angeles, to head up their abatement and control branch. 

According to calculations made in 1966 by the Public Health 

Service, between 1965 and 1980 urban population in the Uni

ted States would increase from 130 to 175 million people, 

the number of motor vehicles from 85 to 120 million, energy 

requirements from 53 to 79.2 quadrillion B.T.U.'s, and re-

5l fuse production from 170 to 250 million a year. 

Also in 1967 the first national public opinion poll 

on air pollution problems was taken by Louis Harris, who 

found that while people feel that problems do exist and 

that current control efforts are inadequate, ij.6 percent 

would not be willing to pay an additional $15 in taxes a 

year to control the problems. Perhaps that reluctance 

should not be overemphasized, because almost as many (J4.5 

percent) were willing to malce the additional expenditure. 

Seventy-two percent of those living in cities and 75 percent 

of those living in suburbs felt a problem did exist. One-

half of those interviewed concluded that the situation vras 

getting worse, and only one out of ten thought it was get

ting better. By a 2 to 1 margin, respondents felt that 

efforts by all levels of government, industry in general 

and automobile manufacturers in particular, were not doing 

5l. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air 
and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Y/orks, Hearings, 
Air Pollution~-1966, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1966, p. 25-7". 
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a satisfactory job. However, by a 63-2f? percentage mar

gin, the public felt that some constraint in exercising 

pollution control was necessary so that jobs would not be 

lost in the process. Not surprisingly, those most con

cerned about the problem were the better educated, younger 

people in upper-income brackets living in eastern sub

urbs.^2 

On January 31 Muskie introduced the administration 

bill containing Johnson's recommendations. The Muskie sub

committee plunged into the issue-area with a prodigious 

exercise of energy, and by the middle of May had amassed 

2,69ii. pages of testimony and supporting documents. In 

February the subcommittee held hearings in Los Angeles on 

the problems involved in implementing the 1966 exhaust-de-

vice installations on California cars. The subcommittee 

learned that there had been some shortcomings due to lapses 

in quality control, but later in Detroit and a massive 

briefing by the auto industry the subcommittee felt less 

apprehensive and concluded that the manufacturers were im

proving and correcting their shortcomings. (In March HEW 

announced that the California standards would go into ef

fect for all new 1968-model year cars in the nation.) 

52. "Survey Finds Public Upset on Pollution,11 

New York Times, July 2$, 1967, p. li}-* 
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In Denver in April the Muskie subcommittee studied 

th" Colorado Air Pollution Control Program, which was.based 

01 the airshed concept, and a day later in St. Louis exam

ine d the problems involved in interstate airsheds. The 

subcommittee then held extended hearings back in Washing

ton, including several joint sessions with the Committee on 

Commerce regarding alternative means of vehicle propulsion. 

The Muskie committee, then took the administration 

bill and revised it in li^ht of the information gained in 

the hearings, the most important of which was that regional 

standards were much more practical than would be national 

standards. But the committee report on the revised bill 

still mirrored President Johnson's concern: 

Future air pollution Will worsen in direct 
proportion to the nation's economic growth, in
creases in 'urban population, demands for heat 
and energy, use of motor vehicles, disposal of 
refuse, and production and consumption of manu
factured goods. Given the fact that all these 
latter factors are rapidly increasing, it is 
reasonable to assume that it will not be long 
before air pollution reaches truly critical pro
portions in many parts of the country.53 

The Senate passed the bill 88-0, and the House 362-0. The 

only controversy arose on the House JKLoor, where a Senate 

provision to permit California to have stricter controls 

was reinstated after having been dropped in committee. The 

53. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Public 
Works, Report, Air Quality Act of 1967* 90th Cong., 1st 
Sess., 1967.' > p• '"H. 
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auto industry wanted nationwide standards, but California 

sought much more stringent controls. Both houses passed 

the conference report by voice vote November llj.. 

As enacted, the Air Quality Act of 1967 was a gen

uinely omnibus bill.. It authorized the HEW Secretary to 

go immediately to court when an air pollution condition 

created an "imminent and substantial endangerment of the 

health of persons." In the event states did not designate 

air pollution planning agencies, the federal government 

could do so. In such a case, the HEW Secretary could es

tablish ambient air quality standards in an designated 

"airshed," and could go to court to enforce violations of 

standards. The objective was to establish air quality 

standards wherever air pollution was serious, and HEW was 

to provide designations of air quality control regions 

based on the need for pollution control and protection of 

health and welfare, development and issuance of air quality 

criteria, and research and publication of information on 

the control technology required to achieve various levels of 

air quality. Program grants were expanded, and federal 

assistance to states to develop motor vehicle emission in

spection devices and testing systems authorized. A Presi

dent's Air Quality Advisory Board was established, and a 

study of the concept of national emission standards was 

authorized. 
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Also in 1967 Ford, Mobil, and HEW joined in a $10 

million study of methods of developing pollution-free gas

oline, Interior Secretary Udall lowered import restrictions 

on low sulfur content petroleum in areas affected by pollu

tion, the American Medical Association held its first annual 

conference on air pollution problems, and the Department of 

Housing and Urban Development entered into a research con

tract to develop pollution-free buses. In 1968 the title of 

the National Air Pollution Control Center was changed to the 

Federal Air Pollution Control Administration, the Muskie 

subcommittee held hearings on several interstate compacts, 

and on the problems associated with establishing air qual

ity criteria. In 1969 the Department of Justice filed suit 

against the automobile manufacturers, claiming that they had 

held back development of emission control devices. 

National air pollution policy was maturating, but 

only now was problem identification and definition really 

becoming firmly-based. 

Conclusions 

•As with the case of the development of national wa

ter pollution control policy, the basic generalizations are 

the same: First, one cannot but help being struck by the 

extended process of problem identification, a process in 

which there is no end in sight. Indeed, many long-standing 

problems still are imprecisely defined. For example, 
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despite the fact that HEW has been authorized to publish 

air quality criteria since 1963, it has been unable to do 

so yet except for auto exhaust emissions—which were bor

rowed from California. Second, because of the technological 

complexity of air pollution problems the policy process 
* 

actions on air pollution problems have had such a technical 

orientation that informed actors have dominated the policy

making process (e.g., when Roberts and Schenck were defeated 

for reelection there was no one to take their place immedi

ately).- Third, again, as in water pollution policy, policy 

development has been incremental--first information-

gathering, next research, then program grants, enforcement, 

quality standards, and so on—due in great part to the pro

tracted, extended process of problem identification and 

definition. 



CHAPTER $ 

THE NATURE OP TPIE POLICY SYSTEM FOR POLLUTION POLICY 

It is now possible to identify the major institu

tions, groups, and individuals of the policy system that 

have evolved for identifying problems, formulating policy 

proposals, and carrying out the other functions of the 

policy process. In agenda-setting—the identification and 

formulation activities—particularly, certain committees, 

subcommittees, and members of Congress are prominent, as 

are the Public Health Service, the Departments of Interior 

and Health, Education, and Welfare, and a variety of other 

administrative agencies and personnel in the executive 

branch--including the Chief Executive. The courts have 

encouraged legislation rather than adjudication in pollu

tion policy-making. Certain state and local governmental 

agencies and groups, especially those representing the 

nation's cities, participate extensively, and many private 

interests (including many very large ones) are involved. 

The current policy system in the issue-areas of water and 

air pollution consists of the interactions among these in

stitutions, groups, and individuals. 

161 
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Committees, Subcommittees, and Members of Congress 

The Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution 

chaired by Senator Muskie is probably the most important 

policy-making unit at the national level of American gov

ernment in both water and air pollution issue-areas. The 

subcommittee gained prominence almost as soon as it was 

created in April, 1963# when in short order it issued the 

studies of air and water pollution, and today the policy 

leadership of the subcommittee is acknowledged by most of 

the participants in the pollution policy system. 

The Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution is 

unique, as far as its specific subject-matter jurisdiction 

is concerned, in the congressional committee structure. 

As Table 2 illustrates, there is no other committee or 

subcommittee in Congress concerned directly with water and 

air pollution problems—there is not even any committee on 

urban problems or environmental quality. "I commend the 

chairman of this subcommittee," remarked subcommittee mem

ber Senator Howard Baker, Jr. (R-Tennessee), "for making 

an effort ... to create a special subcommittee of the 

Senate to examine and coordinate the basis of general science 

and technological development as they relate to the problem." 

1. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and 
Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Water 
Pollution—1968, part 1, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1968, p. 
T&F. " 
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CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE 
OVER AIR AND WATER 

JURISDICTIONS 
POLLUTION 

Senate House 

Air Committee on 
Public Works, 

Committee on In
terstate and For
eign Commerce, 

Subcommittee on 
Air and Water 
Pollution 

Subcommittee on 
Public Health and 
Welfare 

Committee on 
Appropriations, 

Committee on 
Appropriations, 

Subcommittee on 
HEW and Related 
Agencies 

Subcommittee on 
HEW and Related 
Agencies 

Water Committee on 
Public Works, 

Committee on 
Public Works, 

Subcommittee on 
Air and Water 
Pollution 

Subcommittee on 
Rivers and Harbors 

Committee on 
Appropriations, 

Committee on 
Appropriations, 

Subcommittee on 
Public Works 

Subcommittee on 
Public Works 
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Prior to 1963* the Subcommittee on Flood Control--Rivers 

and Harbor3 (of the same parent committee as is the Muskie 

subcommittee, the Committee on Public Works) considered, 

in addition to rivers and harbors bill, legislative pro

posals for both water and air pollution control. There 

are no apparent reasons why that subcommittee, chaired by 

Senator Kerr, was assigned jurisdiction over air pollution 

control proposals, except that the subcommittee already 

had jurisdiction over proposals in the related issue-arsa 

of water pollution, no obvious alternative committee assign

ment suggested itself, and one of the few Senators with 

considerable interest in air pollution problem, Senator 

Kuchel (the California Republican who had solicited and 

gained President Eisenhower's concern in 1955) was a member 

of the Kerr subcommittee at the time. But Kerr had little 

interest in any federal air pollution control program, or 

even in the general problems involved, and during hearings 

on the 1955 Air Pollution Control Act, he let Kuchel con

duct the session and absented himself. 

In the House of Representatives the jurisdictional 

allocations have always been divided between two committees 

and their respective subcommittees, with the consequent 

fact that two entirely different groups of Congressmen act 

on water and air pollution control proposals--with hardly 

more interaction between the two groups than otherwise 
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transpires during House business. For the past several 

years the parent House Committees--on water pollution prob

lems the Committee on Public Works, and on air pollution 

problems the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce-

rather than their respective subcommittees (the Subcommit

tee on Rivers and Harbors, and the Subcommittee on Public 

Health and Welfare) have held hearings on legislative pro

posals on air and water pollution control. That they have 

done so is due mainly, it may be supposed, to the increased 

importance of national water and air pollution control. 

In both issue-areas, the House now follows the lead of the 

Muskie subcommittee, but once the House subcommittees were 

the locus of major federal initiative. 

Between 1955 and 1961 Representative Blatnik's 

Subcommittee on Rivers and Harbors successfully spearheaded 

efforts to establish a national water pollution control 

program, and from 1969 to I96I4. Representative Roberts1 

Subcommittee on Health and Safety (now the Subcommittee 

on Public Health and Welfare) was instrumental in creating 

a national air pollution control program similar to that 

for water pollution. Blatnik, unlike Roberts, is still 

in Congress, and still chairman of the same subcommittee 

as well as second-ranking member of the full Committee on 

Public Works. Blatnik normally presides over committee 

water pollution control hearings, and he continues to 
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increase his expertise. He said recently, "My dream years 

ago was to be a biochemical researcher. I do have a very 
p 

keen interest in this problem [of pollution]." In 1969 

he conducted field hearings in Santa Barbara during the 

offshore oil leak, and, together, with Muskie, his and 

Muskiefs leadership are the principal reasons Congress 

plays the major role it does in water pollution policy

making. During Roberts* subcommittee chairmanship Roberts 

(and Representative Schenck) led the fight in 1963 for en

actment of the Clean Air Act. Now the Committee on In

terstate and Foreign Commerce follows the lead and interest 

of its chairman, Harley 0. Staggers (D-West Virginia), 

who in turn follows the lead of the Muskie subcommittee. 

Now that pollution control has become a glamor 

issue, it should not be forgotten that Senator Kuchel's 

early efforts in the Senate in behalf of a national program 

have long been accepted by most members of that body. Al

so, now that interest in a variety of aspects of environ

mental quality has risen, the Subcommittee on Science, 

Research, and Development of the House Committee on Science 

and Astronautics has become increasingly concerned about 

the technological problems associated with water and air 

2. U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Science, 
Research, and Development, Committee on Science and Astro
nautics, Hearings, The Adequacy of Technology for Pollution 
Abatement, vol. 1, 09th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1966, p. 
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pollution. The subcommittee chairman is Emilio Q. Dad

dario (D-Connecticut). In 1966 his subcommittee conducted 

3 extensive hearings on pollution control technology, and 

then issued a widely-noted summary report and conclusions 

on the hearings pointing to the need for accelerated and 
* j 

expanded basic development on environmental pollution. 
• 

In 1968 the Daddario subcommittee held hearings on the 

desirability of a coherent national environmental quality 

program, and Daddario has become a leading proponent of 

some form of institutional structure designed to promote 

environmental quality, a recent subject of inquiry for 

the Interior and Insular Affairs Committees of both houses. 

In 1963-6i^ Senator Ribicoff's attempt to precipitate revi

sions in federal pesticide policies were met, despite ex

haustive hearings on the pesticide problem, with rebuff by 

the established Agriculture committees, and (it may be re

called) by Representative Jamie Whitten's agricultural 

appropriations subcommittee. 

Water or air pollution control bills have never en

countered any serious difficulty on the Senate floor, and • 

3* Idem. 

i(., U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Science and 
Astronautics, Report of the Subcommittee on Science, Research, 
and Technology, Environmental Pollution: A Challenge to 
Science and TecSnology, U"9th Cohg., 2nd Sess., 19&5. 

£, Morton Mintz, "Environmental Council Planned," 
Washington Post, April 17, 1969, p. 2, 
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the current respect for and confidence in Muskie by the 

Senate is virtually unanimous. The primary reason is that 

Muskie has cultivated and developed bipartisanship to a 

high degree, in addition to accumulating a staggering amount 

of expertise. He has relied on his personal friendship 

with Senator J. Caleb Boggs (R-Deleware). "A key factor 

in our progress to date," Muskie remarked in 1969* "has 

been the perserverence, the understanding, and the support 

of my colleage from Deleware ... No bill has left this 

committee without his endorsement. No conference report 

has been signed without his agreement."^ Both Steps To

ward Clean Air and Steps Toward Clean Water were recommen

dations made by the entire subcommittee, and Muskie's 

subcommittee-developed (from the recommendations in Steps 

Toward Clean Water) bill in 1966 was co-sponsored by lj.9 

Senators. Unlike the House, where pollution bills are in

creasingly considered by the full committees, in the Sen

ate most (10 out of 16) members of the Committee on Public 

Works are also members of the Muskie subcommittee (a char

acteristic of committee divisions of labor in the smaller 

Senate body) the ascendency of the subcommittee is virtually 

guaranteed as long as Muskie is chairman—and probably 

thereafter, given the specialized subject-matter 

6. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and 
. Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Water 
Pollution—1969» part 1, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 1969, p. 1. 
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jurisdiction of the subcommittee and the ^cowing salience 

of water and air pollution problems. 

Moreover, the attendance and interest of members 

at subcommittee hearings is usually very high. Table 3 

lists the members of the Muskie subcommittee since its 

establishment. It is interesting to note that in 196? 

Senator Cooper, the ranking Republican of the Senate Com

mittee on Public Works, joined the subcommittee after hav

ing first passed up the opportunity in 1963. Muskie, 

Senator Randolph (the full committee chairman and sponsor 

in 1967 of the bill to combat acid mine drainage), Bayh, 

and Boggs began their seventh year of membership on the 

subcommittee in 1969—years characterized by a high degree 

of interest in pollution problems and general bipartisan 

cooperation. This cooperation is certainly dissimilar to 

the rousing partisan controversy that embroiled Blatnik's 

subcommittee in the late 195>0' s, or even the milder oppo-

sition of House Republicans to the 1965 Solid Waste Dispo

sal Act. 

The Muskie Subcommittee's prominence is also a 

consequence of unrelenting work' on the part of the subcom

mittee and its staff in producing both A Study of Pollu

tion—Water and the companion A Study of Pollution—Air 

within a period of several months was matched in 1964 and 

1965 by the subcommittee's comprehensive field hearings. 



TABLE 3 

MEMBERSHIP ON THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIR 
AND WATER POLLUTION, 88th-9lst CONGRESSES 

88 th 89th 90th 91st 
Democrats 

Edmund Muskie, Maine, Chairman X  X  X  X .  

Jennings Randolph, West Virginia X  X  X  X  

Frank E. Moss, Utah X  X  

Birch E. Bayh, Indiana X  X  X  X  

Lee Metcalf, Montana X  

Gaylord Nelson, Wisconsin X  

Fred R. Harris, Oklahoma X  

Joseph D. Tydings, Maryland X  

Daniel K. Inouye, Hawaii X  

Joseph Montoya, New Mexico X  X  

William B. Spong, Jr., Virginia X  X  

Thomas P. Eagleton, Missouri X  

Republicans 

J. Caleb Boggs, Deleware X  X  X  X  

Jack R. Miller, Iowa X  

James B. Pearson, Kansas X  X  

George Murphy, California X  X  

J. Sherman Cooper, Kentucky X  X  

Howard H. Baker, Jr., Tennessee X  X  

Robert J. Dole, Kansas X  
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Even those efforts were eclipsed in 1967 by the subcommit

tee's monumental 2,69^ pages of hearings on the Air Quality 

Act (or the 1,391+ pages on thermal pollution in 1968). Ron 

M. Linton, the Staff Director of the Senate Committee on 

Public Works from 1963 to 1966, directed the. compilation 

in 1963 of the studies of water and air pollution, and in 

1961+ and 1966 helped prepare the subcommittee recommenda

tions on "steps" toward clean air and water. In 1967, after 

leaving his staff position, and drawing on his accumulated 

expertise, Linton led a study for John W. Gardner, the 

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, on environmen

tal pollution. Later that year Linton became national co

ordinator for a newly-organized broad-gauge urban lobby, 

the Urban Coalition, headed by Gardner. 

The appropriations committees have of course played 

an essential role each year, but in the overwhelming major

ity of cases the committees have funded the programs much 

as authorized. Recently, appropriations for water pollu

tion construction grants have been cut sharply, but usually 

at the administration request, because of the war in Vietnam. 

For a long time national water and air pollution control 

programs were relatively small programs, and the subject-

matter committees exerted policy leadership. Now both pro

grams are considerably larger, and the appropriations com

mittees' role (especially in oversight) will be greater. 
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Executive Agencies and Personnel 

The most important units in the executive branch 

in the issue-areas of water and air pollution control are 

the agencies that administer the by now rather large-scale 

federal pollution control programs. As these agencies 

have grown and developed they have increasingly become 

sources of expertise and information on pollution problems. 

However, their very pains of growth and the need to main

tain a degree of flexibility sufficient to cope with dif

fering positions of succeeding administrations have provided 

an opportunity for Congress to maintain policy leadership— 

an opportunity that Congress has so far taken. 

National water pollution policy is administered 

by a unit in the Department of Interior, the Federal Water 

Pollution Control Administration (see Figure 2). The agen

cy has come in for a great deal of scrutiny by Muskie and 

ELatnik and their subcommittees, who have been fearful that 

the move from Health, Education, and Welfare to Interior 

would be too severe on the program just when the program 

was charged with the major responsibility of directing the 

establishment of water quality standards by the states.^ 

7. According to their testimony, respectively, be
fore the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization of the 
Senate Committee on Government Operations, and the Subcom
mittee on Executive and Legislative Reorganization of the 
House Committee on Government Operations in 1966. 
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I 

lAdministration"7 

Facilities 
Programs 

Research and 
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Some of Muskie's and Blatnik's apprehensions were justified. 

Vfhen the transfer from HEW to Interior was made more than 

half of the commissioned officers who had manned the pro

gram when it was part of the Public Health Service elected 

not to revert to civil service status as was required for 

the move to Interior. Many critical, experienced person

nel were thus lost to the program. Despite an aggressive 

recruitment program the lack of expertise was felt though-

out the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, as 

well as by the Secretary of the Interior at the time, Stewart 

Udall. During 1968 oversight hearings Udall confessed that 

"a year ago [w]e had an oversimplified concept of the whole 

process of standards setting. We were thinking more at 

that time ... of the states coming in and presenting 

something and of our rubberstamping it and sending it back 

to them. 

Fortunately, Murray Stein, the long-time head of 

federal water pollution control enforcement, moved over 

during the transfer. So did James Quigley, the Assistant 

Secretary for Health, Education, and Welfare whose respon

sibilities had included HEW's water and air pollution con

trol programs, who became the new Federal Water Pollution 

8. U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Air and 
Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, Hearings, Water 
Pollution—1968, part 1, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess., March 27, 
1958, p. 5* 
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Control Administration Commissioner. Quigley's retirement 

at the end of 1967 symbolized the virtual separation of 

the federal water and air pollution control programs in 

disparate executive departments. What he may have lacked 

in expertise Secretary Udall made up for with enthusiasm, 

and it appears that his successor, Walter Hickel, is of 

the same disposition, having stated that he places top 
o 

priority on the water pollution control program. \ 

With 2,1^82 employees the Federal Water Pollution 

Control Administration should soon begin to stabilize, 

if only under the pressure of its own internal weight. 

The Robert Taft Sanitary Engineering Center at Cincinnati 

has been in operation since 1953> and has been a mainstay 

in air ans well as water pollution research. Pour region

al laboratories have been established: College, Alaska 

(1965), Athens, Georgia, Ada, Oklahoma (Robert Kerr Lab

oratory), and Corvallis, Oregon (the latter three in 1966). 

In addition, in 1967 the National Quality Standards Lab

oratory—Fresh Water began operation at Duluth, Minnesota. 

A similar salt water standards laboratory exists in tem

porary quarters at Warragansett, Rhode Island. Table ij. 

illustrates the comprehensiveness of the technical aspects 

of federal water pollution control research efforts. 

9. "Hickel Denied Money for Water Help," Arizona 
Daily Star (Tucson), April 7, 1969. 



TABLE I4. 

PROGRM STRUCTURE OP FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Pollution Control Technology: 
Municipal. Sewered Wastes, Combined Sexier Discharges, Non-Sewered Run-Off, Non-
Sewered Municipal Wastes, Joint (Mun./Ind.) Wastes. 

Industrial, Metal and Metal Prodticts, Chemical and Allied Products, Power Pro
duction, Paper and Allied Products, Petroleum and Coal Products, Pood and Kindred 
Products, Machinery and Transportation Equipment, Stone, Clay, and Glass Products, 
Textile Mill Products, Lumber and Wood Products, Rubber and Plastic, Miscella
neous Industrial Sources. 

Agriculture. Forestry and Logging, Rural Run-Off, Irrigation Return Flows, Animal 
Feed Lots, Non-Sewered Rural Wastes. 

Mining. Mine Drainage, Oil Production, Uranium, Other Mining Sources. 
Other Sources. Recreational, Boat and Ship, Construction Projects, Impoundments, 
Salt Water Intrusion, Natural Pollution, Dredging and Landfill, Oil Pollution. 

General. Eutrophication, Physical-Chemical Identification of Pollutants, Biologi
cal Identification of Pollutants, Source of Pollutants, Fate of Pollutants in 
Surface Waters, Fate of Pollutants in Ground Waters, Fate of Pollutants in Coast
al Waters, Water Quality Control, Water Resources Planning and Resources Data, 
Thermal Pollution. 

Waste Treatment and Ultimate Disposal Technology: 
Dissolved Nutrient Removal, Dissolved Refractory Organics Removal, Suspended and 
Collidal Solids Removal, Dissolved Inorganics Removal, Dissolved Biodegradable 
Organics Removal, Microorganisms Removal, Ultimate Disposal, Waste Water Renova
tion and Re-Use, General Y/aste Treatment Technology. 

Water Quality Requirements: 
Municipal Uses, Industrial Uses, Agricultural Uses, Recreational Uses, Fish and 
other Aquatic Life, Other Single Uses, Multiple Uses. 

i 

H 
O^ 
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Although the federal air pollution control program 

has long been and still remains part of the Public Health 

Service (see Figure 3), it too has experienced the shock of 

rapid and far-reaching expansion. In 1967 the unit was re

organized as the National Air Pollution Control Center, and 

in 1968 as the Federal Air Pollution Control Administration. 

As yet the program does not have a permanent facility, but 

one is now being built in the so-called "research triangle" 

between Duke, the University of North Carolina, and North 

Carolina State University, and is scheduled for completion 

by 1972. The mandate of the 1963 Clean Air Act to establish 

and publish air quality criteria—and the added urgency of 

the endeavor created by the needs of the 1967 Air Quality 

Act—have added to what has turned out to be an extremely 

difficult task, and so far only sulfur oxide and oxident 

criteria have been tentatively released'. And the sulfur 

oxide criteria have set off seroius charges calling into 

question the bases for establishing the criteria. 

But the Federal Air Pollution Control Administra

tion is fortunate to have a number of excellent upper-eche-

lon personnel. The Commissioner is Dr. John T. Middleton, 

a former professor at the University of California (and a 

former member of the California Motor Vehicle Control Board) 

whose expertise on air pollution problems is highly regarded. 

His assistant is Arthur Stern, long involved in New York 
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City's air pollution control efforts. The head of the 

the Abatement and Control Branch is S. Smith Griswold, 

for many years the Air Pollution Control Officer for Los 

Angeles Coxinty. The Director and Deputy Director of the 

Public Health Service's Bureau of Disease Prevention and 
* 

Environmental Health are, respectively, Richard A. Pringle 
t 

(who reported to Roberts in 1962 on the London fog) and 

Vernon MacKenzie, the former chief of the Division of Air 

Pollution Control. The most enthusiastic Sergeon General 

in this area is the present one, William H. Stewart, who 

has been a strong supporter of a national air pollution 

program since 1966, when he assumed his post. The Secre

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare who took the strong

est stand on a vigorous program was John W. Gardner (1965-

67)» followed by Wilbur Cohen (who had convinced Kennedy 

to support Costin's enforcement langtiage in 1963) in 1967-

6$, The new Secretary of HEW, Robert Pinch, has yet to 

take a position. The 1967 Air Quality Act placed stupen

dous burdens on the national air pollution control program, 

but the quality of personnel mentioned above raises the 

hope that the program is becoming soundly established. 

It is in the Federal Water and Air Pollution Con

trol Administrations that the details of administration 

proposals for control policy are worked out. Both the 

1966 river basin concept and the 1967 airshed concept were 
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worked out in the respective agencies. Of course, neither 

of the proposals stood up too well before the Muskie sub

committee—so many extensive revisions were made that the 

bills became more congressional that administrative ones. 

And the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1969, not yet 

passed by the Senate, represents about equal portions of 

administration recommendations and committee inclusions 

and modifications. The oil pollution control provisions, 

for example, reflect a combination of the recommendations 

of the joint departmental investigation of the Torrey Can

yon wreck, and the on-site observations of the Blatnik-led 

committee hearings in 1969 at Santa Barbara. The stan

dards authorized to be set for vessel pollution were a 

result of the Federal Water Pollution Control Administra

tion study of boat pollution authorized by the 1966 Clean 

Waters Restoration Act, and the requirement that federal 

licensees conform to water quality standards was developed 

from the Muskie subcommittee's hearings on thermal pollu

tion. The 1969 act (assuming it passes) illustrates well 

the interplay among the major governmental institutions 

involved in identifying pollutibn problems and recommend

ing courses of action—proposals Congress has usually ac

cepted with virtually no debate on the floor. 

The President has become an important participant 

in the pollution policy system as the problems of water 



and air pollution have received growing national atten

tion. During the Santa Barbara oil leak, President Richard 

Nixon directed the Department of the Interior to reassess 

the adequacy of federal water pollution control policies 

in order to improve them where necessary to prevent simi

lar occurances."*"® President Johnson found similar inspir

ation during Thanksgiving, 1966, when attention centered 

on the deadly smog that engulfed New York- City. Since the 

early 1960's, no conservation or health message by the 

President to Congress has failed to make some recommenda

tion with regard to water or air pollution problems. 

And, while the details of these recommendations 

are hammered out in Interior or HEW, as the case may be, 

the President can also draw on the ideas of his advisors 

in the Office of Science and Technology, or the President's 

Science Advisory Committee. Currently, President Nixon's 

Science Advisor, Lee DuBridge, is leading the administration 

efforts to establish an interdepartmental council on En-

11 
vironmental Quality. Between 1965 and 1967 administra

tion proposals often reflected recommendations contained 

in the 1965 Science Advisory Committee's report, Restoring 

the Quality of our Environment. And Eisenhower relied on 

the recommendations of the ad hoc Pederal-State Action 

10. New York Times, February 9 ,  1969# p. 1. 

11. Mintz, op. cit. 
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Committee concerning sewage construction grants. But 

mainly the Chief Executive relies on his administrative 

departments and the operating units in these departments. 

Other governmental units are also involved to a 

lesser degree in the pollution policy system^ Jecause of 

the importance of meteorological factors in air pollution, 

a number of personnel from the Department of Commerce1 s 

Environmental Science Services Administration work in the 

Air Resource Laboratory of the Federal Air Pollution Con

trol Administration. And a pure research unit, the Na

tional Center for Atmospheric Research (funded through the 

Office of Science and Technology) has been established at 

Boulder, Colorado. The Bureau of Mines, long interested 

in coal dust and smoke abatement, has expanded its research 

efforts to include mine tailings and scrap for solid waste 

disposal (as authorized by portions of the Solid YJaste 

Disposal Act in 196£), and, under its responsibilities to 

aid in the conservation of mineral fuels, the emissions 

from sulfur fuel combustions, both coal and gasoline (there 

is overlap here, of course, with auto pollution control 

research in HEW--and in private industry). The remainder 

of the Solid Waste Disposal Program is centered in the 

Public Health Service's Bureau of Disease Prevention and 

Environmental Control. 
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State and Local Groups arid Private Interests 

A third important set of actors in the pollution 

policy system include those that represent the nation's 

largest urban populations and many of the country's most 

important industries—automobile, pulp and paper, chemi

cal, and steel manufacturing, mining, oil refining, and 

power generation (see Table > )* 

Most members of the urban lobby have been insis

tent pleaders for stronger federal water and air pollution 

controls. The fact that water and air pollution problems 

are primarily urban, and that the cities are hard-pressed 

in these as well as many other issue-areas for adequate 

finances has long been obvious, as have been the jurisdic

tional problems attendent to problems like those of water 

and air pollution that transcend municipal boundaries. 

The most important municipal groups are the National League 

of Cities (until 196ij. the American Municipal Association), 

the U.S. Conference of Mayors, and, as the counties have 

begun to revitalize in response to urban sprawl, the Na

tional Association of Counties. 

Urban lobbying was already important in 1956 in 

connection with securing passage of the Blatnik bill, and 

in 1963 the cities helped stimulate the move to include en

forcement provisions in the Clean Air Act. In 1965 exhaus

tive testimony by the cities before the Muskie subcommittee 
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TABLE $ 

STATE AND LOCAL GROUPS AND PRIVATE INTEREST 
COMPONENTS OF THE POLLUTION POLICY SYSTEM 

Primarily 
Air Pollution 

Primarily 
Water Pollution 

Both 

State and Local 

Los Angeles County 
California 
New York City 

New York State 

National League of 
Cities 

U.S. Conference of 
Mayors 

National Association 
of Counties 

Various cities and 
state and local 
control agencies 

Private 

Auto Manufac
turers' Assn. 

American Min
ing Congress 

American Med
ical Assn. 

Various boating 
interests 

League of Women 
Voters 

Am. Petroleum 
Institute 

Bitumnous Coal 
Institute 

Edison Electric 
Institute 

National Steel 
Association 

American Paper 
Institute 

U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce 

National Assn. of 
Manufac turer s 

Manufac turing 
Chemists' Assn. 

National Wild
life Fed'n. 

Izaak Walton 
League 

Sierra Club 
Rachel Carson 
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of the tremendous magnitude of current sewage disposal 

needs. Individual cities and counties, like New York, 

Chicago, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia testify before 

nearly all hearings. The National League of Cities and 

the U.S. Conference of Mayors periodically formulate pol

icy positions for their members1 guidance. In short, the 

nation1 s urban population centers are in the thick of the 

processes of problem identification and policy formula

tion in the is sue-areas of water and air pollution. 

The extraordinary efforts of the State of Califor

nia and the County of Los Angeles in air pollution abate

ment should be singled out. Even today, that state and 

county remain the leaders in controlling motor vehicle ex

haust emissions—which are extremely critical there--where 

more stringent standards than the recently-promulgated 

national ones (based on then-existing California stan

dards) are in effect. Until 1962, it will be recalled, 

over half of all the money spent in the United States on 

air pollution control was spent in California and Los An

geles, and the experience and personnel gained there now 

benefit the federal control program immensely. In water 

pollution control, the state of New York has recently, 

under the leadership of Governor Nelson Rockefeller, begun 

a massive campaign of cleaning up its rivers and streams, 

and as such has been an important policy system participant. 
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As Table $ indicates, not only have the cities 

generally been concerned about both water and air pollu

tion problems, most major industries have found themselves 

in similar straits. The plight of the coal industry is 

probably most hapless. Not only has acid mine drainage 

been a long-standing problem for which no practical solution 

yet exists, the grot-ring demand for recreational resources 

has dissipated the former public toleration of reddened 

streams devoid of most fish and aquatic life. The tail

ings and waste heaps are receiving increasing criticism by 

those concerned about solid wastes and environmental quali

ty, but the problem of sulfur oxide emissions from coal 

combusion have so far escaped practical solution despite 

the protracted research efforts, not only by public agen

cies, but also by the industry's research arm, the Bitu

minous Coal Institute. The petroleum industry also has 

been involved expensively in both water and air pollution 

problems. Oil pollution has created public concern and 

demands are increasing to do something to prevent future 

disasters. Moreover, not only is the oil burned in many 

heating and industrial processes high in sulfur content, 

refined oil--gasoline--burned in automobile engines is of 

course the primary source of photochemical smog vapors. 

She petroleum industry coordiantes its research through 

its American Petroleum Institute. 
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The Edison Electric Institue represents nearly all 

privately-owned electric power generating companies in the 

country, and is now involved extensively in both pollution 

issue-areas. Power is usually generated by burning coal, 

with its high sulfur content and consequent sulfur oxide 

emissions. Power generation also requires enormous amounts 

of water, and the industry has borne the brunt of current 

efforts to halt thermal pollution. As the amount of power 

generated increases, the participation of the power indus

try has become one of intense involvement in the pollution 

policy system. 

Several other industries are critically involved 

in the pollution policy system: the pulp and paper manu

facturers, long a subject of attention by those seeking 

pollution abatement, not only for process discharges into 

streams but also vapors into the atmosphere, the mammouth 

steel industry, which uses enormous amounts of water and 

then discharges it, unless treated, in a virtually useless 

condition, and belches, except where control equipment has 

been installed, great quantities of pollutants into the 

atmosphere, and the chemical manufacturers, who discharge 

a phenomenal variety of exotic effluents—many of which 

hardly anything is now known about their individual or 

combinative effects. 
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For some time, the National Association of Manu

facturers and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce represented in

dustry in pollution policy-making, but the problems have 

become so enormous, complex, and technical that the major 

industries involved now must and do rely on their own tech

nicians. The autombile manufacturers have not been respon

sible for too much water pollution, but that fact hasn't been 

of relief to them, since their involvement in air pollution 

control efforts is immense. The boating industry has been in 

voGLved recently in matters regarding boat pollution. The 

American Medical Association has taken an increased inter

est in air pollution problems, especially the health aspects, 

and in 1967 convened its first national conference on air 

pollution. 

. By now it is probably apparent that pollution prob

lems are so enormous and so complicated that private groups 

hardly have the resources or capability to participate ex

tensively in the pollution policy system—and that has been 

the rule. The major exceptions to the rule (perhaps re

flecting their nature) have been hardly conservationists, 

who have struggled over the years for water pollution control 

legislation. Though the conservation groups have not been 

extremely strong political forces in the pollution policy 

system, their importance seems to be increasing roughly in 

proportion to the increased interest in outdoor recreation 
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and the so-called "quality of American life." In the field 

of i tor pollution, the hardy League of Women Voters has 

sinco 1966 made water pollution control one of its nation

al projects, and the organization has stimulated consider

able citizen interest in some areas of the country. No 
* 

individual like Rachel Carson is currently active in the 
t 

system, but her example proves that such is not an impos

sibility, 'especially with a little help from the media. 

Conclusions 

On the basis of the preceding . discussion it is 

possible to categorize the interactions of the pollution 

policy system by the nature of the involvement and by par

ticipation in functional activities. As Table 6 illus

trates, while the actors nearly all engage in more than 

one functional activity (hence the interrelatedness of the 

policy process), those involved in day-to-day activities 

are busiest with both agenda-setting activities (though 

others are also important) as well as other functional ac

tivities—they are the "prime movers" of the pollution pol

icy system. However, as will be demonstrated in the next 

chapter, those with broad policy-setting authority and 

those whose support and/or opposition i/3 import-ant are 

sometimes key factors in the agenda-setting strategies of 

the prime movers. 

( 
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TABLE 6 

NATURE OF INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION IN FUNCTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES IN THE POLLUTION POLICY SYSTEM 
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Those with broad policy-
setting authority: 
President x x 
Secretary of HEW x x x 
Secretary of Interior x x x 

Those involved in day-to-day 
policy development—prime movers: 

Senator Muskie X X X X 
Representative Blatnik X X X X 
Muskie subcommittee X X X X 
House Public Works Committee X X X 
House Interstate and Foreign 

Commerce Committee X X X 
Public Health Service X X X X 
Federal Water Pollution 

Control Administration X X X X 
Federal Air Pollution 

Control Administration X X X X 
State and local control 

agencies X X X 

Those whose support and/or 
opposition is important: 
Industry x x x 
Research scientists x 
Health interests x x 
Conservationists x x x x 
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And, in order to discuss in the next chapter agenda-

.setting activities in regard to pollution policy, it 

is essential to keep in mind the main facts of the nature 

of the pollution policy system just discussed. In short, 

the nature of the pollution problems has greatly influenced 

the nature of the policy system that has evolved. Only 

large societal units—or specialized publics—have been 

able to marshal the resources and capabilities necessary 

to define (somewhat, anyway) the nature of pollution prob

lems. And only those possessing, that kind of information 

have been able to participate effectively in the policy 

process. The average citizen, most legislators and admin

istrators, technicians in other subject-areas, and most 

other people have very little ability or capacity to de

fine the problems with any precision so that effective 

policies can be proposed—and the pollution policy system 

reflects that fact. 



CHAPTER 6 

AGENDA-SETTING ACTIVITIES IN POLLUTION POLICY 

If the agenda of government consists of those prob

lems and proposals on which action by decision-makers is 

solicited, how have pollution problems been placed on that 

agenda? The brief answer is that certain institutions, 

groups, and individuals have identified the problems and 

proposed governmental actions. 

In the issue-areas of water and air pollution agenda-

setting activities have been complicated, continuous, 

incremental, and cautious. The reasons such have been the 

case stem from the nature of the problems, the nature of 

the governmental units involved, and the nature of the in

terests affected. 

The complexity of agenda-setting activities in the 

issue-areas of water and air pollution is due mainly to 

the fact that pollution problems are themselves complicated. 

Ihat is, pollution problems arise out of causes and conse-

quences which are usually difficult to pin down, even to 

the satisfaction of many informed observers. Thus problem 

identification activities have variously included extended 

efforts at self-education and information-gathering, exten

sive studies and hearings, and even the creation of full-

scale research programs. Accordingly, policy proposals 

192 
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have also been complex. In addition, to the extent that 

causes and consequences are thought to be known, a number 

of extremely technical variables are involved—e.g., rate 

of flow and turbulence, concentration levels, wind speed, 

synergistic effects. 

Agenda-setting activities relating to pollution 

problems have also been continuous rather than discrete. 

At no time have pollution problems been precisely iden

tified overall, and comprehensive control policy proposed. 

Rather, problem definitions and dimensions have continu

ously changed as more information has been gathered and 

more research been conducted. Moreover, as Sundquist has 

noted, 

Environmental pollution was not a field in 
which an issue once settled would remain settled. 
It was, rather, a field where the constantly ac
celerating pressure upon living space generated 
by the forces of population groitfth and technolo
gical development would have to be countered by 
an equally constant acceleration of public ac
tion.! 

The incremental nature of agenda-setting activities 

in pollution policy is both a reflection of the fact that 

problem definition has been complex and continuous, and 

that the American policy process characteristically oper

ates incrementally. Because problem definition in the 

1. James L. Sundquist, Politics and Policy: The 
Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johns on""Years ("Washington, D.C.: 
Brookings Institution, 196b}, p. ~379. ' 
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issue-areas of water and air pollution has been so pro

tracted, the evolution of policy can partly be explained 

by that fact. That is, early policy was primarily re

search-oriented and devoted to information-gathering, and 

the pattern of evolution of pollution policy has been to 

establish standards and controls only to the extent that 

was technologically and practically feasible. 

Even if the nature of pollution problems was rad

ically different, it is unlikely that policy proposals 

would be non-incremental. The governmental units that 

have been major participants in the pollution policy sys

tem are embedded in institutions—Congress and massive 

executive departments--that are interested only in propos

als on which the effects of incremental changes can be 

calculated. In general, for example, air pollution con

trol policy has been patterned after water pollution 

control policy, and water pollution control policy, in 

turn, evolved only slowly in a step-by-step progression: 

a small research effort, a permanent program, limited en

forcement authority, extensive enforcement authority, small 

construction grants, massive construction grants, with 

many small progressions in between. But certainly the 

nature of the problems guaranteed that agenda-setting ac

tivities in the water and air pollution issue-areas would 

be incremental. 
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Finally, it is fair to characterize pollution pol

icy agenda-setting, especially in regard to policy propos

ing, as cautious—and the reason for this is certainly due 

chiefly to the nature of the interests affected. The causes 

of water and air pollution stem primarily from industrial 

development (with the exception of sewage disposal, which 

however is also related indirectly). That fact has meant 

that American industry—responsible for so many .benefits of 

American life—has also been charged with the demeanment 

of some aspects of that life: health, recreation, esthe

tics, mismangement of resources. 

Bound up as the nation's general well-being is in 

industrial development, pollution control policy has been 

compelled to be based on careful documentations and demon

strations of causes and consequences, the feasibility of 

controls, and the absence of viable alternatives. It is 

not necessary, however, to make more of the caution var

iable than it warrants, however, for American industry has 

begun to grapple with pollution problems on their own ini

tiative as well as under the stimulus of governmental con

trol. 

The strongest countervailing force against exces

sive caution in agenda-setting in pollution policy-making 

has been the urgency of the plight of the cities, which 

have borne the brunt of pollution problems. Certainly 
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the evidence demonstrates the sympathy for the cities of 

key pollution policy-malters like Blatnik and Muskie. 

Agenda-Setting Strategies 

On the basis of the agenda-setting variables dis

cussed, it is possible to identify the major agenda-setting 

strategies pursued in identifying problems and proposing 

policy regarding pollution problems. The strategies are 

categorized by the main agenda-setting variables below. 

The Nature of the Problems 

One of the most important strategies of problem 

identification in the technical issue-areas of water and 

air pollution has been the establishment of a national 

research program. Pollution problems are so technologi

cally complex that a sizable aggregate of resources has 

had to be marshalled to identify and define them, and the 

resources of the national government are enormous in com

parison even to private industry. 

A second agenda-setting strategy in pollution pol-

icy-making has been to gather as much information as pos

sible from as many diverse sources as possible in order to 

enhance the possibility of being exposed to as many vary

ing perception as possible—thus reducing reliance on any 

one primary source. The Muskie field and technical hear

ings are the most prominent example. 
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The Nature of the Governmental Units Involved 

The lack of urban committees in Congress has meant, 

thirdly, that identifying urban probleras like those of wa-

.ter and air pollution and proposing courses of action has 

rested to a considerable degree on the initiative of con-
* 

gressmen who are interested in pollution problems are able 

to carve out areas of expertise. The Muskie subcommittee 

is the best example in this study of the way in which, in 

the absence of established committees designed to handle 

particular urban problems, a new structure can be fashioned 

almost single-handedly that focuses attention on getting 

action on particular problems. Thus engaging in this type 

of behavior was an important strategy. And, because water 

and air pollution problems are so complex, it appears that 

Congress has almost felt a sense of relief that some of 

its members have been willing and able to inform and guide 

them with regard to problem identification and policy for

mulation in pollution policy-making. 

Fourth, securing the endorsement and support of 

the President has been an important strategy in pollution 

policy-making because in these issue-areas as well as many 

others the President has set the broad policy positions of 

his administration. In the issue-areas of water and air 

pollution, President Eisenhower refused to endorse construc

tion grants, and for four years grant authorizations 
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remained at a level considerably below that felt necessary 

by most participants in the pollution policy system. Pres

ident Johnson was convinced to back national auto exhaust 

emission standards when his own administrators let their 

dislike for the President's position known to media sources; 

with Johnson's backing the administration vigorously sup

ported the Federal Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Act of 

1965. Through Costin's maneuvers, President Kennedy was 

convinced that he should support enforcement in the field 

of air pollution, thus compelling a somewhat reluctant HEW 

and PES to go along with the proposal. 

A fifth important agenda-setting strategy was based 

simply upon developing expertise that other policy-makers 

could place confidence in when it came time to legitimate 

courses of action. Blatnik's early expertise in the need 

for sewage treatment construction and the magnitude of the 

task was unquestioned even by the administration that op

posed his proposals with an alternative course of action. 

Likewise, Roberts' change in position on the need for en

forcement provisions was marked as a sign that enforcement 

was indeed needed. Muskie's expertise has become so widely-

acknowledged that almost withoiit exception most provisions 

in air and water pollution control policies adhere most 

closely to his definitions of the problems and his recommen

dations for action. When in 1966, for example, he 
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recommended construction grant authorizations far in ex

cess of the administration's, it was the administration 

that hastily recalculated; he prevailed on the need for 

exhaust emission standards, on the need for water stan

dards rather than just criteria, and on the desirability 

of airshed criteria rather than the proposal of the admin

istration for national standards. In each case he rested 

his arguments on the nature of the problem and the needs 

uncovered by the hearings. 

The Nature of the Interests Affected 

Sixth, on occas.ions interest groups have been in

strumental in agenda-setting in pollution policy-making, 

although most often interest groups have attempted to ex

ert influence at the legitimation state. The strategy 

that is important here is to take into account the fact 

that policy-making in Congress is primarily a committee 

affair (so that in reality there are as many congressional 

processes as there are problems being acted on) and that 

lobbyist interaction with committees and with those like 

administrators who interact with committees is where in

terest group impact is likely to be highest. The urban 

lobby appeared to grasp this essential fact more clearly 

than did most industrial interest groups—who merely pre

sented their case to the committees and then sought to 
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block unfavorable action on the floor (doing so success

fully, however, a number of times). 

A final important strategy is to take advantage 

of a supportive setting which enhances the prospects for 

action on problems. Such supportive settings have attained 

some breadth in the issue-area of air pollution after near

ly every serious thermal inversion—in California in the 

early 19^0's, in London in 195>2 and 1962, in New York City 

in 1953* 1963, and 1966—and in the issue-area of water 

pollution to some extent folloxiring the Torrey Canyon wreck 

and the Santa Barbara oil leak. At times like these the 

imperative for action appears greatest. In addition, be

cause so many problems press for attention policy-makers 

often spend most of their time grappling with those that 

appear most urgent. The popularity of Silent Spring 

created a widespread stimulus to examine the pesticide 

controvery in greater detail and with greater urgency than 

otherwise would have been the case. 

Figure characterizes these agenda-setting stra

tegies as the behavior of the prime movers in the pollu

tion policy system to generate the support, assistance, 

and cooperation of institutional leaders and units and 

private leaders and interests necessary to place pollution 

problems on the agenda of government. 



Institutional leaders and units: 
President, Congress, Department 
of HEW and Interior Secretaries* 

Parameters 
Strategies to 
Generate Support: 

Gathering infor
mation 

Securing Presi
dential Support 

Concentrating 
Group Support V 
Early in process 

Developing ex
pertise 

Talcing advantage 
of Supportive 
Settings 

Mobilizing Re
sources 

Prime Movers: 

Muskie, Blatnik, 
Muskie subcommit
tee, House Public 
Works Committee, 
House Interstate 
and Foreign Com
merce Committee, 
PHS, FWPCA, FAPCA, 
State and local 
control agencies. 

Output: 
Pollution 

S* Problems 
on Agenda 
of Gov't. 

Parameters 

Private leaders and interests: 
Industry, Research Scientists, 
Health Interests, Conservation
ists. 

Figure I4.. Agenda-Setting Strategies in the 
Pollution Policy System 
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Conclusion 

This study suggests that the agenda of government 

is a shorthand expression for a set of continuous incre

mental processes of problem perception, identification, and 

policy formulation and proposing carried on by an equally 

complex structure of. institutions, groups, and individuals. All 

are involved in a policy system acting on a particular set 

of problems, a system whose nature (principal components, 

interactions, stability) are dependent on the nature of the ' 

problems themselves, the interests and institutional struc

tures involved, and the effect of policy. 

Finally, it is interesting to note the obvious in-

terrelatedness of the policy process. By identifying a 

policy system one identifies those units and actors per

forming the functional activities of the policy process— 

and in this case at least the amount of overlap is consi

derable. That is, those performing agenda-setting activi

ties are also involved in performing other functions, so 

that activities in other functional categories cannot help 

but affect agenda-setting strategies. 



APPENDIX A 

AN OVERVIEW OP POLLUTION POLICY DEVELOPMENT 

I896—Marine Hospital began studies of water pollution. 

1899—Rivers and Harbors Act forbade impediments to navi
gation. 

1905—Supreme Court (in Missouri v. Illinois) announced 
that pollution control was more amenable to legis
lation than to adjudication. 

1912—Public Health Service Act authorized stream purifi
cation investigations. 

1932-38—A portion of Public Works AdministrationA/ork Pro
gress Administration funds were expended on sew
age treatment construction projects. 

19il4—-PHS Act authorizes air pollution studies. 

I9I4.8——Water Pollution Control Act authorized: the Public 
Health Service to survey water pollution problemsy 
creation of interstate pollution control -compacts, 
abatement enforcement procedures on interstate 
streams (with the permission of the state in which 
the pollution originated), and construction of a 
research laboratory at Cincinnati. 

195?—'Water Pollution Control Act extended four years. 

19f?5--Air Pollution Control Act authorized $£ million an
nually for study and research of air pollution prob
lems . 

1956—Water Pollution Control Act was made permanent, author
ized: . a slightly revised abatement enforcement 
procedure (with the permission now of the state af
fected by interstate pollution or the one in which 
the pollution originated), $50 million annually for 
10 years for sewage treatment construction grants 
(no grant to exceed $2jj>0,000 or 30 percent of the 
project cost, $1.2 million maximum for joint projects), 
$3 million annually to assist state and local pro
grams . 
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19^9—Air Pollution Control Act extended ij. years. 

1960--Two-year Public Health Service study (Schenck Act) 
of health effects of auto exhaust emissions author
ized. 

1961-~Water Pollution Control Act is further amended, 
authorized: the Secretary of HEW to administer the 
act, federal abatement enforcement to include (with 
state permission) intrastate navigable streams (state 
permission no longer required on interstate streams), 
intensified research and field laboratories, con
struction grant increases to $80 million in 1962, 
$90 million in 1963 > and $100 million thereafter 
(raised single grant limitation to $600,000 and 
joint project ceiling to $2.I|. million), and funds 
to support state and local control agencies. 

1962--Schenck Report found that auto exhaust emissions were 
a health threat but urged more research and caution 
before enacting controls. 

1963-Clean Air Act made federal air pollution control pro
gram permanent, authorized: intensified research, 
the creation of interstate control compacts, the Pub
lic Plealth Service to publish air quality criteria, 
$5 million annually for matching grants for estab
lishing state and local control programs, abatement 
enforcement procedures similar to those in operation 
in water pollution control (state permission was re
quired only on intrastate cases). 

1965—Water Quality Act authorized: water quality stan
dards to be set by the states with the approval of 
the Secretary of HEW, the establishment in HEW of the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, con
struction grants to $l£0 million annually (individual 
grant ceiling x^as raised to $1.2 million and Joint 
project ceilings to $l|..8 million, with a 10 percent 
planning bonus. 

--Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Act authorized fed
eral auto exhaust emission standards to be established 
by. the Secretary of HEW. 

—Solid Waste Disposal Act authorized research and de
monstration projects for improving solid waste dispos
al. 
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1966—Clean Waters Restoration Act authorized: $1^0 mil
lion for construction grants in fiscal 1967, $^0 million 
in 1968, $700 million in 1969, $1 billion in 1970, and 
$1.2 billion in 1971 (dollar ceilings were eliminated 
and the flat 30 percent authorized, amount rose to lj.0 
percent when a state matched 30 percent, and $0 percent 
when a state had quality standards in effect), increased 
program grants, intensified research and demonstration 
projects (especially on storm sewer separation), fines 
for failure to provide information requested at abate
ment conferences, stiffened oil pollution penalties, and 
a study of boat pollution. 

—Clean Air Act was amended to include authorization of 
federal matching grants to help maintain as well as 
establish state and local control programs. 

1967—Air Quality Act authorized: the creation of regional 
airshed to establish air quality standards (with HEW 
to act where the states fail to do so), HEW to go to 
court to secure abatement in time of "imminent and 
substantial"' danger to public health, intensified re
search and intensified efforts to public air quality 
criteria, and two-year study of the feasibility of 
national emission standards. 
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